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PART I-, 

THE ENVIRONMENT 



Chapter I 

THE WRACK BEDS* 

Wrack beds are accumulations of seaweeds of various 

kinds that have become detached from the rocks on which 

they have grown and have been cast up on to the sea-shore. 

If such accumulations are formed beyond the high tide 

level, they may remain but little disturbed for several 

days or even for months. Here, as they gradually 

decompose, these wrack beds become the home and breeding 

place for many invertebrate animals* It is with these 

animals that this thesis is concerned. The most prominent 

of them are various species of flies, beetles and amphi- 

pods, and with them there occurs, less obviously, various 

mites, oligochaetes and nematodes. over and above these 

regularly occurring animals there are numerous incidental 

visitors to the wrack beds. 

Previous work on wrack fauna. 

Wrack beds have long been known as good collecting 

grounds for insects and mites, and several lists of these 

two groups of animals found in them and in their vicinity 

have appeared in the literature. In Great Britain such 

listsq along with some ecological information, have been 
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published by Yerbury (1919-22) (Diptera), Halbert (1920) - 

(Mites) and Keys (1918) (Coleoptera); and similar papers 

dealing entirely or partly with wrack animals have appeared 

in other countries (e. g. Madsen (1936) studied various 

groups in Greenland., and Lindroth (1931) studied wrack 

insects in Iceland). 

No serious study of the fauna or consideration of its 

special attributes appeared until 1945, when Backlund 

published the results of his observations on the wrack 

fauna of Sweden and Finland. Backlund's paper is, extensive, 

the work for it being oarried out, on and off, over a 

Period of eleven years, and it deals-with nearly three 

hundred samples taken from various places covering almost 
I 

the whole of the Finnish and Swedish coasts where wrack 

beds occurred.. 

, 
Types of wrack beds. 

In his paper Baoklund divides the wrack beds he 

investigated into three types according to size# calling 

them wrack strings# wrack flakes and wrack banks. These 

terms are very appropriate in describing the shapes of 

wrack beds and are adopted in the present work. Backlund's 
definitions are altered slightly to suit the wrack beds 

I 
encountered in this study of their fauna. 

Wrack, airinge, are longg continuous or broken, stretches 

Of 'wrack usually less than eight inches'deep imd twelve 

inches wide (photos. onpage 4). They are usually, found 

0r 
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along the length of the high tide line and are formed 

perhaps only where there is a gently-rising shore 

extending several yards beyond the high tide line. 

Wrack strings never become soft because they cannot 

retain water, and at times during dry weather their 

wrack may be hard and brittle. 

Wrack flakes have about the same depth but are broader 

than wrack strings (photo. on page 5). They are formed 

either on fairly level parts of the shore or in shallow 

depressions. 

Wrack banks are larger accumulations of wrack, more 

than eight inches deep and twelve inches wide (photos. on 

pages 5 and 6). They are most often formed at the foot 

of cliffs and boulders where the wrack piles up because 

it cannot be pushed farther back or scattered to form 

wrack strings or flakese Wrack banks decompose rapidly 

and soon become very soft. Their deepest layers are 

always wet. 

Although the three types of wrack beds approach each 

othor in size, the physical differences and the differences 

in fauna between'the extreme forms - wrack strings and 

large wrack banks - are very distinct. 

The wrack beds studied* 

Most of the field'work for this thesis was carried out 
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on the wrack beds on the shore at Whitburn, Co. Durham 

(page 71* The shore here is conveniently divided into 

two parts by a concrete ramp that stretches into the sea* 

North of this ramp, the shore is rocky towards the son 

and covered with loose rooks and pebbles more inland. 

There are cliffs about thirty feet high flanking the shore 

of this region. South of the ramp, the shore is sandy 

with broken stretches of shingle near the high tide level. 

This southern part merges into the bay at Seaburn, where 

the shore continues with a similar structure as far as 

the pier at the mouth of the River Wear. The shore in 

this area rises gently and there are no cliffs ýordering 

it inland* 

On the rocks north of the ramp there. was always a 

large wrack bank at the foot of the cliffs (photos. on page 

5). It measured between two to five yards long, one to 

three yards broad and up to three feet deep. At times it 

became partly covered in rocks and shingle. A wrack 

string was'nearly alwaYs present# parts of it on sand and 

parts on shingle, along the high tide line beginning about 

150 yards south of the ramp and extending into the bay at 

Seaburn. Both the wrack bank on the rocks and the v7rack 

string south of the ramp can be considered as 'permanentt 

because there was nearly always some wrack in these 
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positions* Other wrack banks were found seawards of 

the 'permanent' one on the rocks (photos*on, page 6), 

but they remained for only a few days at the longest. 

Between the positions where this wrack bank and I 

wrack string were formed is'a, stretch of shore, 150 

yards long,, on which all three types of wrack beds were 

continually being formed at vari6us intervals between 

the high tide and low tide levels. - This region is 

referred to here as the centril region of the I"ohitburn 

shore. The wrack beds formed in this region remained 

for varying periods. lasting from several hours to about 

three weeks* The shore here rises more*gradually than 

the rest of the Whitburn shore and, at times, even con- 

tained large,, -shallow depressionse It was the only 

region where wrack flakes were formed at Mvitburn (photo* 

on page 6).. 

The variation in type and permanency of the wrack 

beds found within a stretoii of about 400 yards of shore 

at Vihitburn made this locality a very suitable one for 

carrying out a study of wrack fauna* 

The wrack beds at Whitburn were visited regularly 

once or twice a week throughout the period Ootober. 1955' 

tO April. 1958, 

Other wrack beds investigated were found on the 
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mainland opposite St. Maryts Island, Northumberlandl 

some 10 miles north of Whitburn. Hereg large wrack 

banks, two to three feet deep, were formed at the base 

of some cliffs (photo. on page 6). No wrack strings 

or wrack flakes were ever found here, and the occasional 

small clumps of wrack which were sometimes seen on the 

shore remained for only short periods. These wrack 

banks near SteMary's Island were visited once or twice 

a week from September. 1955 to March. 19569 and thereafter 

occasionally until April9lg58,. Since only large wrack 

banks were formed hereg their fauna could easily be 

compared and contrasted with the fauna found in the three 

Iýinds of wrack beds occurring at Whitburn. 

All of the wrack beds found at Whitburn and near Ste 

Mary's Island were composed entirely, or almost qntirelyt 

of Laminaria. and Fucuss Sometimes there were small 

amounts of other seaweeds present and sometimes various 

amounts of other organic and inorganic tidal debriso 

All of the Durham coast and the Northumberland coast 

south of St. Maryle Island was examined at some time, but 

no other large area of wrack beds, similar to that 

occurring at Whitburng was seen. Small stretches of 

wrack strings were sometimes found, and on the shore at 

Hart there once occurred'a bank of debris among which was 

scattered a small amount of wraek* Temporary wrack banks 
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were sometimes seen In the harbour at Cullercoats., 

In August. 1956, a wraok string at Liandudno, Wales,, 

was examined (photos, on page 4)e It was about 400 yards 

long and was composed'of Laminaria and PuOus., 

In August. 19579 a wraok string on the Furness coast# 

Lanoashire, was examinedo It was made up entirely of a 

filamentous green algap in olumps of about one foot long 

and four to six inches deep. 

At Bamburgh, Northumberland, a wrack itring of 

Laminaria and Fuous was examined on 3rd Septemberg 1957* 

Thetemperature of thewrack beds. 

'Backlund (1945) discussed the physical and chemical 

properties of wrack and wrack beds fairly'thoroughly and 

mentioned other works on the subject that may be con- 

sulte d. Only the temperature of the wrack beds at 

Whitburn was measured in the present study. 

Because of the decomposition of the wrack and'the 

breakdown of complex organic compoundeq the temperatures 

of the various wrack beds'were higher than. those of the 

surrounding air. 'tben the wrack beds were first formed 

and before decomposition had taken, plaoes, the temperature 

was roughly the same as that of the air., In the wrack 

banks after two or three dayst howeverv when decomposition 

was takingplace, the temperature rose to as muoh as 17"C. 

above the surrounding air* The greatest increase occurred 
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in compressed wrack where the decomposition products 

could not drain away, 

If the wrack banks 160044 became contaminated with 

sand,,, as those formed in the central region ýt Whitburn 

frequently did, the temperature fall to, about that of 

the air.. The sand separates the wrackg. aids drainager 

and absorbs heat from the decomposing, wracks, all of 
I. 

which lowers the temperature of, the wrack banks.. 

Wrack strings and flakes bei ing shallow wrack beds 

lying-on sand and shingle at thitburn were wall drained 

and were usually about the same temperature as the 

surrounding sir.. On warm,, isunny days,. however,. they'were 

up o 50C. - higher than the air temperatureý,, having 

presumably absorbed radiated heat.. 

Some actual temperatures of the wrack beds taken with 

a mercury thermometer are now given.. 

Date. Temperatureln degrees-Ci 

Air Wrack 

li'Freshiwet wrack banksi 

lliixiH 15iO 1C5 
24. ix. 56 14i5 14i5 

2. Decomposing wrack banks in summeri 
10. iX*56 150 320 

25.0 

11-ix. 56 14*0 31. o 
1-vii. 56 13,0 21.0 

12 insi from top and 
12 ins. from side. - 4. inso from top and 

4 ins. from 'side. 
6 ins. from top 
6 ins. from top 
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3. Decomposing wrack banks in winýer- 

17. xii. 56 5*0 21.90 .6 ins., from top 
24* 1.57 6.5 13.0 do. 
25. U. 57 4.5 20*0 do. 

4* Parts of wrack banks contaminated with sand compared 
with parts uncontaminated. 

17. ix. 56 15.0 16.0 
l5oO 24.0 

le X056 16.5 15.0 
1695 27.0 

conta-minated 
uncontaminated 

contaminated 
uncontaminated 

5.11-Iraok a trings 

11911.57 3.5 2.5 
6. vi. 56 7.0 6.5 

16. vii. 56 18.5 23.0 
BoviisW 17.0 22.0 

a sunny day 
a sunny day 

Seasonal alterations in the amount of wrack. 

The 'permanent' wrack beds at Whitburn were largest 

after the high autumn equinoctial tides had cast up a 

great deal of wrack that had grown in the summer months. 

For several weeks previous to these tides the large 

amounts of wrack could be seen floating in the sea in 

the bay and large temporary wrack banks were formed below 

the high tide level on the shore. Eventually the wrack 

was cast up beyond the high tide level. The wrack beds 

formed remained throughout the winter. Additional wrack 

was added to them now and again, but in general they 

gradually decreased in size* By April the wrack. string 

was dry-and brittle and remained very much in this state 
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until the autumn. 

Methods* 

Between. two and three hours were spent observing and 

collecting, animals on each visit to the wrack beds at 

Whitburn and to those near StoMary's Islando Adults 

were collected from the wrack beds with an aspirator and 

Insects in flight were oaught. with a kit"eto 1, raok 

material containing. larvae ate. was removed with a trowel 

and placed In 2-lb. size Kilner jars. 

These jars were found the. most suitable for field work 

and also for rearing larvae in the lsboratorýe They were 

a convenient size to handles and their large mouths enabled 

the entangled wrack materal to be placed easily inside the 

jars. The glass lids of the jars could be removed and 

replaced by perforated cardboard when. necessary. The jars 

were large enough to allow larvae that had been collected 

with wrack material to mature without further attention* 

The photographs were taken with a Nices. 3-3 camera 

fitted with an f. 2 Vikkor lens on Ilford FP3 film which 

was developed in Johnson's Fine Grain developer. They 

were printed on Kodak bromide paper* The diagrams of the 

young stages are printed on Kodak bromide airmail hard 

paper. 
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Scope ofthe presont-work. 

The thesis has been divided into a number of parts. 

Part I, which is concluded by this section#- is concerned 

with the environment studied. Barts, 11,. III pnd. IV will 

deal with the' animals that ýeed in the wraok beds or are 

olosely associated with them in some other'way and 

part V will deal with some effeets of the environment on 

the animals present. The thesis conoludes with part VI, 

list of the animals found in. the wraok bedse 

Although all the groups of animals that were found in 

the wrack beds receive some mention, it is with the insect 
I 

fauna that the thesis is most concerned* Of the insects 

present, the most intensive studies were carried out on 

four species of the-fly family Coelopidae and, on other 

three flies belonging to different families* All or some 

of the young'stages of these seven species are described 

and figured in the thesis, from r4aterial collected in the 

field or bred in the laboratory, and the field life-history 

of each speoies-is discussed. Iess intensive studies were 

carried out on several other species of flies, closely 

associated with the wrack beds, on the beetles and on the 

mites present. Men, tion is made of the aetivities of the 

nematodes, amphipods and oligoohaetes ooourring, in the' 

wrack beds., The parasites andpredators of the wrack 

animals are also dealt with, 
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Chapter II 

SYSTEMATICSe 

1. Introduotion 

The Ooelopidae are a small family of acalyptrous flies, 

species of . which broad in wrack beds found on the shores 

of temperate and sub-arotic regions of both the Northern 

and Southern Hemispheres* Five species of the family 

occur in Britain. Their classification is as follows, 

synonyms being placed in brackets. 

Family COELOPIDAE (Phyoodromidae) 

1. OEDOPAREA (Hoteromyzat Haterochils) buccata (Fall'en). 

2* ORYGMA luotuosa Meigen* 

3. MUMMA (Phycodromal Ualacomyza) sciomyzina 
(lialiday). 

4. COELOPA pilipes Haliday (frigida Meigen). 

5. COELOPA (Fueomyia) frigida (Fabrioius) (gravis, 
simplex, parVula Haliday, eximia Stenhammar). 

This list differs from the one given by Kloet and 

Hineks-(1945). Haterochila. is added as a synonym of 

Oedoparea, to concur with various authors; 04, eximia Stenhammar 

is given as a synonym of C. frigida (Fabricius) according 

to the thesis of Mayhew (1939); and C. parvula is also given 

I 
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as a synonym of Ce' frigida (Fabricius) since its 

description (11aliday 1833) falls within the variation 

of structure now known to occur in the latter species* 

Malaoomyia sciomyzina was the Only species of the 

five not encountered while the present study was made. 

This thesis is concerned with 00elopa frigida, C. pilipes, 

Orygma luotuosa and-Oadoparea buccata. 

2. The general appearance of the adults. 

The diagnostio features of the family Goelopidae are 

given by Hennig (11937),, by Saguy (1934) and in less 

detail by Colyer and Hammond (1951). The only detailed 

morphological investigation carried out on the adults of 

the family is that of Uayhew (1939) on Coelopa frigida and 

C. pilipes. Hennig (op. cit, ) gives short descriptions of 

the adults of these two species'and also of Malacomyia 

sciomyzina and Orygma. lue. tuosao' Hannigg unlike other 

dipteriste (e. g. Oldroyd (1954) and Seguy (OP- cit. )) does 

not consider Orygma luctuosa. or Oedopares, buocata. to be 

species. of Coelopidae, although he deals with 0. luctuosa, 

in his paper on that family. Oe. buccata (as Ileterochila 

buccata) is described briefly by Czerny in his work on the 

Dryomyzidae (1930). Seguy (op. cit. ) gives the distinguishing 

features of each of the genera and species and includes a 

key to their identification which is suitable for students 
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in the British Islese 

It is necessary here to give only an indication of the 

appearance of the flies and to mention the variation in size 

that was found in wild specimens. 

Coelopa frigida, whioh is a very bristlyt dorso-ventrally 

flattened black flyp is the most variable of the Coelopide 

in size and appearance. Males measured between 3 mm- and 

9 mm. in length (from the front of the head between the 

antennae to the tip of the abdomen) and females between 

3 mm. and 7 mm. (Mayhow (op* cit) showed that the larger 

flies had proportionately longer bristlest thus giving them 

a different appearance, Which. probably accounts for the 

several synonyme used for this species. ) 

C-pilipes closely resembles C-frigidaq but instead of 

being bristly C-pilipes is covered with a fur of fine hairs. 

The females are most alike, but can be distinguished by their 

tiblae. The tibia of C. frigida bears a preapical bristle 

which in C. pilipes is only slightly developed and is 

obscured by dense hairse C. pilipes is less variable in 

size than 0. frigida, specimens found measuring between 4.5 

and 7.5 mm. 

Orygma luctuosa is also a blackt dorso-ventrally flattened 

fly but it'is not so hairy and bristly as the two species Of 
Coelopa. It is more constant in size, males measuring 5.5. to 
6.75 mm. and females 4.75 to 6.0 mm. long, It differs, too, 
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in having a few long, hairs on its metathoraoic spiracles. 

Oadoparea buccata is a light-brown to orange-ooloured 

fly with a grey thoracic region and it is a little less 

flattened, dorso-ventrally, than. the other three species. 

Male specimens zýanged from 4*5 to 7*5 mme long (less than 

one-fifth were under 6*5 mme) and females from 4*5 to 6.0 mmo 

In May, 1957, howevart a small group of this species. was 

caught all of which were only 3*5 mm. long and had the 

abdomen gray as well as the thorax. 

The males of each of the. species are in general more 
hairy or bristly than the females, but the bristles used 

for purposes of classification in the Diptera are usually 

more'developed in the females and more distinct since they 

are not 30 obscured by the general covering of bristles and 

hairs present in the males. 

3. The young stagese 

The young stages of each of these four species of flies 

consist of the egg, three larval instars and a pupa which 

is contained within a. puparium, 

The only detailed account of the external structure of 
these stages was given by Mayhew (1939) and concerned only, 

C. frigida and C, pilipeop though he failed to find any real 
distinguishing features between the two species, A less 

detailed study of the stages of C. frigida was made by ElWOB 
(1915) and brief'descriptions of, the mature larva and' 

' 
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puparium were given by Ifennig. The young stages of the 

other two species have received only little attention* 

Backlund (1945b) gave a brief account of the third instar 

larva and-puparium, of Oedoparea buecata, and the only useful 

information available concerning Orygma luctuoss. is the 

short description of a damaged puparium by Scott '(1920). 
1 

Concerning C. frigida, it is sufficient here to give a 

description only of its third in'star 'larva and puparium 

so that they may be compared with those of the other species 

of Coelopidae, This description will be followed by a 

discussion of the features that distinguish the larvae and 

puparia of C. pilipes and C. frigidat and a detailed account 

of the young stages of 0. luotuooa and 06. buooata* 

C, The larva and_puparium of Coelopa frigida. 

The following account of the structure of the third 

instar, larva of C. frigida is based on the thesis of 

Mayhew (1939), Purther details have been added, particularly 

about the structures which differ from those found in the 

other genera of the family. 

THIRD INSTAR LARVA9 

Length 5.0 . 13*75 mm. then food plentiful, attains 10.0 - 
13975 mme Breadth 1*6 - 1,8 =# at widest point : greatest 
depth 1.7 - 1.9 mm, - Sha2e eylindrical, anterior third 

tapering to headj blunt posteriorly, Colour white save 
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for brown to black solerotised regions. Body composed 

of the normal twelve segments, first segment indicated 

dorsally by the projecting antennaes segments 3 

subequal. in length (0- 1 mm-), segment 2 shorter and 

segment 12 only about half'their length. First segment 

consists of two lobes separated by a median ventral 

groove at posterior and of which is mouth- In front it 

bears, one on each lobe$ a pair of small, forwardly- 

directed, two-segmented antennae* 

Posterior to these, on antero-ventral margin of each lobe# 

are the pair of Imaxillary palps'. each appearing to 

consist of a solerotised ring surrounding a central 

transparent segment. A third pair of sensory organs, the 

smallest and just visible at X100, are found, one on each 

lobe, lateral to the anterior margin of the grooves in 

which the bifurcate mouth-hooks are found, Each lobe bears 

a number of rows of selerotised teetht at-sides of mouth- 

hooks are three rows of 9- 10 teeth stratehing. right alon& 

ventral surfaoel anterior to mouth-hookg are a further two 

distinct rows of 12 - 15 teeth and anterior to these the 

teeth are in less distinot, and gradually shortening rows to 

a point level with the maxillary palpe. The teeth diminish 

in size anteriorly and laterally so that the largest-teeth 

are found immediately to side and front of mouth-hooks. 

Anteriorspiracles situated laterally near posterior margin 
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of second segment; each composed of 13 - 19 digitate 

processes at tip of which are-found the' spiracular 

openings. Posterior spiraoles borne on backwardly 

directed projections from dorsal part of segment 12; 

peritr6me dark brown and roughly kidney-shaped, the 

convex side directed outwards; from inside peritreme 

arises a ring, broken in region of cicatrix of about 

fifty branched processes; proximally eaoh, prooess is 

broad and. thin but distally becomes more hair-like; there' 

are three, roughly semicircular, spiracular slitst each 

of'whioh is closed by a fine soleroftsed grating. 

SRinest ventral surface slightly swollen at margins of 

each segment 3.12; the swellings run transversely across 

larva and on them are borne, about, twelve broken rows of 

small. spines; those on segments 2.3 and 4 are smaller 

than those on more posterior segments whilst in each group 

of rows the more anterior spines are slightly smaller than 

those posteriorly; usually the anterior (o. 9) rows of 

each group are curved forwards Whilst posterior (oo3) rows 

are curved backwards; anal lobe bears spines in rough 

circles round lobe,. pointing outwards. These ventral groups 

of spines extend round anterior margin of segments 3-5. 

whilst traces of the spines are found dorsally on the 

anterior margins of sogments 69 7 and 8. Anus opens on 
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ventral lobe of last (12th) segment; is a longitudinal 

slit dividing iobe into two lateral portions and an 

anterior one, at end of anus are three large selerotised 

processes each composed of 4-10 spines. 

PUPARIUM 

Length, from full grown larva o. 7.5 mm. Dark-brown 

to blaok; outline ovate, tapering anteriorlyt posterior 

and blunt; in side view ventral line straightj may be 

very gently sinuous, dorsal line convex tapering anteriorlyt 

deepest in region of segments 8-9-, first segment'completely 

introverted, so that larval anterior spiracles sire situated. 

almost at anterior end of puparium; to allow emergence of 

adult, split occurs round anterior and, laterally; part of 

puparium dorsal to this split breaks off by a tranverse 

split threa-quarters way along segment 4. usually leaving 

ventral-part Intact. 

Remarks. It is difficult to decide whether the antennae 

of the larva of Coelopa 

Coelopidae described in 

placed on a projection 

are three-segmented, th 

in fact third segmentse 

twO-sagmenteds 

frigida and the other species of 

this thesis are two-segmented and 

of the head lobes or whether they 

e projections of the head lobes being 

They are described here as being 
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5, Differences between the larvae of the two_speoies 

of Coelopa. 

The above description of the larva of C. frigida could 

also apply to the larva of C. pilipes, there being only 

slight differences between the two. The differences 

given by Hennig (1937) are not genuine and the use of 

his key to the identification of Coelopa larvae would 

lead to error on many Oi3casions. 

To determine the difference between the larvae of 

the two species, each was bred in similar conditions (P,,, *S') 

at the same time of the year (, A: ugUat and Septe-c-iber, 1957). 

ý11 the larvae were supplied with adequate food (Laminaria 

stipes) and were etherised after one or two had begun to 

pupates When killed, parts of the larvae, particularly 

the sides between segments 5 to 11, the digitate processes 

of the anterior spiracles and the rim of'the posterior 

spiracles turned black (i. e. the cuticle became tanned) 

within a few minutes* Each larva was extended to full 

length by being gently pressed between the thumb and ' 

first finger, Thus the specimens examined ware freshly- 

killed# mature third instar larvae in the fully extended 

position. - 
Measurements of fifty specimens of each of the two 

species were noted and are given in the following-tables. 
I 
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The lengths of -the, larvae are given 
in millimetres. The measurements 
of bo,, d and a -were taken with a 
micrometer eyepiece at 

*a 
magnific- 

ation of x 16. when 24 divisions 
of the micrometer eyepiece were 
equal to 1 mmo of the object. 

Table I* Measurements of third instar larvae of C* frigidao 

Len I% 8 

WicLtk 
Cf 

tast 
Se&ent 

Skorkest 
distance 
betwem 

Sýiractz S 

bista-K" 
betweeiv 
outsýde. 
CA I of 
. 

ges 
Sýiractcs 

d, 

11*5 62 21 39 
11.5 59 19 39 
12*0 62 21 41 
11.5 63 21 40 
12*5 63 

-24 43 
12*5 65 23 43 
12*5 66' 23 42 
11.5 65 21 40 
13.0' 67,23 44 
12.5 66 21 42 
12*5 65 23 44 
11.0 62 22 41 
11,5 61 20 39 
13,, 5 69 23 , 45 
12, o 61 -21, 38 
11.5 61 21 40 
12*0 64 22 40 
12*5 65 20 3.9 
-12,0 62 18 39 
1110 57 19 36 
12,. S 60 16 37, 
1490 65 23 44 
12.5 ý2 19 37 
12.5 62 21 40 
12,0 61 21 40 
11*5 60 21 39 
1100 57 is 36 
11.0 55 21 38 
11-5 56 19 38 
12*0 56 21 40 
1105. 62 20 40 

Wcctth 
C4 

Sýiractdar 
Pt&te- 6 

Nutnip-tv of 
dýfbate 

, Sses 6*v anteyýoy 
spt-ractes . 

el L. f4dcý 9. Szdc: 
9 2*3 16 17 

10 1*9 16 -15 
10 2ol 15 16 

9*5 2*2 19 18 
905 2*5 14 18 

10 2*3 14 16 
005 2.4 16 17 
9.5 2*2 14 16 

2.2. 16 17. 
10*5 2*0 14 is 
1005 2,2 16 16 

905 2*3 15 15 
905 2*1 17 17 

11.0 2*1 16 16 
805 2*5 16 is 
9.5 202 17 16 
9.0 2*4 16,16 
905 2*1 is 13 

10*5 107 16 15 
805 2*2 18 19 

10*5 1*5 17 117 10.5 2*2 17 15 
960 2*1 16 18 
9.5 2*2 17 16 
9*5 2*2 15 
9.0 2*3 19 15 
9.0 2*0 16 17 
895 2*5 17 16 
9*5 200 16 16 
9.5 2,2 17 14 

1000 200 is 15 
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ot. C. c I-a" IZ. S'ZAL 
1300 64 21. 42 1005 2*0 15 

. 12,5 66 22 37 7o5 2*19 16 is 
12*0 61 18 37 905 1.9 16 18 
11.5 59, is 36 900 2*0 19 14 
12.0 60 21 39 900 293 16 15 
11.5 --, 59 is 36 9.0. 2*0 14 17 
1105 56 20 40 10*0 2oO 16 15 
12*5 70 23 42 9.5 2.4 17 16 
1105 61 19 38 995 2*0 13 18 
11.5 60 18 38 10*0 1*8 16 14 
13*0 66 21 41 1000 2,1 16 is 
12*0 65 23 42 9, b5 2A 16 15 
1106 62 21 40 9.5 2., 2 17 16 
12o5 65 20 41 lo. 5 1.9 16 16 
12*0 64 ro. 0 38 900 2*2 13 18 
1200 60 . 19 39 1000 1.9 16 17 
1290 62' 21 42 10.5 2*0 is 16 
13, b 68 21 41 1000 2.1 16 19 
11.5 63 21 43 11.0 1.9 1 17 16 

moan 2*14 sod* . 0.1 

Tabld 2. Measurements of third iiistar I'arvas of Copillpaso 

13*5 75 32 48 800 4oO 14 '13 1310 77 29 44 795 309 13 13 
12*5 76 31 46 795 4*1 15 is 
12,5 75 32 48 800 490 14 14 
1300 78 33 49 Bob 4.1 13 '15 13*5 79 35 52 8*5 4*1 14 13. 
13,0 77 33 419 Boo 4.1 15 15 
13*5 78 32 48 800 4oO 15 14 
13*5 

' 
78 33 50 8.5 309 16 l. 

W 
1310 76 '31 47 Bod 3*9 13 14 
12o5 73 31 46 7*5 41 13 * 16 
13.5 75 32 48 Boo 90 13 4 15 
12.5 74 32 49 8,6 3oB 14 13 
1490 al 35 52 805 491 14 15- 
13.0 76 32 48 8.0 4*0 17 14 
12*5 74' 30 45 705 4*0 13 14 
13,0 77 32 48 8*0 4*0 15 15 
1310 78 31 47 Boo 3*9 15 13 
13.5 78 33 50 895 3*9 13 16 
12*5 74 32 48 800 4.0 15 15 
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a, b. ý C. CL F., , kAc4o 51, j--f4d4 1?. Vzde, 

12*5 75 31 45 700 4*4 14 13 
14*0 so 34 50 806 492 13 13 
13a. 0 76 Z2 48 8*6 4*0 14 15 
13*0 75 32 48 8.0 4.0 15 13 
12*5 74 31 46 7*5 4.1 14 13 
13, %, 0 78 33 49 8*0 4el 13 14 
130 77 32 48 809 4.0 15 15 
1365 79 33 50 M 3.9 is 13 
131-10 78 32 48 8.0 4.0 13 13 

. 13, b5 80 34 51 8.5 4.0 14 15 
12.5 74 %'20 2 48 8.9 4*0 15 13 
13*0 77 32 49 865 3.6 16 13 
13.0 77 31 48 7*5 AA 14' 13 
14.0 81 1 35 53 . 9.0 15 14 3.0 
12, * 5 73 31 46 7. ý 1 4A 14 14 
13*0 78 32 49 (300 4. b 13 16 
13.5 79 33 49 8.6 4*1 14 15 
13, *0 79 32 48 SA 4.0 14 14 
1300 77 32 48 0.6 4.0 13 16 
12.5 74 31 47 SA 3.9 15 15 
13*5 77 33 50 8.5 3*9 14 15 
12.. 0 74 219 44 7.. 5 3.9 15 14 
12,, 5 76 32 48 800' 4.0 14 15 
13.0 77 33 50 8*5 3.9 13 15 
13*0 78 33 50 005 3*9 14 15 
13.0 76 . 352 48 810 490 16 14 
12A 75 31 47 860 399 13 13 
15'*5 78 33 49 Boo 4.1 16 14 
13*0 76 32 48 8.10 4.0 13 13 
1.3.5 1 78 1,34 51 e*5 4,0 15 13 

c 
mean 1*00 sd, 0*23 

The ratio of the width of, one ofIthe spiracular plates 

to-the distance between them* 
It will be seen from tables I and 2*that in C, frigids. 

tho-two spiracular plates of th6 larva6 were separated by a 

distance of about twice their width, whilat those of Ce pilipes 

wel: e separated by about four times their width* This 

14 
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difference became noticeable as soon as the measurements 

were takent and was used later as the easiest and surest 

-way of identifying wild third instar larvae of these two 

species* 

(2) The shape of the larvae* 

Although the larvae of the two speoies were almost 

equal in lengths the larvae of C. pilipes were broader at 

the posterior end* An can be aeon from the tables# the 

last segment of the C. pilipes larvae was over 209 wider 

than that of C. frigida larvae* This feature, too, soon 

became obvious. 

(3) The number of digitate processes 'on the anterior 
spiracles* 

Of the fifty larvae of each species examined, forty- 

four specimens of C. frigide. had a total of more than 

thirty digitate processes, and forty-one larvae of C. pilipes 

had less than thirty* Thus about 80% of Goelopa larvae 

could probably be identified to specific level by examination 

of the number of digitate processes. Since the larvae of 

the two species do not intermingle (Pe 71 ) fairly certain 

identification could be obtained with even aýsmall numbers, 

provided-they were found together* 

(4) The shape and arrangement of the digitate processes 

on the anterior spiracleso 

Moresignificant than the number of digitate pro'cesses 

are their shape and arrangement* In Co frigida, the processes 
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are longer and more separated than in C. pilipes. The knob- 

like swellings at their distal ends being hold away from 

the body in the former species (fig, l p, 31 ) but close 

to the body in the latter (fig. 2). In Go frigida the 

processes on each side are arranged in two rough fan 

formations, but in Ce pilipes this formation is lose obvious* 

These differences In shape and arrangement of the 

digitate processes on the anterior spiracles are the most 

useful ones for identifying preserved larvae of the two, 

species* 

(5) The length of the thairst on 'the posterior spirae'les., 

In Ce frigids. the longest thairel are about 0,15 mmo, 

measured from the outside edge of the''eritrem",, and In pa 

C. pilipas they are-lose than 0*1 mm long., In many specimens# 

however, the length of the '. hairs# is difficult to measure 

accurately an they are often curved towards the larvaeý 

These differences may be summariied to form a key to' 

the identification of the species* - 

Third instar larva with the two-posterior spiracular 

plates separated by at least 3*5 (usually about 4)'timen 

their width; larva broader at posterior and; with usually 

less than a total of 30 digitate processes on the two 

anterior spiraoles; digitate processes short and their 

distal swellings* close to body, -roughly in a: straigiiý 'line I' 

length of hairs on posterior spiracles O. lmm. *or less, 

0*0000000*00co pilipaso 
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tarvi with'the'two plates separated by a distance 

less than*3 (usually about 2) times theirvidth; more 

cylindrical; usually with more than '30 digitate processes-; 

processes longer, more-separated,, their distal swellings 

not close to body, roughly grouped int6 two fans; length 

of hairs on posteri6r spiracles about 0,15mm. oo C, frigidae 

The puparla of the two species are also very much 

alike but the distinct difference in the ratio of the 

width of the posterior spiracles to the distance separating 

themIn-the larvae of the! two species hold good in the 

puparia* The length of the hairs on the posterior spiracles 

can sometimes be measured in well-preserved specimens. 

6 The young stages of Orygma luotuosas 

EGG 

Length 0*8 mm, In dorsal view elongate-ovate; in side 

view dorsal surface convex, ventral surface almost straight* 

Vith two long (I mm. ) thin, white filaments attached to 

anterior endl the filaments cylindrical,, slightly narrowing 

near distal end before gently s'welling into a small bulbe 

Between filaments at anterior extremity of egg is a small 

funnel-shtiped structure through which a fine passage (micropyle) 

leads into egg. * Colour white* Whole chorion covered in 

white reticulation of hexagons of roughly same size, except 

for'some smaller ones at anterior end on ventral side* 
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FIRST INSTAR LARVA 

= 32 - 

Length 1.5- 3.25 mm. when extended, First segment 

bears, in front of mouth, a pair of large comb-like mouth- 

hooks.. each with about twenty teeth curved ventrally and 

slightly inwardly* Each mouth hook covered by a hood of 

transparent. skin which bears on its free, anterior margin 

a fringe of-fine hairs. Posterior spiraoles borne on two 

baokwardly-direoted processes of last segment; each with 

rour. rough groups or hairs, 3-6 hairs per group, directed 

laterally or lying along sides or proceýses* Spines round 

in marginal positions on all segments 2-12 on ventral 

surface* Small, backwardly-directed, simple spines on 

anterior margin of segment 2; smaller ones in groups of 

ý 3-5 at anterior margin of segments 3 and 4. Spines on 

segments posterior to these are larger and borne on 

transVerse swellings at anterior and posterior margins of 

each of the segments. Each swelling bears a group of 

-4-6 rows of spines$ first row of each group being at 

posterior margin of a segment and the other rows of a 

group are towards the anterior margin of the segment 

behind. Nearly all of the spines curve backwards but those 

in the single row, at posterior margin of each of segments 
B-10 are curved forwards. Fine, hair-like spines found on 
dorsal and lateral surfaces of segments 2.12. 
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SECOND INSTAR LARVA 

'Length 
2.75 -6 mme Anterior spiracles situated 

laterally near posterior border of seeond segment: 

knob-likeg fan-shaped without digitate processes. 

Posterior spiraoles. each with circlet of 25-30 hairs, 

nearly all of which are branched$ round peritreme. Each 

hair one-half to two-thirds of the width of the stigmal 

plate in length. 

THIRD INSTAR LARVA 

Length, 6.0 16.0 mms mature larvae 14 - 16 mm, Breadth 

at widest point (in region of sagment, g) 1*8 mm. Greatest 

depth 2 mme Shape almost cylindrical, narrowing slightly 

towards posterior and, and more so towards anterior and* 

Colour white save for brown sclerotised structures. Body 

composed of the normal twelve'sagments; segments 3-7 and 

12 subequal in length, (o. 1 mme) segments 8- 11 subequal 

and longer (oo 1.6 mm. )j each segment 3-6 slightly 

concave on dorsal surfacet straight in segments 7- 11. 

First segment consists of two lobes separated by a median 

ventral. groove at posterior. end of which is mouths In 

front it bears, one on each lobs, a pair of small, two- 

segmentedt forwardly-direeted antennae each situated on a 

flashy projection from lobe; proximal segment of each 

antenna cylindricalt distal one hemispherioalg its base 
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half diameter of former* Posterior and ventral to 

antennae are the two single-segmented Imaxillary palps' 

each on a slight swelling of lobe* The third pa ir of 

sensory organs, the smallest, are clearly visible in 

an antero-lateral position to the mouth hooks. Each lobe 

bears a number of solerotised teeth the largest., placed 

near the mouth-hookst being flat plates pointing backwards 

at about 45 0 and the smallest appearing as brown sclerotised 

ridges in the lobes. Each lobe Ijas 1-2 large teeth 

anterior to its mouth-hook: about four large teeth lateral 

to it getting progressively larger in size posteriorly; 

about five smaller teeth in a row at the side of each 

large tooth; and two long rows of about 10 small teeth and 

four short rows of four small teeth anterior to the large 

teeth. Anterior spiracles situated laterally near 

posterior margin of second segment; each composed of about 

fifteen laterally directed digitate processes* Posterior 

spiracles, borne on baokwardly-direated projections (0*4 mm. ) 

of segment 12; peritreme light brown and circular in shape; 

stigmal plate sloping inwards and upwards, bears three arch- 

shaped siracular openings; with three fringes of small hairs 4 

(lose than one-third width of. stigmal plate), each fringe 

being opposite a spiracular openinge Closely applied to 

the latero-dorsal-surface of each*process is a fleshy lobe 
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and ventral to each process is a fleshy transparent 

cone-shaped papilla pointing ventro-laterally, Spines 

of various sizes occur but largest and smallest are easily 

distinguished from the intermediate ones: largest single 

and found only. on ventral surface, smallest in groups of 

2- 12* Individual larvae vary slightly but are similar 

to following. Segments 2.3 and 4 bear a number of rows 

of small spines in groups which extend right round at its 

anteri or margin* The segments posterior to these bear 

spines arranged similar to that shown in diagram for 

segment Be Following description, refers to spines in 

order on ventral, surface unless stated otherwise*. Segment 

5 with 6-7 rows of small spines in groups of 1-3 in first 

row, 3-5 in second row and 5-10 in other rows, with 16 

groups in first row and twelve in second, these two rows 

being. in Centre of segment and slightly arched forward9 the 

other rows extending round dorsal surface; segment 6 with 

2 rows each of 24 groups of B-12 small spines, 2 rows of 

31 large spines, 1 rough. row of about 35 slightly smaller 

spines, 1 row of 24 groups of 4-10 small spines, the rows 

of small spines extending round to dorsal, surfaoe: segment 

7 with 2 rows. each of 24 groups of B-12 small spines, 2 

rows of 33 large spines, 1 rough row of 44 slightly smaller 

spines, 1 row of 27 groups of 4110 small spines, the rows of 

small spines extending round to dorsal surface; segment 8 
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with 2 rovis each of 24 groups of B-12 small spines'. 

2 rows of 53 large spines 1 rough row of 45 slightly 

smaller spines, 1 row of 26 groups of 4-10 spines, a 

few small ppines in groups on sides and dorsal surface; 

segment 9 with 2 rows each of 12 groups I Of 6-10 small 

spines, 2 rows of small spines in groupst which extend 

round sides of larva, 1 row 35 large spinesq 1 row 28 

large spines, 1 rough row of 46 smaller spines, 1 row 

of small spines in groups, very few groups on dorsal 

surface; segment 10 with 4. rows of small spines 1 row 

of 31 large spines, lrow 27 large spines, 1 rough row 

50 smaller spines 1 row of 17 groups of 2.6 small spines; 

segment 11 with 2 rows of small spines in groups, 1 row 

28 large spines, 1 row 24 large spines, 1 rough row 57 

smaller spines, 1 row of 15 groups of 2-8 small spinesp 

only a few groups on sides and dorsal surface; segment 

12 with 1 row of small spines in*groups,, l row 22 large 

spines, 1 row 19 large spines, I row small spines in 

groups, many groups of small spines on sides and dorsal 

surface, and some large spines near anal lobes. knus opens 

at posterior end of segment 12,. lateral to it are two 

roughly triangular-shaped (in side view) fleshy lobes each 

bearing small spines on its margin and outer surface* 

PUPARITJM 

Length 7.0 - 7.5 mm; greatest width 3.5 -4 mm. greatest 

"1 
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depth (at segment 8) 3.0 - 393 mm. Colour black except 

for brown anterior two segments and, posterior, spiracles; 

surface dull. Outline elongate ovate, with width'of 

segments 6-10 roughly equal,, tapering anteriorly and 

posteriorly to these to about one-third to one-quarter 

greatest width; in side view ventral line slopes down 

to segment 6 and is then-straight to middle of segment 

12 where it quickly rises to the posterior respiratory 

processes; dorsal line convex, tapering at anterior end; 

Segmentation clearly defined, constrictions being between 

pegments and larval segmental spines obvious. First 

segment completely introverted so that larval anterior 

spiraoles are situated only short distance from anterior 

end. Skin in ridges which extend right round bodys about 

20 ridges to each segment. Shallow longitudinal cavities 

found towards lateral margins of each segment 5-11, one 

dorsal and one ventral on each sides each rising slightly 

from anterior to-posterior margin of segment. Puparium 

covered in white calcareous layer (can be dissolved in 

weak acid for examination of puparium); thickest all over 

first three-or four segments, and last segment and between 

segments on ventral surfaces present to less extent between 

segments on dorsal surface, For emergence of adult 

puparium splits half-way along segment &and laterally from 

here right'round anterior and, theso-formed two parts are 

either pushed apart or break off. 
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7. The Zoung stages or Oodoparea'_buccata. 

EGG 

Length 0*8 mm; in dorsal view-elongate ovate, in side 

view dorsal surface convext ventral surface concave: 

anterior end more tapered than other whioh is more rounded; 
I 

colnur white; whole surface of chorion covered with 

sculptured hexagons or roughly same size* I 
SECOND INSTAR LARVA. 

Length 2.5 - 4.5 mm. Anterior spiraoles situate4 on 

second segment near posterior margin. in a lateral position; 

each a small knob-like structure, projecting from larva 

laterallyg surrounded by a flap of transparent skin; 

without dtgitate processes. Posterior spiracles on 

backwardly-direoted processes of segment 12; peritreme 

black-dark-brown, with small hairs in three groups - one 

lateral, one dorso-lataral and one ventro-laterale 

THIRD INSTAR LARVA* 

Length 4*5 - 10 mm, When food plentiful attains 9- 10 

greatest width (in region of segment 8) 1.5 mm; greatest 

depth 14.5 mm. Shape almost cylindrioal, narrowing only 

very slightly posterior to segment 9# more so anterior to 

segment 5. Colour white save for brown solerotised 

structures. Bod composed of the normal twelve segmental 
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Oedooareýi buccata 

Egg 

Sec, ond instar larva 
dorsal view 

Second instar larva 
anterior end, lateral view 

Third instar 1R. rva 
anterior end, lsteral viev 
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3.8 subequal in length,, 9-11 subequal. and longer-, all 

segments clearly indicated ventrally by-swellings at 

both anterior and posterior margins of segments 2-11 

and at anterior margin of 12; not so clearly indicated 

ddreally as swellings at margins are gentlp: slight rise 

in middle of each segment 3-11. First sagMent, consists 

of two lobes separated by a median ventral groove at 

posterior and of vhich is mouth. In front it bears, one 

on each lobe, a pair of smalig two-segmentedt forwardly- 

.. 
each situated on a flashyVrojection directed antennae 

from lobe; proximal segment of each antenna almost 

cylindrical, only very slightly tapering to basel distal 

segment hemispherical* Posterior and ventral to antennae' 

are, one on a swelling of each lobe, the single'segmented 

I'maxillary palps". A third pair of sensory organs, the 

smallestp are found antero-laterally to the grooves in 

which the mouthýhooks are found* Each lobe bears-five 

rows of selerotised teeth at sides of mouth-hooks'with 

3-6 teeth in each row.. and about five rows anterior to 

mouth-hooks; teeth diminish in size anteriorly and 

laterally so that the largest teeth are found nearest to 

the mouth-hooks. Anterior spiracles situated laterally 

near posterior margin of. second segment; each composed of 

7-10 digitate processes. Posterior spiracles borne on 

backwardly-directed projections of segment 1.2; peritreme 
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light brown and roughly oiroular; 'stigmal plate has 

3 roughly-oval spiraoular openingS and two or three 

groups of very small, fine hairs, set at right angles 

to length of body. Spines. There are rows of groups 

of very small backwardly-direoted spines on ventral 

surface at margins of segments 3 or 4 to 12; they are 

white to very light brown in coloure Anus opens towards 

end of 12th (last) segmentl surrounded by four fused 

lobes; two - the largest - at the sides,, one in front 

and the 'fourth .- the smallest - behind; front one saddle- 

shaped giving appearanoe of being two lobes, There are 

some very small spines 6n inside face of the posterior 

lobe. 

PUPARIUM* 

Length from full grown larvaq 6.5 -7 mm: greatest 

depth (in region of segment 8) 1.6 - loS mm-, ýgreatest 

width 1*6 - 1-8 mm. Light to dark brown with black lines 

between each segment on dorsal surface and (larval) 

posterior respiratory. , apiraoles light brown; surface 

shining. Outline more cylindrical than ovate, tapering 

po - steriorly and anteriorly to about one-third greatest 

width-, In side view ventral line slopes down to segment 

6 and is then straight to segment 11 where it rises 
I 

slightly to and of segme I nt 10; dorsal line convex, tapering 
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at-anterior end. Segmentation not olearly defined but 

there is usually a black edge to each segment on dorsal 

surface. First segment comPletely introverted: so that 

larval anterior spiracles are situated only a short 

distance from-anterior and. Skin is thrown into fine 

transverse ridges each extending right round puparium; 

segments 3.4 and 5 have whole skin. ridgedl 6-10 

inclusive have the ridges (between 10 and 15 per segment) 

towards the oentre of each segment; 11 and 12 all surface 

thrown into ridges. To allow emergence of adult, oplits 

occur round anterior endt laterally and round sides at 

posterior margin of segment 4. so forming a dorsal and 

ventral flap and the emerging fly forces either one or 

the other open leaving the opposite flap more or less 

intact. 

8 Remarks concerning thesystematieposition of Oe. buccata. 

Some. little doubt seems to exist over the systematic 

position of Oe. buccata, most dipterists placing this species 

in the family. Coolopidaep but Hennig (1937) excludes it 

from this family and states that It is a species of 

Dryomyzidae, Fortunately# there is a species of I wr4ck- 

breeding. flys Hploomyya ustulata, which is an undoubted 

species of Dryomyzidae and which, therefore, can be used 

as an indicator of the morphological features present in 

species of. that family. 
N 
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Backlund (1945b) briefly compared the third instar 

larva of Oe. buccata with a description of the supposed 

larva of H. ustulata which had been given by Oadeau do 

Kerville (1894) and came to the conclusion that the 

larva of Oe. bucoata was so different from that of H. ustulata 

that Oee buccata and H. Ustulata could not possibly belong 

to the same family, Since Gadeau de Kerville did not rear 

adults from the larvae he described, there was some doubt 

over their identifioation and Baoklund's conclusions could 

not go further than this* At -this stage the larva described 

by Gadeau de Kerville need not have been that of a species 

of Dryomyzidae, in which case. 0e. buccata could be a member 

of that family. 

H. ustulata occurs at Whitburn and its larvae which have 

been found in the wrack beds there have been reared through 

to the adult stage. This has shown that the larva described 

I by Gadeau do Kerville was not that of H. ustulata. The true 

larva'of this species is described later (ChoYll)., Howevers 

the larva of Oe. bucoata in, at least, as different from the 

tfte larva or Ho ustulata as it is rrom the larva deseribed 
by Gadeau do Kervilie and Baoklund's oonclusion that these 
two species must belong to different families remains valid. 
Therefore Oadoparea buccata cannot possibly be a species of 
Dryomyzidae, 
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As can be seen from the descriptions and figures 

providedg the larva of Oe. buccata differs a good deal 

from that of the species of Coelopa, but this could 

still be only an intrafamilial difference. There seems 

no reason why Oes buoofLta should not remain a member of 

the family Coelopidae, at least until further studies 

on the affinities of aaalyptrous flies show that it is 

otherwise., 
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Chapter III* 

LABORATORY GMjTURES AND OBSERVATIONSe 

Cultures of the four species of Coslopidae were maintained 

in Jars containing split Laminaria stipes In a manner similar 

to that described for culturing Ce frigida by Wayhow. (1939) 

and Thompson (1951), For her genetical work Thompson found 

it most convenient to use small milk bottles which were 

stoppered with a plug of cotton wool* The present writer$ 

for neasons given earlier, used 2-lb, size Kilner jarst 

the glass lids of whichwere replaced by circular pieces 

of perfora"ted cardboards 

To prevent the split Laminaria stipes from drying up 

and withering they were placed on wet sand or cellulose 

wool. If there were no larvae feeding in the culture the 

Laminaria often became mouldy or covered in a thick opaque 

slime within a few days. Since eggs were not normally 
laid on weed in, eith, er of these conditions, it was either 
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scraped knd* washed'free'of slime and''mould or replaced. 

by fresh-weed. Mith larvae feeding on the Laminaria 

stipes, neither the mould'nor the opaque slime developedt 

in's , toad the weed 'decomposed quickly, a brown semifluid 

running from it., If this be6ame too deep it was removed 

with a pipette to prevent the larvae from drowning. 

Firm Laminaria stip6s were'collected from temporary 

wra I ek beds formed below the high tide 'level and which 

were free of animal life other than small nematodes which 

were usually present. The stipes were washed and examined 

in the laboratory to avoid aooidently, introduoing other. 

animals or their eggs into the cultures, but no attempt 

was made to free the Laminaria of the nematodes as they 

helped in the initial breakdown of the wrack tissues and 

when present in large numbers prevented the formation of 

moulds. 

Because the wrack beds were visited frequentýy there, 

was never any need to store Laminaria stipes for more than 

a day or two, If storage for longer. periods is required 

it shpuld be tightly packed in screw-toP jars and kept in 

a coolq dark place (Thompson). 

The-cultures were kept at room temperature on. a bench 

In the labpratory or in a room. with a controlled temperature 

of 24" C. 



-Coelopa'frigida.. ' 

Under the conditions described'above most of the 

famale, flies eventually laid eggs. ''Usually one or 

two batches of between sixty and eighty eggs were laid 

but two females, each laid a third batch. The eggs of 

a'batch hatched within a few minutes of each other and 

the young larvae made 'their way into the soft Laminaria 

tissue. Here they could be found while in their first 

and sometimes in their*seoond instars, their bodies 

immersed in the soft-wraok and only their posterior 

Opiracles visible. The thirdinstar larvae were found 

both on and in the Laminaria stipes and-wandering over 

the inside of the jar. They pupated in clusters in the 

upper, drier parts of the jar or on the top of the 

remaining, stipaso 

Thompson (19SI), who bred a large number of samples,, 

found that at 2400. the time from egg laying to the - 

emergence of the adult was between eleven and twelve day8o 

Coalopa pillpeso 

Unlike Co frigida, females of 0. pilipes were very 

reluctant to lay eggs in the described conditions. Of 

fifty-three jars, each containing one to four femal6s, 

and several males, set'up at various times throughout 

the period during which the flies were found in the fieldq 
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only five batches' of eggs *ere'laid. - All -five batches 

of eggs, were laid on the outside surface of the Laminaria 

stipes - 
The resulting larvae, however, thrived on the Laminaria 

stipas in much the same way as 0. frigida and those larvae 

not killed and preserved eventually pupated in olustere 

in the same ways 

At room temperature the total time-from the layihg of 

the egg until the emergence of the adult was from 

seventeen to twenty-five days. Various conditions which 

differed from those described above with regard to the 

amount of water in the culture jar, the state of decomposition 

of the wrack and the kind of wrack offered ( iese Fucus 

instead of Laminaria) were found to be no more suitable for 

egg-laying* Since 0. pilipes was being cultured chiefly 

to procure examples. of its young stages for comparison 

with those of 0. frigida and adequate material had been 

obtained for this purpose no further 'attempts were made - 
I 

to find better egg-laying conditions. 

Orygma luctuosas 

Since the eggs of 0., luctuosa, were embedded in the wrack 

tissue-, the most suitable Laminaria, stipes for egg-laying. 

was that which was-. soft but firm. Wrack in this state was 

quickly obtained by adding several nematodes of the species 

normally found in the wrack bads to the split Laminaria 
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stipes-in the. culture jars set up for this. Ooelopi4-, 

,. The nematodes reproduced very quickly And, their 

activi, ties soon softened the top two or three millimetres 

of the cut-surface of, the stipes. If the,; flies were 

newly emerged they were. placed with the Laminaria fresh 

from the wrack beds - the eggs in the, female ripened 

whilst the surýace layers of the weed were being softened. 

In the wild the. larvae pupate. in compressed wrack. mate. rial 

and in the: laboratory it-, qan found. that a layer of tightly- 

packed, moist cellulose wool. placedin the bottom of, t. he 

jar after all excess water had,, been removed was 4 suitable 

substitute* 

Isolated pairs'of flies in, the culture jarý T! atp4,, 

frequently and at-all, timais of the day*, The flies were 

together for up. to fifteen minutas,, the, female walking. 

round. the jar with theýmale In the oopulatory position,, 

but actual unign, lasted only three or four-minutes* Males 

often tried to'mate with otherised. and immobile females. 

The first. egge, of eaoh. female were laid one to five days 

after copulation.., this variation being probably due to the 

varying state of decomposition of the Laminaria provided. 

The frequent, matings of the females, it seemal are not 

necessary for the produotion-of. fortile eggs,. as four of 

six bred, females, which were allowed to mate only once,. 

laid fertile eggs; the other two dying without laying eggs 

after only a short life* 
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Up to about 180 eggs were laid by each. female (nine 

bred flies laid 410 639 83v 89g 969'1139 1519 178 nnd 

179 eggs respeo tively) within twelve hours* Each egg 

was embedded In the soft tissue of the cut surface of 

the Laminaria stipes with its two long filaments either 

projecting into the air or lying along the wrack surface* 

A few eggs were sometimes laid amongst the wet cellulose 

wool but none was ever. found laid on the surface of hard 

Laminaria stipes. The eggs were laid two to three 

millimetres apart, only their fliaments occasionally 

touching* The filaments have a respiratory function and 

not just a mechanical one of preventing the egg from 

sinking Into the sort wrack tissu6v as eggs the filaments 

of which had been gently pushed just below the surface of 

the wrack or eggs in which the filaments had been severed 

at their base failed to hatch* 

The eggs hatahed In one to two days* 

After hatchlýg, the first Instar larvae buried them- 

selves In the soft wrack tissueg only their posterior 

spiracles with their circlet of hairs remaining In view* 

The second Instar larvae sometimes fed in this position 

but more usually on the surface of the wrack* The third 

Instar larvae fed on the surface of the wrack and were the 

only ones found away from the Laminaria stipes, on the lid 

or side of the JRre 
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In-June at room temperature. both, the first and' 

second instar stages each, lasted"2 to 3-days. * Great 

variation was -found in the length ý of the third ins tar 

stage, however, some larvae-feeding up quickly and 

pupating in ton days, others being still found on the 

wrack or wandering round the jar up to six weeks later. 

This was most likely due to the larvae not finding 

suitable places in which to pupate* At room temperature 

in, winter the. larvae were very lethargic and, the, stagen 

-lasted much longer, six to eight days for each of the 

first and_second instar stages and ten to twelve weeks 

for that of the third instar, 

The larvae pupated singly in either the moist, tightly- 

-packed cellulose wool placed at the bottom of the jar for 

this purpose or iiisi4e pieces of moist wrack material. 

Pupae were never found lying either on or under the 

cellulose wool or in wet wood* Due to the larvae contract- 

Ing after entering the pieces of wrack material otoo, a 

small chamber was formedq the puparia remaining in contact 

with the wrack on their ventral surface only* 

The pupal stage lasted from eight to thirteen days at 

room temperature in May, but larvae. that. pupated on 13th 

and l4th November, 1956, did not give adults until 20th- 

26th garch, 1957, i. ee nineteen weeks later. This fits 

in with the diapause that is observed at this time in the 

life-history in the field. 
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Oedoparea buccatal 

An will be shown later in this account,, larvae of 

Oe, bucoata did not survive well in wet conditions and 

since the larvae normally pupated under material at the 

bottom of the jar, the jar had to be well drained. For 

this purpose wand was found more suitable than cellulose 

wool; more could easily be added if that at the bottom 

of the jar got too wet, it was the natural pupating 

madiumq and pupas inIt could easily be removed. All 

excess water and semifluid lying on the sand was removed 

with a pipette* 

Coition of isolated pairs of flies occurred frequently 

and at all times of the day. The male jumped on to the 

female from behind and gripped her round the abdomen with 

his metathoracic legs, The genital complex of the male 

was extended and union affected. The famales. were often 

walking round the jar with the male in the copulatory 

position for periods up to half an hour, but actual union 

seemed to last lose than two minu tea. 

Eggs were-laid one to three days after the first act 

of copulation of a pair had been observed. Oyer the next 

few days up to two hundred eggs were laid singly or in 

small groups of up to about fifteeng the eggs often just 

touching but never overlapping. Most were laid with the 
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dorsal convex surface uppermost but occasionally they 

were laid"on their side or with the ventral surface 

uppermost. 

The state of the Laminaria stipes undoubtedly affects 

oviposition greatly, Oee buccata being a much more 

selective fly than 0. frigida with regard. to egg-laying 

sites. Of lp532 eggs laid by seventeen females of Oee 

buccata, 1,481 were found on the outside surface of the 

split L&minaria stipes amongst varioun. branddd epiphytes 

etc* that grew on It or near the margins of the cut 

surface (ioe. on the assimilating layer), and only 51 

were found on the more central tissue of the cut surface. 

-They were always found on moist areas of the stipes but 

not where a film of water was present. Eggs of Oe* buocata 

were never laid anywhere other than on the Laminaria stipes 

provided, Females of 0. frigidas however, have laid their 

eggs on Laminaris, In all states of decomposition and on a 

few occasions on. damp corýs and on moist parts of the side 

of the jar. 

The shell of the eggs of Oe. bucenta were very sticky 

when damp and they were difficult to dislodge after the 

moisture round them had driede 

The first. instar larvae either fed on the outside of 
the Laminaria stipes or buried themselves in the soft 
tissue leaving only their poster I lor spiraoles in direct 
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contact with the air. The older larvae usually fed 

on the-outside of the weedg making inroads into the 

more central tissue or on the harder parts of the out 

surface. 

The first instar stage lasted three to four days and 

that of the second instar four to five days when the 

cultures were kept at room temperature, but great 

variation was found in the length of the third instar 

stage. The third instar larvae fed well and were active 

for'about four weeksO but they then became very lethargicIp 

remaining in small groups under the sand'or under weed 

lying on it, and ate very little. This continued for five 

to Six Weeks when they eventually pupated. From the 

hatching of the egg until the resulting larvae pupated 

took about ton weeks at room temperature and six weeks at 

24 0 06 

The larvae pupated in the sand at the bottom of the 

jar provided it was only damp and not waterloggedg in 

which case, the larvae wandered round the jar for several 

dayst sometimes weeks, and usually died, although a small 

number sometimes managed to pupate on the drier parts of 

the Laminaria stipes or. on the side of the jar* At the 

time for pupation the larvae were found together and often 

pupated in oontact with one another, but they never formed 

masses of adhering pupae as in C. frigida. Most larvae 
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of the, same age pupated vilthin a day or two of each 

othorv but there were usually some In each culture 

which-did, not pupate until up to. fifteen days later. 

it took. two to three dayu for tho puparis. after first 

boing formed to roach their dark-red to dark-brown 

coloration* At room temperature the pupal stage lasted 

eight weeks and at 2eC lasted three to four weeks* 

The adultis lived between two to three weeks at room 

tempez! ature in jars containing moist cotton wool. 

r%en conditions In the culture jar were too wet the ., 

young stages did not survive wall and, few adults resulted. 

Tho. following, fourýoultures-ebow, what-oocurred when the 

Laminaria stipas were soft and deoomposing rapidly and 

the sand at the bottom of the jar became. waterlogged 

becauso the excess wator was not removed from the jar* 

(1) "ety 
eggs were laid* Of on17 seven larvae which 

maturad, and moved into the sand to pupate., four 

eventually did so and the other three died* Two adults 

emergadq t4e other two pupae died* rjithin two days of 

emerging both adults were dead, being found with their 

wings sticking to the met side of the jar* 

Thirty-one agge. laido Seven larvas reached their 

third instar. Six of these formed poorly-shaped puparia, 

one died, No, adults emerged@ 
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(3) EightY-five eggs were laid. 88VOntY-two living 

firstInstar larvae were found on and in the soft weed 

and even more may actually have been present. Thirteen 

eventually became third Instar larvae. The dead larvae 

were found in a layer of water covering the sand at the 

bottom of the jar, on the wet inside of the jar, and on 

the surface of the pulpy Laminaria tissue. Six of, the 

thirteen larvae pupated on the side of the jar, level 

with the. surface of the water and covered with a thin 

11, film of it* They remained ligia. t-brown or white in colour 

and no flies emerged from them* Three pupated on the 

side of the jar higher up and three adults emerged from 

them. The other four larvae were found dead in-the water* 

The adults died within three days, two were found stuck 

to the side of the jar and one was In the water at the 

bottom of the jar. 

(4) Fifty-three eggs were laid* Of eleven larvae 

that survivedo seven pupated on top of the waterlogged 

sand but remained light-brown in colour, No flies 
- 

-emerged from them, The other four pupated near the top 

of the Laminaria stipes and eventually produeed adults* 
Two of the adults died within six hours of emergenoe, 

another one died two days after emergence and the-last 

one four days after emergence. 
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It will be seen that the wet conditions, deleteriously 

affected all stages except possibly the eggp all or 

nearly all of which hatched (culture 3), From a total 

of 189 eggs laid, only 38 third instar laivae were 

produced. Of these, eight died in that instar, twenty- 

one died shortly after pupating, and the flies, that 

emerged from the remaining nine all died within four 

dayse As has been mentioned previously, in more normal 

conditions the larvae move downwards to pupate and do 

so in or under the sand,, and it is interesting to see 

that whilat twenty-one larvae which went as far as was 

possible to attaining this situation eventually died, 

the nine which pupated in abnormal situations all 

produced adults, 

In wet conditions such as these in which 0% buccata 

suffers a great mortality, 0. frigida endures with only 

slight losseaq only one or two larvae occasionally being 

drowned. 
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Chapter IV.. 

THE BIOLOOY OF THE SPEGIES* 

CORLOPA PRIGIDA AND 0. PILIPESe 

All the known species of Coelopidae occur on th6 sea- 

shore,, the eggs and larvae are round in deoomppaing wrack- 

bads and their pupae either among the wrack or under nearby 

rocks and shingle* The adults are normally closely bound 

to the wrack-beds and their vioinitye 

In the. following account of observations made on the 

species of Coelopidae. in the wild, Coelops, frigida and 0. 

pillpes are treated together, and observations made on 

Orygma luotuosa and on Oedoparea buccata follow (Chapter V)o 

It. will become apparent when read*ng. the account that 

noticeable differences occur in the ecology of the three 

genera, the signiricanoe'of which is discussed later (p, 156). 

The time and plaos of occurrenee of the adults of C. frigida 

and-0. 

The-large au . tumn and winterpopulations of-the flies. 

At 'Whitburn the adults of Coelopa frigida and 0. pilipas 

were most numerous during the autumn and winter months or 
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the three years in which they were studied, i. eo after 

the large masses of wrack, in which their larvae feed, 

had been cast up on to the shore by the high equinoctial 

tides of September. It has previously been pointed out 

(p. 13) that the wrack beds fovmed at this time are larger 

than those formed at any other time and this is likely to 

be true for other European coasts* So these large autumn 

and winter populations are probably a common feature in 

the biology of both of the species. Reference by Oldroyd 

(1954) has already been made to this occurring in Go frigids. 

on the south coast of England. 

Even distribution of the two species in the wrack stringe 

Because of the vast number of each of the two species and 

their secretive habits, it was impossible to estimate their 

total population or to observe any absolute change in their 

states It was found, however, that the two species occurred 

together and were evenly distributed along the length of the 

wrack string and under the adjacent stones. This made it 

possible to calculate the percentage rate of each of the two. 

flie s in the total Coelopa population at any given times 

The flies of both species bred in large wrack banks and# 

as will be shown later, only a few larvae were found in the 

wrack stringp none being present between September and 

March, the most important breeding period in the life of the 
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two species* The larvae pupated on the edge of the 

wrack banks and under stones on its landward side. The 

adults emerged in large numbers and dispersed along the 

shore about the high tide level, most moving southwards 

of the wrack banks* That the chief direction of the 

dispersion is southwards may be due to some intrinsic 

reason,, but at Whitburn this happens to be the only 

direction in which they can conveniently move. Any 

inland dispersion Is limited by the cliffs and the north 

is barred by a prominence* There is often a north windq 

too. The wrack string and central regions at, T, 7hitburn 

therefore have a population of Oo frigida and 0. pilipes 

adults that had been bred in the wrack banks some few 

yards away* That the two species were fairly evenly 

distributed in these regions can be seen from table 3 

(p. 64) which shows that the percentage of each species 

in the total Coelopa population in collections made 

at different parts of the wrack string differed by only 

small amounts. 
Because of the nearness to the emerging flies, the 

popul ation in the immediate vicinity of the wrack banks 

was liable to sudden increases, and the proportion of 

eaoh or the flies in the total Coelops. population was not 

so even as that in the wrack string - nevertheless, the 

difference was within twenty per cent. Similar estimates 
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Table 3. Collections of C. frigida and 0. pilipes adults 
made from different parts of the wrack string'* 

a. from the southern half of wrack string. 
V. from the northern half of wrack string* 

C. frigida C. pilipes Percentage of 
M. F. Total Mo F. Total Coelnna population 

frigida pilipes 

On 8*xii'., 55 
a. 69 82 151 64 10 93*8 6*2 
b. 81 94 175 76 13 93ol 6.9, 

On 30.1 56 
Ft 9 0a 17 47 50 97 14*9 85.1 
be 16 12 28 85 83 168 14*3 05.7 

On 16oii*56 
a. 13 20 33 111 84 195 14*5 85*5 
be 87 15 69 63 132 10*2 8908 

On 15. x. 56 
ae 75 38 113 25 23 48 70.2' 29.8 
be 41 43 84 23 14 37 69.4 3006 

On 12*xi. 56 
ae 28 31 59 2 8 10 8515' 14*5 
be 47 63 110 9 9 18 8509 14*1 

On 15. xi. 56 
a. 29 38 67 2 1 3 95#7 4o3 
be 47 72 119 3 9 12 90.8 9.2 

On 17*xii*56 
a* 21 47 68 1 7 8 89,5 1095 
, be 10 64 74 4 5 9 89.2 10.8 
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for the flies actually occurring the wrack banks were 

n6t madeg-as far fewer flies were found there than were 

found under the nearby stones and in the wrack string 

at any time; and also because the numerous ways in which 

the flies could escape made it difficult to catch them* 

Variations-in the percentage composition of the population. 

On several occasions during the periods September 1955, to 

March 19569 and September 1956, to March 19579 between one 

hundred and five'hundred adults of Coelopa op. were collected 

from the wrack string and its IuLmediate vicinity to discover 

the percentage of-the total population each of the two 

species represented at any given time and to observe. any 

changes in the structure of the population* Because the 

wrack string and the pebbles under which the flies were 

found lay on sand and because most of the flies were 

caught during cold weather when they *bra lethargic,, fairly 

large numbers could be collected with the aspirator. It 

should be stated that the two species of Coelopa cannot be 

distinguished when the flies are walking over wrack and 

sand with only their dorsal surfaces visible. Females Of 

the two speoieý cannot be separated with the naked eye even 

when closely examinedl large males, however, can. But the 

quick rate at which the flies were caught (on some occasions 
large numbers being lifted Into jars by a trowel) excludes 

any chance of one species being selected in ravour or the 
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other. The flies caught were killed and each examined 

under a binocular microscope. The results of the 

catches for September 1955 - March 1956 appear in 

table 4 (p. 67) khd those for September 1956 March 1957 

in table 5 (P. 68)- both sets of figures have been 

plotted against time in the graph shown on page 69. 

The tables and graph show that in Ootobert November 

and December of 1955 and in November and December of 

1956 over 80 per cant of the total Coelopa population was 

C. frigida, but that during Jmmuary of each period there 

was a fairly sudden owing in favour of C- pilipes and 
.1 that . before the end of the month Ce pilipes was established 

at over 801 of the total populations In both periods the 

Coelopa population became greatly reduced during early 

March and only a few flies were found after the second 

week of that month*. " The figures for October, 1956,, show 

that before Oe frigida, became the dominant species of the 

two# the flies occurred in about equal numbers. 

The, fluetuations in the general trend of the curves 

may have been caused by mass migration phenomena such as 

happened on 7th February 1956,8th October 1956 and 

particularly on 5th November 19569 when only one species 

(C. frigida) was migrating at Whitburn, although both were 

procent In large numbers In the wraok beds. 

It was decided that it was not necessary to repeat the 
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Table 4. The proportion of C* frigida. and of C* pilipes 
in the total Coelopa population at rihitburn 

for October 1955 - March 1956. 

Date C. frigida 0. pilipes Percentage of 
N. Fo Total mo F. Total Coolopa p opulation 

frigida pilipes 

18* ix. 55 34ý 45 79 5 4 9 89.8 10.2 

28. xi. 55 55 75 130 4 4 8 194*2 5.8 

B. xii. 55 150 176 326. 13 10 23 93*4 6.6 

22*xii. 55 52 87 139 5 10 15 00.3 967. 

. 
12.1.56 40 78 118 12 16 28 80.8 19.2 

19.1.56 55 83 138 202 166 368 27*3 72*7 

1*56 25 20 45 132 133 265 14*5 85*5 

*7,11,56 35 61 96 102 80 182 34.5 65.5 

16.11.56 21 27 48 180 147 327 12 41 8 87.2 

23. U*56 9 11 20. 79 82 '161 11.1 89.9 

29* 11.56 50 71 121 26 18 44 73o3 26.7 

6.111.56 10 21 31 28 52 80 27.9 72.1 

-Totals 536 755 1291 788 722 1510 
* Migrating flies caught in fligh 



Table 5'e The proportion, of as frigida-and of Cý pillpen 
in the total Coelopa population at Whitburn 

for 86pte rziber 1956 - February 1957 

Date ida C fri , C pilipos Percentage of 
U: 

; 
.T otal 

: N Fe Total Goelopa population 
frig -0--t i-A-pas 

24. ix. 56 27 27 64 15 le 33 62A 37.9 

a. X656 a21D 58 85 35 67 102 45*5 5495 

15* X. 56 116 al 197 48 37 a5 69.9 30.1 

25. X. 56 25 33 58 33 24 57, 50A 49.6 

29. X656 20 21 41 119 is 37 502*6 4794 

1. xi*56 6 6 12 7 9 is 42.9 57.1 

5, xi. 56 41 67 108 19 36 55 66*3 33*7 

5. xi. 56 a128 190 a8 3 
388 

1 
1L 97,0 3eO 

23 45 W0 1 

12. xi. 56 75 94 169 11 17 28 85.8 14.2 

15. xi. 56 76 110 186 5 10 is 92,5 7.5 

26. xi. 56 . 35 64 199 3 3 a. 94.3 5.7 

109XU56 41 35 76 4 1 5 03*8 6X 

i7. xiiN 31 111 142 5 12 17 89.3 10 .7 

7.1.67 42 117 159 7 a 15 91*4 84.6 

21-1- 57 24 15 39 151 223 374 IDA 90.6 

24.1.57 30 67 07 124 168 290 25.1 74,9 

31* 1-57 11 30 41 92 126 218 15*8 84,2 

18.11.57 4 5 9 35 55 90 901 90.9 

25. U. 57 2 10 12 43 61 104 10.3 1 89,7 

Total 786 1184 1970 664 895 1559 
flies 
caught 

*Migrating flies caught In the air (a) and on wrack (w) 
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prooedure-the following year,, but enough flies were, 

collected to show that the same phenomena occurred 

again. (Table 6 and graph 1). 

Table 6* The proportion of C. frigida and of 0. pilipes 
in the total Coelapa population at rilhitburn 

for September, 1957,. February 1ID58 

Date C. frigida 0. 'pilipen 
. 

Im* 

P. Totali U. ?. Total 
Percentage'Of 
Coelopa 
pnpulation 

Co trigidaiGeplIIPW 

24. 'ix. 57 41 77 118 7 a 15 88.7 11.3 

16. XU057 41 el 1, nj! - 3 a 11 01.7 1 8,3 

19. xii. 57 27 43 70 10 4 14 83.3 16.7 

10.9.1 0 58 7 4 11 72 68 140 7,3 92.7 

'14. U. SS 11 81 32 64 75 1 . 111*1 9 18.7 81.3 

It would thus see"m that at Whitburn at this period- of the 

-year a Coolopa population in whicl, i C. f rigida is 6minant 

for two to three months changes rather quickly to one in 

which C. PiliP6V is dominant for the next two months* It, 

is very probable that the same thing takes place in other, 

areas and that it reflects some significant feature of the 

biology of the larvae of the tWO Sp60108* 

The. 2resence of only a small, number of Irlies In i5pring 
and summer. 

From the decline in the number-of flies in March of each 
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year until the great increase in the roliowing October 

few adults of either species were seen. This was mainly 

due to far fewer individuals being actually producedip and 

even the small number that were produced were active because 

of the warmer weather and quickly dispersed. Though 0. frigid& 

,, and 0. pilipes were scarce compared with the other species 

of fly present during March to October, no month of this 

period passed without a small number, sometimes only one or 

two of each, being seen. 

The places of occurrence of the adults, 

At Whitburn during the colder months of the year, the 

flies of both species were usually found together in large 

mass . as under stones near the wrack bade and under wrack in 

the wrack string* Near St. Mary's Island at this time Of 

the year, besides the large clusters found under stonest 

many others were found in clefts and crannies In the clay 

at the base of the cliffs* The clefts could be prised open 

and pieces of clay broken away to reveal large numbers of 

the adults. 

On warm days in winter the flies crawled out from under 

the stones and wrack and from the cleftst swarmed over the 

sand and wrack beds and made short flights in the vicinity. 
On occasions when this occurred, the disturbance of even 

only a few Laminaris. stipes revealed teeming masses of the 
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flies* At other times when the weather was warmg the 

he Oliff faOO* flies rested on stones and on t 

During the warmer months of the year large clusters 

of flies never oocurred and usually only odd flies were 

seen either under the rocks and wrack or In flight* 

Hiall (1895) mentions that 09 frigids. scmetimes Visits 

flowereq and although neigher this species nor 0, pilipas 

have been observed on flowers near Whitburnq a few of 

both species have been found among grass nearby. In general, 

the flies seem to be restricted to the wrack beds and their 

immediate vicinityt but they occasionally make mass 

migrations which are described later (Ch. VI)* 

Field observations on the larvae of the two speeies. 

The larvae of the two spepies not interminRlinX. 

Before ways of distinguishing between the larvae of 

Coelopa frigida and those of 0. pilipes were found, 
, 

collections of larvae found together in the wrack bads. 

were allowed to produce flies in the laboratory, and it 

was observed that in nearly all cases the adults resulting 

from any particular collection of larvae were all of one 

speciese The only mixed collections found are given in 

Table 7 (pe 72)9 which shows that on some occasions a few 

specimens of 0, -pllipes larvae were among a large number 

of those of C. frigida., No case of a few C. frigida larvae 
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occurring among a mass of 0. pilipes larvae was found, 

In trýring to obtain adults from the'larvas collebtedo 

sOmetimefi. many laryae died and these, could, have belonged 

to one speeies. only of a mixed population, the other 

species surviving. But collections. examined af ter the 

larvae could be distinguished showed that this wa: s not 

so,, - and that,, in general, the larvae of the two species 

did not, occur together in the wrack beds. Of 73'collections 

, pf. Coelopi larvae removed from the wrack bedst 54 were 

,,,, 6ntirely 0. frigidal 6 were chiefly 0. frigida with-a few 

'' ), a., 
'pilipas , and 13 were, entirely 0. pilipes. 

Tibia 7-'The occurrenee'of C. frigid& andC. piliveS 

larvae together. 

Plies amorging'from 
D, ate' Place the larvae collected. 

30. xi. 56 Near St. Mary's Is. 
30. xi. 56 Near St-Mary's Is. 

16. X-57 Whitburn oentral 
I- region 

24. x*57 Whitburn wraek bank 

10., io57. 

116.1,57 

0. trigida 78 0. pilipen 
0. frigida 75 0. pilipos 

0. frigida 65 0. pilipes 

1 
1 

2 

1,0. frigida 84 0. pilipen 1 

09 frigida 100 Ge pilipea 2 
10. frigida '42 0. pilipas 1 

Place Of opeurrence of the larvae. 

The larias of both species occurred nearly always in 

wr 
I 
aek banks and were very rarely found in the wrack string. 
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On the few oooasions in whioh, they were present in 

-, the strings the string was deep, and was really a small 

wrack bank. Table BAP- 74) given all the occasiqns 

in which larvae of*C. frigida were. found in the wrack 

string; C. pilipas larvae ware never found there. 

Coalopa larvae were only rarely found in the wrack banks 

formed in the central region at Whitburn. These banks 

became contaminated with sand'. which slows dI own the rate 

of decomposition of'the wrack and reduces the temperature 

of the wrack bank. 

Within a single wrack bank the larvae of each of the 

, two species were not evenly distributed, large masses of 

larvae being separated by wrack which was. devoid of or 

contained only a few larvae. They never occurred In the 

drier surfaoe. layers of the wrack beds but were found a 

few inches below in the wetter and more-decomposed weed, 

Larvae ýfound together were usually the same age., - When 

mature third Instar larvae were collected they successfully 

pupated and later produced flies without having to be 

supplied with more wrack than that in which they had been 

colleotede But wben large numbers of younger larvae 

found together were collected, most of them died unless 

they were given additional wrack material* 

On o0casions third instar larvae of 0. frigida were 
found feeding in a horizontal layer, the wraok bed easily 

, breaking away in the plane in which they fed# so that a 



Table B. The occurrence of C. frigida larvae in 
the wrack string. 

Date Place Number of Remarks 
larvae found 

30. x. 55 Whitburn Several A small wrack bank in the 
central thousands wrack string up to 10ins. 
region deep. 4yde long* Had been 

formed for less than 
10 days. 

25. iv. 56 111iitburn 6 In a5 inch deep mass of 
wrack compact wrack with plant 
string debris isolated landward 

of wrack string. Many 
larvae of Fuoellia 
maritima present. 

30. iv-56 do. 2 Similar to one above but 
was p! ýýt of main stringe 

39 ix. 56 do. Several _ _ Found on sand and fresh 
hundreds wet wrack in open position 

and being fed on by 
. sparrows. Some larvae well 

below H. T. level. Must have 
been disturbed at last H. T. 

3.. ix. 56 do. In compact wrack and 
debris. 

17., 1*57 do. 
18.11.57 do. 14 An old wrack string with 

plant debris, a newly 
- formed one being present 

16. x*57 do. 237 In a small wrack bank 
collected, (216" by 116") in the 
being about wrack string. 
1/5 of 

_ 
total 9"ne 

X *57 do. A collection Found-in an exposed 
of pupae position may have been 
from which washed there by the tide. 
emerged 
84 0-frigida 

C. 'Pilives, 
l9exii-57 do. 7 Found with a large number 

of Oe. buceats. larvae. 

6 
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sheet of fairly'dry wraokv to which-only one or two 

larvae adheradq could be removed exposing a white blanket 

of larvae on the remaining wrack. Mayhew (1939) also 

found them in a horizontal zone and believed that it was 

poisibi-y due to their selecting an optimum iemperaturo' 

of about 30'C* 

Vast numbers of larvae of 0. frigida together or none at allt 

On three occasions when large numbers of 0, frigida larvae 

were present in the wrack banks, four 2.1b. Kilner. jars were 

each filled with larvae and wrack material from theparts of 

the. wra. ek banks in which the larvae occurred. The number of 

larvaes which on all three occasions were in their third 

instar, was found to be, over six hundredin each jar. These 

collections of larvae were only a small. fraotion of those 

actually present in the wrack banksand at-tiMes the wrack 

banks-at both Whitburn and near St. Mary's Island must have 

contained some hundreds of thousands of 0. frigida larvae. 

Such, vait. numbers have already been alluded to by Taylor (1955) 

who'fouiýd them on the South Devon coast. 

Observations showed that the larvae of, both species either 

occ4rre4 in large numbers-in the wrack banks or were absent 

altogether. The females of C. frigida lay batches of 

usually between 60 and 90 eggs (Thompson) which hatch within 

a short, time of each others, and since-the females are likely 

to choose fairly similar sites, a large number of larvae 

soon result. Thompson (051) also found that the larvae of 
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0. rrigids. do not survive wall if 'only a few are presenV* 

together. This is probably due to a slow rate of 

decomposition of the wrack, caused by only slight larval 

activitys with the consequence that little Laminaria stiPes 

becomes suitable for feeding purposes. As was mentioned 

in the section dealing with laboratory observationst 

Laminarls. stalk without larvae withers and dries up, ýýt 

Laminaria stalk on which larvae are f eeding quickly 

dooomposes, beeoming very soft and pulp-likes with a brown 

semi-liquid running from it; so there is little doubt 

that the aotivity of the larvae helps greatly in the 

decomposition of the wrack. Thus, the facts that large 

nýmbers of eggs are laid and that small grbups-of larvae 

do not survive would aooount for the situation that oocurs 
I 

in the wild, in which if present at all, the larvae were 

uSually-present in large numbers. -Because wrack strings 

contain only small masses of, lonse wrack material,, and 

because they are well drained, they decompose at a much 

slower rate than the wrack banks and cannot support a 

large POPulation Of COGlOPa larvae. Since the alternative 
to a large population of larvae is apparently the complete 

absence Of larvae, it would account for their absence from 

the wrack-strings. On the few occasions in which only a- 
small number of larvae occurred together (Table 9t P-77)t 

evidence was usually found suggesting that they were 
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Tabl a9- 

Date - 

.1 
27. vii. 56 

24. ix*56 

18-M-57 

111.58 

The occurrenee of only small numbers of 
C. frigida larvae in or near wraok banks. 

Place 

Among pebbles 
and small 
pleoes of 
wrack. one yard 
below wraek 
bank on rooks 
at Whitburn 
In wet and 
fresh-looking 
wraek below H. T. 
level at 
Whitburn. 

In wet fragments 
of wrack 20yde 
below H-T. level 
and through 
which a steady 
stream of water 
from higher 
ground was 
flowing. 
Wrack bank, 
Whitburn rocks. 

Wrack bank,, 
Whitburn rooks. 

10-xii-55 17ra6k bank 
mainland near 
St. Mary's 
Island. 

Number Remarks 
of larvae. 

I 

5 Had probably been. 
washed out of the 
wrack bank (in which 
there were many 
larvae)by tide. 

28 were The 19 larvae (along 
dispersed with 4 larvae of 

Fucallia maritima) 
were f ound about 
15yde below the 
28 larvae. 

19 All had been either 
dispersed washe ,d Out of the 

ad wrack bad or dragge 
down the shore by 
the ebbing tide. 

18 The remains of the 
reduced winter 
population. 

8 The last of the large 
winter population. 
The wrack bank though 
still large (8yds x1 
to 2yde x9 to 121ns) 
was devoid of larvae 
except for these 
found together at 
the edge* 

Survivors from a 
dispersed large population; 

these being found on landward eage, reeent 
tides having-almost 
reached this point. 
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survivors from a much larger mass of larvae which had 

been washed out of the wrack banks or they were on wrack 

that had been pulled down the shore by an ebbing tidej, 

(both cases giving. dispersed larvae) or also they were the 

remnants of the large winter population (in which case they 

were stillfound close together). 

Times of occurrence of Coelopa larvae. 

The large numbers of larvae of C. ffigids, were first 
I 

found in Peptember of each -year and continued to be present 

until the following February, There was a decrease in 

their numýber until early March when no more were found# 

although the wrack banks were still large at this time. 

C. pilipes larvae occurred mainly from December to early 

March. As has beez; sliown (p. 11) the, wrack banks are a 

few degrees warmer than t#e surrounding air and this allows 

the two speoies of Coolopa to broad at this time of the 

ye ar 

Larvae of 0. frigids. were found on a few occasions 

between March and the following September in each, jear. 

Times when only a small number of larvae were found appeared 

in tables 8 and 9 and times when a fairly large number were 

found have been entered in table 10. These large numbers. 

of larvae werý foufid'spasmodioally between June and August 

in wrack banks formed some yards seaward of the 'permanent$. - 

wrack beds in. either the central region or on the rocks at 
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Whitburn. The wrack beds, formed in these positions 

-remained 
for only a week to a fortnight and were continually 

ý, being altered in shape and structure by the tides. Because 

of the high summer temperature they decomposed very rapidly,, 

the lower layers becoming immersed in a bDown. semi-liquid , 

which ran from the layers above, 
1.1, 

Table 10. The occurrence of large groups of larvae 
of C. frigida during March - September* 

Date Place Remarks 

6. vi. 56 New wrack bank 4'yda. Vast number of large larvae 
seaward of 'permanent' which produced 'adults 

of 
one at rvhitburn. the leximial form. " 

16. vii-56 New wrack bank in A 2-lb jar sample of wrack 
central region at contained over 600 third 
Whitburn. inotar larvae. 

27. vii. 56 Wrack bank on This wrack bank was 3-4 yds 
rooks at r4hitburn below the 'permanent' wrack C 

bank. Many larvae present. 

20*viii. 57 Now wrack bank formed Large number of larvae 
20 yde below wrack present* 
string in central 
region* 

Very rarely were larvae of either Goelops, species found 
, 

ý,, in the large 'permanenV wraok bank on the rooks at Whitburn 

during March to September* During the latter part of this 

period, however, vast numbers of amphipods (Orckestia gammaretta 

were found there. Frequently small numbers of amphipods have 

been found among large groups of Coelopa larvae and vice versa, 
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but on no oboasion did large'numbers of both amphipods 

and Coelopa occur together 

Thus., in each of the three years in which they'were 

studied at 17hitburns there occurred a large autumn-winter 

population of C. frigida and 0. pilipes larvae, followed 

by I two to three months (mid-Mardh - May) in which very 

few larvae of 0. frigida only o'ecurredt and this in turn 

was followed by a period lasting until September during 

which 0. frigida bred when the right conditions and 

opportunities were present giving rise to spasm&dic 

occurrences of fair numbers of larvae. Although no larvae 

of C. pillpes were found during mid-M. arch to September, 

there is a possibility that groups of them may have been 

pverlooked. 

The produotion of the large leximial form of 0. frigida, 

Those larvae colleated on 6th June 1956 (see Table 10) 

pupated the following day and five days later the flies 

emerged. All (51 riales, 72 females) were of the large 
(9 =. in male) bristly leximial form, which until Mayhew's 

thesis had been thought to be a separate species (pe 16). 

On 14th June 1956,16 male and 9 femals'adults of 

C. frigida-were caught in'the same wrack bed from which 

the larvae had been removed, and all were of the 'eximial 

form. At other times when adults of 0. frigida have been": 

caught and examined,, less than 30% were of this size and 

0 
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, 

ýaYhewp although he had no conolusive 

evidencet believed that temperature had a fairly direct 

ef feet on, the size of the flios 
,a 

lower temperature 

allowing a longer period of development and consequer? tly 

giving the larvae more opportunity to feed up. It is 

difficult to see how this could affeot only a. cortain 

percentage of larvae living together in winter, eýnd the 

finding of a 100 per. cent leximial population in June 

suggests that a low temperatureAs not t#q, cause of their 

production. A more likely suggestion Is that the warmer 

siimner temperature would quickly make available a large 

quantity of suitably decomposed wrack for feeding the 

larvae., and since the popýilation was less crowded than the 

winter ones, a greater supply of food would be available 

for each, individual. The large. larvae and conse. quent 

production, of 'eximia" type flies would, then re. sult. In 

laboratory conditions larvae given a superfluous supply 

of partially decomposed Laminaria nearly al'ways, produced 

large flies. 

The large adults resulting from the wild larvae were 

allowed to lay eggs and the ensuing'; arvae were kept in 

overcrowded conditions, with a shortage of food. Small, 

less bristly flies resulted, a possibility described by, 

Mayhow'(1939). 
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The ecological separation of the two species. 

One of the most interesting features in the biology of 

the'Coolopidae concerns their ecology. C. frigids, and 

C. pilipes are very similar ecologically and yet the'two 

species occur together. Usually such closely related 

species differ in their geographioal ranges their habitat 

or their food. Gause (1934) propounded the theory that 

two species with-similar ecology could not live together 

in the same area and this theory has since boen supported 

- 
by numerous examples (Allee et al. (1949) and Lack (1954) 

give the most important references). The converse of this 

theory, that two speoies occurring'together do not have the 

same ecology is less easy to demonstrate* Lack (1945)t 

however, showed that although their range overlaps,, the 

cormorant-Phalacrooorax. oarbo and the shag P. aristotelin 

have noticeable differences in their fnod requirements and 

, in their nesting habitats*ý 

In investigating the biology of 0. frigida and C. pilipeso 

the'following differenees were found in the adult stages of 

the two speciesq Firstlys although the times of oecurrence 

of both species overlapped, 0. pilipes were found to be more 

. abundant from mid-Januýry to March, whilst 0. frigida were 

found chiefly from November to mid-January (p. 65). Secondly, 

C. pilipes were more prone, to infection by the phoretio mite 

Thinoseious fupiýola than were C, 'frigida (p.. is& ). Thirdly. 

a 
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the two speciesbehaved differently with regard to mase 

migrations (p. 106) and to other flight aetivity (P. 1065 

and fourthly,, females of C. frigida -iEtnddily laid eggs in 

conditions in which 0. pilipes were'very reluctant to do 

so* These four distinctions are enough to suggest that 

the ecology of the two species'is different, but the most 

significant differences in the biology of the two. species 

should occur in the most comýetitive stage - the larval, 

stage - 'yet no such differences were discovered. 

Larvae of both species were collected from all levels 

in the wrack banks,, from both the landward and seaward 

sides, from Fucus only, from Laminaria only, and from 

mixed wracko and if there is a factor which separates the 

larvae of these two species ecologically# it is not an 

obvious one of food or habitat. It is possibles'however, 

that although the larvae of the two specios ingest the 

same wrack material, they; actually digest and absorb 

different components of it. A chemical analysis of the 

gut oontenta'and of the excreta, of the larvae of botý 

species f6eding on the same wrack material would help in 

solving this problem. 

Mayhew (1939) suggested that C., pilipes larvae live in 

older wraok beds than C. frigids, and this seems to be true 

at Whitburn, where figures given previously show that 

C. pilipes occurs afte I r. C. irigida in winter, although the 
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change. in the adult population is, far-more distinct 

than thý corresponding change in the larval population. 

The theory would account for the'absence of C., pilipes- 

larvae during the spring and. summer when only temporary 

wrack beds of fresh wrack, are formed in which 0. frigida 

manages to produce sporadic-generations of flies. 

Comparison of the-anatomy of the two larvae (p. 24)' 

suggests that C. 11 frigida with longer hairs on its'posterior 

spiraeles and a greater number of anterior respiratory 

digits would occur in, wetter and softer wrack material than 

C. pilipes. In faot. - 0. pilipes larvae, in general, oocur 

in 014er and therefore, moredecomposed wrack. which is softer 

but not necossarily wetter, than fresh wrack. 9 

That some other, oontrollingýfaetor operates in the 

, 
biology of the larvae is evident from the fact that after 

mid-March no larvae of either species were found in the 

! permanent' wrack bank at'Whitburn, although at this time 

it was still large and-contained no animals other-than the 

nematodes and oligochaetesýwhich, are alwayi presenti and 

adults of Ooelopa still occurred though'not so numerous as 

in. the previous, five. months. 
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Chapter Vo 

THE BIOLOGY OF THE SPECIES 

ORYGMA LUCTUOSA AND OEDOPAREA BUCCATA* 

Natural History of Orygma luotuosao 

The occurrence of the adults* 

There were two periods in each of the three years 

occupied in this study when adults of Orygms. luatuosa 

'were 
fairly common, one in the spring, from the and of 

April to the and of May, and the other in autumn. - 

throughout September. During the rest of the year the 

flies were scarce or entirely absent. One or two of 

the spring adillts were still to be found in June but none 

was ever found in July or August,, and odd flies from the 

autumn adults continued to be found until January but 

none ever occurred in February or March* Orygma luatuosa 

adults were not as numerous as those of Oodoparea buccats, 

(Pe 
. 9-s) and this, combined with the fact that they were 

I more secretive than Oes bucoata, made their emergence in 

April and September less noticeable than the emergence of 

oadoParea buccats. adults in Oetober. 

Orygma luetuosa adults were found mainly in the wrack 
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string and in the small wraok banks . but unlike 

Oe. bUecats. they wpre sometimes present in the large 

wrack banks at Whitburn and near Sto. Maryts Island. 

Normally they were never seen on the surface of the 

wrack string and the wrack had to be turned over to 

find them. * When disturbed, the flies rarely-took to 

flight# and when they did, it was only for a few inches; 

, 
they preferred to run away and make their escape under 

the'wraek and shingle. 

Field-1ife-history. 

1. ý'. 'Eggs were very difficult to find and very few were 'seen 

in the large amOunt-of wrack material, collooted and 
examined a few days afterthe emergence of'the adults in 

A ril and September** Those that were seen had been laid 

singly, but a, number were together in a small'area inside 

soft'weedg with; their two filaments either lying 'along 

itwourfaae or sticking into the, airý, 

ý-The larvae fed on wrack, more'dooomposed 'than that used 

by', Oe*' buccata and they were usually found'am6ng a wall- 

compressed mixture 'of mainly'Fucus -and Laminiria,, with 

small amounts of other-seaweeds.. They'oecurred mainly' 

in, small wraoký banks in the, central, region of the Whitburn 

shorq 9 but odd specimens were 'found -in the wra. ck string 

and, in the large- wrack -bank. 'ý' Onl'y small groups 'of up to 

about, 25 larvae occurred together, and single ones were 
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of ton found; no masses of larvae like those occurring 

in . 0. pilipes and C. frigida,, or'even like the much 

smaller ones occurring in Oe. buccat. s. were found. Most 

mature larvae were found in May, September and. Ootober, 

but a few were found in November and December. 

-Orygma luotuosa was the only species of the four 

Coelopidae studied that always pupated within the-wrack. 

bed, itself. The larvae worked their way into pieces of 

tightly compressed wrack for the purpose, and since the 

larvae contracted In forming the puparia, the latter ware 

usually found fres'In a small chamberAn the wrack material. 

The'number of flies present. 

.;. -. The adults appeared to be evenly distributed., along the 

length of the wraok. string and small wrack banks, so that 

if the. total number of flies occurring in a known fraction 

of-the wrack'material was known., the size of the total 

population present could-be astimate4o During one of the 

periods (September, 1956) ihen the fly was most comrnon, 

the wrack string and small wrack banks contained about 

1 65 yards of, wrack., and In addition there were, sTaller 

strings of wrackq inland-to, the. main oneq measuring, 

together-40 yardst giving'a total of 205 yards, of wrack, 

material. In May, 1957, there were 200 yards of wrack 

material. On seven occasions during these periods an 

attempt was made, to catch with an, aspirator all. the fliefs 
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00 1 curring in and under five stretches of wrack each 

4 yards long, in order that the total size of the 

population could be calculated. The decrease in the 

, population in the spring of 1957 was then examined by 

catching all the Orygma luctuoss. flies possible in one 

hour on seven subsequent oocasionso Only a few flies 

escaped, one or two being lost through their disappearing 

'amon 
g the wrack and shingle or by taking to flight. The 

total number of flies present in the population at any 

.. Sivin time (Table ll, p. 89) has been estimated on the 

,, assumption that 20% escapeds alth ough fewer were actually 

seen.. to do so. 

,... The number of flies caught on four occasions in each 

. of the two Populations examined are 
. 
01088 enough (20-25 

for September 1956; 28-46 for April-May 1957) to show that 

,: 
they are A fair basis for estimating the total population 

present. Although the size of neither the spring 1956 nor 

the autumn'1957 populations were 'calculated, they both were 

noticeably less than the. two populations that were studied. 

It is probable that*the. maximum total population of Orygma 

luotuo. sa adults that occurred on the Whitburn shore at any 

, 
one time during the periods of greatest abundance never 

. axoeeded. seven or'eigýt hundred. ýhis is about one-quarter 

of. that estimated for. Oadoparea buccata (p. 0,5) and agrees 

welltwith the impression gained when working among them in 

the. field. From the figures. given for the population of 
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spring 1957,,, it can be seen that within five. weeks of 

the emergence of the flies'p the population was reduced 

to only a few,,, and since in the laboratory adults live 

for 2 to 4 weeks at the most., less than twice this 

number, i. 'e. fourteen to sixteen hundred. - were produced 

in, each of the two seasons of each yearo 

:C Table 11. The size of. the Orygma luetuosaýpnpulation 
at AlUtburn. 

Date Number of flies 
caught 

M. F. Total 

Length of 
wrack 
.! string in 
yards 

Fraction 
examined 

Est. total 
population 
allowing 
20% escape 

'10AX. 056 10 10 20 205 1/10 250 
, 201. ix. 56 17 4 21 205 1/10 260 
24, *iX, *56 16 5 21 205 1/10 260 

,, 27.6 iX,. 56 20 5 25 205 1/10 310 
30. o iv, * 57 13 15 28 200 1/10 350 
, 3,. v. - 57 24,12 36 200 1/10 450 

,, B, d V.. 57 37 9 46 200 1/10 im, I hr.,. 570 
, 13.. v. 0'57 19 12 31 1 hour 390 
21, a v, * 57 8 13 1 hour 160 

v.. 57 28. * A 26 1 hour 
6,. vi,. 57 011 1 hour few., 

ll,. vi,. 57 213 1 hour few 
j13ovi. 57 100 1 hour absent 

', NATURAL HISTORY OP OEDOPAREA BUCCATA, 

The'oecurrence-of the adults. 

The adults of Oedoparea, buccata, began to emerge at ýp' 
vjIniiburn. in the second weak of October in each of the 

-, three years in which they were s, tudied, and they became 

! ýry common within a few, days. They were continually 
f ound in large numbers from then-until the, second week 

i 
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in. Decomber. in 1955, and until the third week inJanuary 

in'both'1957 and 19589 Then followed a rapid decrease 

from their abundaney to either extreme scarcity or 

complete absence, and this state remained until the 

, emergepee of fresh flies in the following October. During 

this period in 1956, one or two flies were found on 

occasions until April, but during the same period in 1957, 

: the only flies found were some very small specimens in 

May. The flies never occurred in June, July or August in 

either of these years* 

The adults were found in the wraek-string only and 
I 

never. oocurred in the larger masses of wrack. If the 

clumps of Laminaria'stalks which made up the wrack string 

were gently turned over, the flies could be seen walking 

-among. 
the weed and over the ground below,, and after a few 

., secondosome of them would take to flight settling again a 

few yards farther along the wrack or on the sand nearby, 

The adults were rarely 'seen to fly exaept when they were 

disturbed. 

--During the three to four monthe Iii which the adults were 

.. 
about there were-two, 'to four'generations of the fly. 

Field Life-History. 

Shortly after the sudden emergence of the adults in 

, 
tober and December of each of the years 1956'and 1957, 

eggs were founds after assidu6us searchs on the Laminaria, 

ý'stipes in the wrack string. The Laminaria stipes at this 
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time had been f rashly pas t up on the shore . were firm 

and ý covered in a mucilaginous secretion. The eggs were 

laid In groups on the surface of the Laminaria stipes, 

on fronds and among epiphytes growing on them* 

The larvae fed on the out3ide, of the wet,, but well- 

'drained Laminaria stipes and frond, making inroads into 

Iý the more central tissue: the Laminaria, thus came to-. have 

a cQrrugated appearance sometimes, but due to the weed 

dedomposing# it soon beoame softer and lost this appearanoe. 

ýLarvae of Oe. buccata were never found in Fucus. Because 

of-the rather exposed position in which the larvae fed and 

the continual risk of the wrack string drying out, the 

larvae were found only among the deep stipes of the, wraok 

string whioh were often partly buried in damp sand. The 

larvae were found in isolated unevenly distributedgroups 

al. ong the whole length of thewrack string, the groups 

.. each containing between thirty and three, hundred larvae* 

What looked like suitable habitats between the groups were 

devoid of the larvae. The larvae were found in the wrack 

-string only and never in the larger wraek beds at Whitburn, 

nor did they ever. occur near St. Maryts Island where only 

.IJ 11 wr . sok banks are rormed. 

I ý'Wrack strings being thin,, shallow beds of wrack are 

soon used up as a supply of food, and the-Laminaria drying 
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,. - ýjp quickly,, soon becozýes hard and withered and therefore 

unsuitable as food for the, larvae of Oe. buccata. In 

1957 this state was reached in the second week of February# 

the last larvae of Oe. buccata being found on-the eleventh 

,' 
of -. that month. In 1956 and 1958, however, the wrack 

string was still, suitable until April and larvae continued 

to, be, present, until mid-flaroh. It would thus seem that 

the., length of the period in which, larvae can exist is 

-determined primarily by the availability of fo6d and not 

by, the climate, although, of course,, climate is, one of the 

chief. factors which determine the size of th6 wrack string 

and, is constantly affecting its The short period-for the 

larvae stages in the winter of 1956-57 may in some way, 

account for the production of the'very'small specimens of 

Ose, buccata Idultswhich were found, in the following May. 

The. 0range-brown puparia of Oe., buccata-were found close 

toglatherg. but not touching or adhering as in Coelopa frigide., 

in, the toP layers of sand under the wrack string or under 

. adjaoent stones. on, its landward side. 

, .. The, pupae which resulted from larvae occurring in 

January to March eventually gave, rise 'to adults in the 

following October. 

The size of the population. 

The, adults appeared to be evenly distributed along the 

whole length of the wrack ptring and the total number of 
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flies occurring there was calculated in the same way as 

that described for Orygma luctunsa. During the period 

'in which the fly was common, in December 1955, the wrack 

string-contained about, 165 -yards of wrack, and in addition 

, 'there were smaller strings of wrackq Inland to the main 

onet, measuring together 65 yards, giving a total of 

230 yards of wrack material*, In November, 1956, there 

were-220 yards and in December, 1957,270 yards, of wrack 

material. On seven occasions, when the fly was common, 

five-stretches, of wrackt, each three -yards long and 

separated by about 30 yards, were examined and an attempt 

made to catch all the Oe. buccata adults occurring in them. 

The, amount of wrack disturbed was thus between one-fourteenth 

and-one-eighteenth of, the total amount present in the wrack 

string. The depth and width of wrack varied so little 

along the-length of the string as. not to need consideration. 

-, The results. of the. investigation appear. in table 12. 

Table 12. An estimation-of the size of the Oe. buccats, 
population when at its Maximum, 

Date Number of flies Length of Fraction Est. total 
caught wrack examined population 
F9 total string in assuming 

'yards 1/3 escaped 
8. xii-55 26 24 '50 230 1/15 1100 
1. Xi. 56- 64 7 71 220 1/15 1600 

12. xi. 56 53 28 81 220 1/15 1800 15; xi. 56 46 19 65 220 1/15 1500 20. ' 1.57 41 21 62, 210 1/14 1300., 16. xii. 57 24 14 38 270 1/18 1000 ýxii-57 1 190 37 1 7 44 270 1 1/18 1200 
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it is diffioult to estimate the numberlof, flies that 

escaped capture - some, of courset were seen, to, do sop 

usually by taking flightt and no doubý there were. a few 

not seen to escape. In the last column of the, talble the 

size of the population has been calculated assuming that 

'one-third of the flies in the stretches of wrack examined 

, escaped. Since it is certain that not so many as this 

actually did escape, the figures given represent outside, 

estimates of the number of flies present. 

The fi$ures for each of the three seasons do, not vary 

to'a, great extent so there are. probably between one thousand 

and two thousand flies present at any ono'. time between th6 

-emergence in October and their decrease nine to fourteen 

weeks later* During this time there are two to four 

generations of the fly, so there are probably not more 

than eight thousand individuals produced in a season. 

Table 13 containing the numbers of flies caught during 

the. decrease in the size of the population, in the two years 

this was studieds shows that the population falls from its 

height to zero within about two weeks. Because of the 

s maller number of flies present, a greater amount of wrack 

was exiLmined in order that a more accurate estimate could 

be made. 
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Table 13. The decrea se in the population of Oe; buocata. 

Date Number of flies Length of Fraction Est. total 
caught wrack examined population 

string in assuming' 
P. Total yards 1/3 escaped 

S. xii. 55 26 24 50 230 1/15 1100 
15"xii-55 8 2 10 230 '1/15 225 
18: xIA-55 3 1 4 230 1/10 60 
22. xii. 55 0 0 0 330 1/4 0 

1.57 20 '41 21 62 210 -1/14 1300 
. 24.1.57 16 12 28 wraek str. 1/14 600 

27. i. 57 4 3 7 drying out 1/14 150 
31.1.57 2 2 4 but length 1/4 25 

4., 1 11.57 0 0 0 about same 1/4, 0 
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Chapter VI. 

MASS MIGRATIONAL FLIGHTS OF C. FRIGIDA AND 0. PrLIPES 

14ass, migrational flights are well known to be undertaken 

by: locustaq some butterflies and moths and certain dragonfliaeg 

butýfew observations of this nature have been made concerning 

flies* Species of Syrphidae have been. seen making mass 

. 
migrations by various students and a number of records have 

appe'ared in the literature (e. g. Lack and Lack (1951)1 

Owen (1956); Parmenter (1953)) yet, although species of 

Coelopidae are known to make such flights, no account of one 

has, been published. 

,, -., 
Adults of Coelops. frigida and 0. pilipes are normally so 

bound to the wrack beds and their immediate vicinity that any 

large scale flight activity is particularly noticeable* 

observations at Whitburn showed that concerted flight activity 

of, these specýes was, of two kinds-, mass flights in a 

rest rioted area and mass migrational flights' in a particular 

direction- 

Maio flights in a rastricted area. 

_ý, 
Usually when a rising tide had almost reached its height 

and-thO sea had be gun to pervade the wrack banks and their 

immediate vicinity at Vihitburng the flies left the seaweed 
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and'adjaoent shingle and walked or flew a yard or so 

, 
inland where they immediately settled and crawled among 

the" stones and gravel. However, on 28th November 19559 

when there was a large number of 0. frigids. flies in and 

near the wrack bank,, they began leaving their abode while 

the ineoming tide was a till about f our yards away, and 

instead of settling a short distance inland they continued. 

flying. Within a few minutes vast numbers of flies were 

,,, 
flying up and down about a foot above the wrack and 

adjacent shingle. Some flies did eventually 
'settle 

on the 

-, stones, and gravel inland,, but now flies constantly crawled 

to thi surface of'the wrack and shingle and commenced to 

flT4 

ý. Nearly all of the flies in the swarm flow backwards and 

forwards over the )wrack and shingle roughly parallel to 

the shore and not entirely at rando. m. The boundaries of 

the'flight region were the seaward edge of the wrack bank 

and about three feet beyond the wrack bank on its other 

thiee-sides. 

, '. Twenty minutes later the sea had Permeated the wrack 

, 
bank to a distance of about a foot- Many flies were still 
flying, but -a, large number were walking among the stones 

immediately landward. of the wrack bank. An hour later when 
the sea was only at the edge- 

I 
of the wrack bad only a few 

flies were flying and these-rather haphazardly and not in 

I 



a,, concerted flight. By this time most of the: fl1es were 

either walking over the surface of-the wrack bank and 

adjacent shingle or had alreadydisappeRred into-the. 

clefts and cavities below. 

flights viere observed in December, 1955, and 

during Ootober-to December, 1956,, both at rhitburn. and 

near St. Mary's -Islandt Northumberlands but none Yras 

sleenlAik 11957,, probably because the adult populatibn was 

not, as., Iarge as in the, previous two. periods., 

During Ootober. to December when large, numbare ofýflies 

were,, present in the- wrack bank and under adjacent stones# 

mass flights like, those described above could, be brought, 

abou. tp even when the tide was low, by disturbing the Clies, 

eogo_, by. walking across the wrack banks* But such a mass 

-flight,. lasted. for only. two to three minutes, after which 

the flies-settled-down again on-or near the wrack bad* 

The ieýflights could be made to occur over and over again 

, by. walking over the wrack bed, and since naw)flies were 

continually orawling from the wraok. and pebbles,, the 

number Of flies taking part increased. '. 

, _In the more normal flights previously described,. it is 

quite probable-that the, movements and vibrationsýcaused. 

by.. tha! sea as, the tide, approached the wrack-beds acted, as 

atsimilar and, more. continuous 'disturbing factort. and so 

prolonged the duration of the mass flight, 
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A'stick waved over a number of flies settled on a 

small' area of the wrack bank caused them to take to 

flight i=ediately and this induced the flies on the 

rest of the wrack bed and, on nearby stones to take to 

flight within a second or so. The first flies in the 

air'', 'probably acted as a 'disturbing factor' to those still 

bed., and the 'disturbing factor$ was possibly 

a*, visual one, like the waved stick, rather than the noise 

-iade 
by the buzzing of the flies. 

7hii, induced flight activity may be an important agent 

'in tfie,, mass migrations'now to be discussed. 

ma! s Migrations 'of flies. 

migrations of Coelopa sp. have been observed near, 

, %hitburn on four occasions. Each will be described in 

turn, -'to be followed by a general discussion of the 

phenomena. 

_, The'firat mas's migration of Ooelopa spo, was seen on 

15th'December 1955, 'a warm day after a spell of cold weathen 

Thousands of flies were flying along the shore, in a southerly 

direetions'at varying heights from-ground level to 10'feet 

high They were trAvellinLg roughly parallel to the- beaoh: at 

the'high tide levelýand about 45* do'wn anorth-west wind. 

plies', oontinued to migrate throughout the time the writer 

was'. there '- from 1225'to, 143q. hours* The tide, was low 'at 

1225 hours but" by 1430 hours, had risen to permeate the 
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wrack banks and was washing Coelopa larvae out of them. 

On Sth December, before this migration, 32G. C. frigids, 

were caught to 23 0. pilipes, i. e. 0. frigida, was 93% 

of the total population,, and on 22nd December, after the 

migration, 139 C. frigida, were caught to i5 0. pilipest 

i e*., C. frigida was 90% of the total population,, showing 

that, the mass migration caused no significant alteration 

in'-the ratio of. the two species, 

The second mass migration observed occurred on 7th February 

1956,, ýwhieh again was, a warm day (temperature 8'00. ) after 

aýppriod of snow and ioeo Thousands of flies were seen 

fly 
' 
ing, south at heights from 0-10 feet along the high tide 

level, 45* down a gentle north-west wind. The tide was, 

low. The. following migrants were caught with the kite net: 

a.,. -frigida, 35. males, '61 females, total 98: C. pilipest 

,, 
102. males, 80 fer6ales, total 182. 

,,: The third mass migration took place on 8th Ootober, 1956, 

whichwa. s. a warm day (temperature 14, b3'00. ) although the 

, sky was cloudy and the sun was not visible. The flies were 

flying roughly south from 0-10 feet highs along the high 

tide 
, 

level# downwind to a very gentle northerly breezee 

The y qontinued. flying all the time the writer was. present 

from 1130 hours to 1300 hours. 

A kite net was swept a few times across their path over 

a st. onhy and sandy part of the beach to avoid disturbing 

and catching flies from the wrack beds.. The following were 
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caught; Coelopa frigida 85 09 males and 56 females) and 

ilipes 102 (36 males and 67 females). No flie3 were 

seen migrating here the following, day. 

The fourth mass migration ocourred on 5th November 56. 

It, was ,a warm day (13-34"C) with the sun shining. The flies 

were travelling roughly. south but following the coast line 

very.. closely. Standing in their path on the beach at 

point X (fig. on p. 102),, they appeared to be coming from 

Inland but from point'k. which is 15ft hight they were seen 

to b, e following the are of thebay. From. the ridge A to B 

e, ground is flat, inland,, but, on its other side qlopes h 

,, quickly to the beach* The flies were travelling on a 

, 
frontage of about 40-feet,, the most landward ones following 

ridge and the most seaward ones at about the high tide 

level. That none went ovep-the ridge may have been due to 

the, north-westerly wind that was blowing across it. Neaily 

all the flies vere flying'between ground level and 10 fast# 

only an odd one being seen above this height. The'tide was 

, 
very low at 1110 hours when'the mass migration was first 

seen* 

. 
1t, was found impossible to estimate-the rate at which the 

flies, were pansing, as they, often came in bursts of twenty 

to thirty in a, small area. The. kite net was swept several 

tiraes, across the puth, of the flies on the beach at point X. 

caro'being taken not to disturb flies which had settled on 
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the concrete steps and the path near this point. The 

following flies were caught in ten minutes: C. frigida.. 

128 males,, 190 females, total 318; C. pilipesp 8 males, 

3 females, total 11. 

The migrants were flying up to only two-feet high over 

the wrack'string (400 yda north of point'X) and many 

settled on the wrack where they were very active, The 

following flies were caught in the wrack at point 1 0: 

C. frigida, 41 maless 67 females, total 108; C. pilipast 

19 males, 36 females total 55. 

In the bay south of the wrack string there were small 

.P, 
ieees of dry wraek along the high tide level but no-flies 

were attracted to them. Northwards of the wrack string 

large numbers of flies were seen flying at all heights up 

to about 10 feet over a sandy shore. Some of the migrants 

here (point Z) were attracted to two pieces of Laminaria 

stalk. The kite not was swept twice over this wrack and 

the following flies were caught-. 0.. frigida, 23 males', 

45 females, total 68; C. pilipes, one female only. One 

hundred yards north of here a stream of flies was still 

found travelling south, but they were noticeably less 

numerous than at point X. 

, The only other species found migrating was Thoracochaeta 

zosterae, a vast swarm being seen at point Y travelling 

southo but it was quite distinct from the Coelopa, op. 

migration. 
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No flies were migrating when this stiýetch'of -beach 

*as', viiited'the f ollowing daY. 

The'main points in the above mass migrations have been, 

entered in Table 14'( p. 105) so that easy reference may be 

raado'conderning the subjeets now -to be discussedO' 

Time of occurrence of the-migrations. 

"t-411 four mass -migrations occurred on warm days during 

the_ý'coldermonths of the year. This is the only , time that 

large'n'timbers of Coelopa sp. occur at Whitburn and thdý 

migration took place two-to tbree weeks after vast numbers 

of larvae had been found in the wrack beds* 

(2) Direction. 

The flies in each of the mass migrations were travelling 

south, parallel to the shore and either directly downwind or 

about 4e downwind. Probably the southerly direction of the 

migrations is usual as other species of ipsecta, have been 

observed frequently to migrate in one particular direction 

, 
(see Williams (1058)). In the third and fourth mass 

migrations observed the flies were followed ; outhwards *until 

they entered the industrial area round the mouth of the 

River Wear, Because this area is inaccessible, it was 

impossible to discover whether the flies reached the mouth 

of 
'the 

river or not,,, and, if they did, whether they 

continued travelling south over it or whether they followed 

the coast inland. 

4, ' '. 
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Table 14. Mass miiSrations of Goelopa op. -near Whitburn. 
I 

Number of 
migration 1. 2* 3* -4. 

Datý, 3.5. xii. 05 7.11.56 8. x. 56.. 5 exi. 56. 

Condition8j, 

Temperature warm 80 c; 14" 0 13 ac 

Wind W. W. wind gentle gentle II. W. Owind 
N. W. wind N. wind 

claudysun 'sun visible 
not visible most of t1me 

Tide, 
I-II 

low, low, low, low 

Time 1225-1436 
1'1115-1305'1 

1130.1300 
1 

1110--1335 
I 

LI 

All had started before times given 
and continued. after them. 

ýiýection of 
migration South South South South 

-Speoies (no flies C. frigida- O. frigida C. frigida 
taking part oaught 35m* 61fo 29m. 56f. 128m. 190fe 
ýn, migration but most. O. Pilipas O. Pilipes 

probabl 102m*80f.. 35m* 67f. 8m* 3f* 
C. frigeý 

Flying height 
of 'migrants Mainly from ground level to 10ft high 

Fr6ýýtage (although not measured were similar to 4) 40ft. 

Speed, (similar to 4) Trotting speed of man. 6 MOP* 

other. speeies none none none Thoraooobaeta 
migrating 9ýt zosterae but 
same'time. was not with 

Ooelopa sp. 

Speoies on O. frigida 
wraoko 41m. 67f* 

1 m. 36f. 
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Oldroyd (1954) thinks that "the resultant movement 

( '''the mass migrations) is a combination 'of a more or of 

less, purposive flight parallel to the beach and an 

involuntary drift downwind" and these four migrations 

observed at Whitburn tend to'support thig idea* 

'The species taking part, 

In the mass migrations of 7th February 1956 and 8th 

October 1956, both species of Coalopa were well represented. 

On --5t'h November 1956, however, only very few (11 caught) 

0. pilipes were taking part in the mass migration compared 

-.. wit. h'the number of C. frigida (318 caught), though about 

one third of the Coelopa flies in the wrack beds were of 

the,, ý. formar species. This difference in the flight activity 

of 0. frigida and 0. pilipes. was found on one other oocasionj 

, 
though not a mass migration* On 24th September 19569 a mass 

. of flies were flying baok and forth over and alighting on'some 

shingle immediately neit to a clump of wrack in the wrack 

string*at Whitburn. The kite. net was. swept a few times 

through the flying flies and t4e follqwing were PýLUgl#-. 

C. -'irigida, 41 males, 70 females, total 111; 0, pilipes, 

1,. 'mýle' onlyo From the wrack the following flies were 

. collected. with an aspirator: Co frigida, 27 males, 27 females, 

total 54; C. pilipesq 15 males, 18 females, total' 33, 

. (4), External conditions for m. igration. 

It has been shown (p. 97) that when large numbers,, ýi, 
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Coelopa species are present they can be made to take 

part in a mass flight if 'disturbed' naturally by the 

incoming tide or artificially by an observeIr walking 

among them, and that a group of flying flies can act as 

ýthe ! dipturbing factor' on other flies on the wrack bed 

thus' causing them to fly. Mass migrations of Coelopa BP. 
I'. 
occur at the same time of the year as these swarming flightst 

and, it is possible that they commence after being* dis turbed, 

in some way but the resulting flight is in one direction. 

it was found that migrating flies flaw near to the surface 

of wrack beds in their path and this may induce flies in the 

wrack beds to take part in the migration., In the fourth 

r4gration observed,. at Whitburn there was a noticeably 

larger'stream of flies south, of the wrack bedelthan was 

appr I oaching them from the north. - This would suggest that 

flies In the Whitburn wrack beds joined in a mass migration 

that. was initiated further up the coast* 

When, each of the migrations was observed the tide was 

lowý so they differ from the swarming flights that seemed 

, to require a sustained disturbance for their, continuance. 

The lack of a continued tidal disturbance does not, however,, 

preclude the possibility that the mass migrations were 

started by one in the first place, but it seems very unlikely 

that this occurred, It could be that the prospective, migrants 

did,. not require an external-initial stimulus and that their 

ýown'inereased activity in warmer weather and in overcrowded 
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conditions was the immediate stimulus for mass migration, 

(5)-Reproductive state of migrants. 

It is likely that the external conditions were only 

the immediate stimulus, to migration, and that the flies 

%yere in a state of readiness due to some intrinsic reason. 

A"number of female C. frigida flies caught In the fourth 

migration were dissected and the number and state of the 

eggs contained were examined, The number of eggs found in 

each wao. as followel 77,609 439 17g 539 Ov 40g 639 62* 

850,1319 72,9 531v 939 1070 58t 930 339 389 1409 36t 77t q4t 

117t 79t 39t 519 60* Only one fly contained no eggs. The 

-abdomen of nearly all of the flies was large and distended 

and contained,, an averagq of 67 eggs. Although there is 

much variation in, the state of the females In a non- 

, migratory population, on no occasion were-soýmany females 

,, found with large abdomens and usually only 10% to 401 

contained ripe eggs. The eggs in all wereýwell formed, * 

individual and appeared to be the-same as when laid, The 

, 
abdomen and eggs were, i, n facto similar to those-of females, 

, 
which, had been kept A to 5 days in Jars containing damp: - 

cellulose wool, and which had not laid eggs. 

Thus the migrating females had large numbers'of eggs 
to lay and few suitable sites available for laying them in 
the overcrowded conditions present in the wrack beds. It 
is likely that in some Way this would lead the 0, frigida 
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to migrate, and the external conditions described being 

propitious 9 the migrations took place. The non-migrating 

flies caught on the wrack beds were not preserved in 

fixative so unfortunately their reproductive state is not 

known 

Because nearly all of the flies contained fully 

developed eggs it means that the flies were at least three 

days oldl as eggs in this state are not normally found 

until the females have renolied that age. 

(6), 
-Plaoo of Origin of the flies caught. 

While it was observed that the mass migration of 

, 
5th"November, 1956, must have begun somewhere north of 

IWtburn, the flies caught south of -the Whitburn wrack 

beds at point X Y**M may haVe been bred either at Whitburn 

or, north of there. Some Indication of which of these 

alternatives is true comes, from a study of the mite 

Thinosaius fuciooln which, as shown later (p. 186). is 

phoretie on various insects, particularly on 0. frigida 

andý C. pilipes. 

All the mites attached to the bodies of a number'bf 

the mass migrating flies. caught in flight at point X and 

on all those flies collected from the wrack string'were 

counted. The detailed figures appear In Table 0 on page Igoo, 

It can be seen that 156'migrating flies of 0. frigida bore' 

a, total of only 12 mitee. while 109 C. frigids, caught in the 
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wrack bore,, 98, mites 9 i. e., there were 7 mites per 10.0; 

migrating flies compared with 92. mitep per 100 flies 

from the wrack. On dates previous to 5th November, 1956, 

the, number of. mites attached to 100 flies was one to two 

hundred. 

, 
The low figure for mites found on these migrating flies 

cquld, be attributed to either of two causes. ýEither the 

flies were fairly freshly emerged and the mites had, not. 

yet. had time to infect them very heavily 
'or 

the flies had 

not bred in the Whitburn wrack beds and, had come from a 

w, r, a, ek bank in Which. the mites were not so oommqn.,,. Since 

it. has, already been shown that the, flies were at least 

three days old and since migrating flies were actually seen 

npr, th. of and approaching the Whitburn wrack beds, the, 

second of these oiuses, seems the more likely* The flies 

wareq, at, the most, only temporarily attracted to, the wrack 

string at Whitburn and,, possibly because. of the grpat 
. cj- ,ý 

amOunt,,, Of fly Rotivity, already, prosent, there,, had, continued 

the, migration. 

Although careful watch was kept$ no mass migrations of 

thess,, speoies were observed at Whitburn in the'following 

autumn and, winter, probably because their population were 

nqt' as high as in the previous two-years since less wrack 

Ijid, been cast up on the shore. 
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--From the information given here it would seem that 

0. frigida_ and C. pilipes are good species of insects 

on which to make further observation and study of mass. 

migrational phenomena, and on which field experiments 

could be carried out on this important subject. The 

breeding ground of the flies are clearly visible, 

restricted and isolated; their life-histories are quick 

and large numbers of flies are soon produced; with more 

knowledge it should be possible to predict the time of 

the mass migrations; and the actual mass migrations in 

which they take part are conspicuous and easily observed. 
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Chapter VII 

HELCOMYZA USTULATA (FAMILY DRYOMYZIDAE) 

Holoomyza ustulata Curt. Aotora aestuum Nge) is'a 

well-known seashore fly belonging to the small acalyptrous 

family Dryomyzidae. Because of its silvery-gray colourp 

its fairly large size (up to 11 mms. ) and its overt habital 

it can easily be distinguished in the field from other. 

wrick-fraquenting flies, The larvae of members of the 

DryOmyzidae develop in decomposing vegetable matter but as 

-far 
as is known H. ustulats. is the only species of the 

family whose larvae are found in wrack beds. 

The Young Stages. 

'In 1894 Gadeau do Kerville described some larvae he 

found in muddy sand on the Normandy coast. Although he 

did not rear adults from these larvae, he considered them 

to belong to H. ustulata, as adults of this species were 

present in the locality. Summaries, of do Kervillets 

description and his figures have been frequently given in 
the'literature (e. g. Miall (1903), Czerny (1930), Beguy 

(1934) , Colyer and Hammond (1951) but the doubt. that 

'ca nnot be overlooked concerning the correct identification 
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of,, the larvae he found is not mentioned by the last 

two works quoted above. This is probably due to the 

fact that in the sixty-four years since de Kerville's 

desoription appearedo no evidenee has been presented to 

contradiet his attribution of the larvae to H. ustulata. 

Larvae differing greatly from those described by 

de Kerville were found in the wrack beds at 'Whitburn and 

the adults ihich were successfully reared from them 

proved to be H. ustulatas The true larva and puparium 

of Heloomyza ustulata can now be described for the first 

time. 

THIRD INSTAR LARVA* 

Length mature 16 mms: greatest width (in region of 

ninth segment) 2.5 mmal greatest depth 2*5 mmse 

Shape cylindrical, narrowing anteriorly from segment 69 

-, posterior and blunt. Colour white, save for brown 

selerotised regions of first segment and posterior 

spiracles. Bod composed of the normal twelve segments; 

segments 2-4 and 12 subequal in lengthq segments 5-11 

subequal and largen Segmental divisions clearly 

indicated ventrally by swellings at anterior margin of 

segments 5 to 12 and by loollars' at anterior margin of 

-segments 
3 and 4; indicated, dorsally by slight depression 

along each margin.. First segment, consists of two lobes 

separated by a median ventral ý groove at posterior end of 
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which, is mouth. It bears in front, one on a flashy 

projeetion of each lobe, a pair of small, two-segmented 

forwardly and upwardly-directed antennae; proximal 

segment cylindrical,,, the distal one hemispherical and 

only half diameter of former segment; rims of segments 

sclerotised. Posterior and ventral to antennae are the 

pair of 'Maxillary palps 1. A third pair of, sensory organs., 

, has papillae with (the smallest and just visible at X100) a 

round solerotised bases., They are found,, one on each lobev 

antero -laterally to the mouth honks. Each lobe bears a 

number of rows of sclerotised teeth; there are six or 

seven main rows of teeth each bearing 2-4 teeth on each 

of the two lobes, these teeth have brown sclerotised, free 

edges and are of. roughly the same size; smaller, less 
II 

-clearly 
dofined tooth are found anterior to these. 

Anterior' sEiracles, situated laterally near posterior margin 

ofý'second segment; each composed of 8 to 11 fronto. 

laterally directed digitate processes. Posterior spiracles 

borne on backwardly-4ireated projections from segment 12; 

perý. treme brown and roughly eir. cular in shape; dorsal 

'surface bears a strong, upwardly-direeted, heavily solerotised 

hook;, Stigmal plate bears three elongate-oval spiracular 

op 
: 
enings; no part bears hairs. Spines: there are no 

spines, pther than, the ones mentioned below, but larva is 

co, vered with small baekwardly-directed plates, whose 
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posterior ends are free. Anus opens at approximately 

middle of ventral surface of last (12th) segment; 

anterior to anus are two small fleshy ridges, each set 

at about 45" to mid-ventral line, which join to form an 

arrow-shaped structure pointing forwards: the-sides and 

posterior end of anus are provided with a small fleshy 

ridgeg the anal (interior) side of which bears small brown 

spines. 

PUPARIUM* 

Length 8 mms., greatest width (at middle of segment 7). 

3'mMs- greatest depth (at segment)7)'2.5 mms. Dark brown, 

with hooks on (larval) posterior spiraoles lighter. brown. 

outline roughly ovate with elongate posterior portion; 

tapering anteriorly. from middle of segment 7 to less than 

one-quarter of greatest width,, and tapering more gently 

posteriorly to about half of greatest width. In side view 

ventral line slopes gently down to end of segment 5, then 

rises to end of segment 8. then slopes down for rest of 

its length; dorsal line convex, tapering towards posterior 

end., Segmentation clearly defined for most part; first. 

segment completely introverted so that larval anterior 

spiraoles are situated at beginning of puparium. Skin in 

slight ridges which extend right. round body, for its whole, 

length. 
, 

Sides of anus black. Small plates on ventral 

surface clearly indicated. 
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Laboratory observations. 

On several occasions larvae'which were found in the 

wrack beds at 17hitburn-were brought back to the laboratory 

**ith the wrack material in which they were, foundt so that 

observations could be carried out'6n the life-history of 

the fl y. The larvae, which were in their final instar 

when founds werekept either at room temperature on-the 

laboratory bench or at 24*C. Those kept at room temperature, 

were very I lethargic andwere usually found togetlier in a 

larg' grou' at the bottom of the jar. Larvae kept at 24*C. P 

'times seen moving among the wrack material but were some 

were often found together motionless. In both cases only 

`ý"oUt 6ne-quarter, of the larvae pupated successfully and 

'eventually produced adults. 

Larvae found in the field in July and kept in the 

laboratory at room tempera I ture gave adults in September 

after a pupal stage lasting about four weeksg Whilst larvae 

-. collected in Sepýember and, kept at room temperature gave 

adults in the following April and May after a pupal stage 

lasting three' to four months. This'agjees 'well w ith the 

djapause that is 'found in this species in'th'e field. One 

group of larvaes howeviBrq* which were colle'ated on 27th 

Septembers' 19569 and kept at rooM*temperature did not 

pupate until the last week in'March, 1957, and p' roduced 
file Is in mid-April. As expeete'd, 'young stages kept at 
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2rC. produced adults quicker than those kept at room 

temperatures larvae found in September producing-, flies 

in January after's. pupal stage lasting 14-20 days. 

Some of the reared adul. ts and adults caught iTj the 

field were placed in Jars containing either wrack material 

similar'to that in which the larvae were found on fresh 

Laminaria itipes. All told twenty-nine females were 

placed with males in culture Jars and although the flies 

were seen to mate frequently all the female flies died 

within a week without laying eggs. 

, rield Life-history. 

The adults of Helcomyza ustulata first occurred at 

TWtburn in early June of each of the three years in which 

this species was studied and they continued to be present 

until the end of that month. They did not appear again 

until early September when they were present again for a 

period of about four weeks. None was then f6und until the 

following June. Full grown larvae were found in July, 

Augusts September and early October. No, eggs or younger 

larvae were ever found altholigh they were searched for in, 

bo th June and September of 1957. 

Bearing in mind the laboratory observations previously 

, 
described; it w6uld seem that tI he June flies laid eg . ga 

which gave rise to the larvae found'in July and Axigus't and 

which developed into the September flies; the latter 
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produced, the larvae Of September and early October 

and,, these* after a diapause, mostýlikely in the pupal 
- 'i ,19. 
stage,, gave adults in the following; June. 

-.. Although 

, neither larvae nor pupae were found in the wrack, beds 

or'their immediate vicinity during winter and spring, 

,, one. of these stages must surely have been there. 

Both, the adults and larvae of H. ustulata were very 

restricted with regard to their distribution at Whitburn, 

the larvae, being confined to small, fairly dry, wrack 

'. beds iij the central region there, and to parts of the 

! wrack string near this region; whilst the adults were 

, -found on the sand in the vicinity of this wrack material. 

Neither l. arvae nor adults were ever found in the wrack 

ýbanks at Whitburn and the species never occurred near 

St. -Mary's Island where only wrack banks are formed. In 

, Augustp, 1956, adults and larvae were found in a wrack 

string at Llandudno, Wales, andAn September, 1957, adults 

but, no, larvae, were found in a wrack string at Bamburgh, 

North 
* 
umberlands The presence of the fly at Bamburgh, which 

is forty-miles north of St. Hary. 's Island shows that it 

, As not for any geographical reason that the species does 

not occur at the-latter place. In each of, the areas in 

: which H. ustulata was found the wrack was fairly dry, in 

Small amounts and lying on sand, which facilitates drainage. 

: The adults of H. ustulata were the least secretive of 

all the flies that bred in the wr ack beds at Whitburn, and 
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they, were usually found exposed on the sand in the 

central region from the high tide line toý about twenty 

yards, down the shore. There were small pieces of dry 

wrack lying on the sand but the -flies did -not appear to 

ba'attracted to them'. When approaohed the flies flew a 

yard, or two and then alighted on the sand againb This 

shortg quiok flight, -often repeated several times made 

difficult to catch. The females seemed less 

active than-the males but were far, fewer in number, about 

ten males being caught to each female. 

The larvae were found in small ý masses of f airly dry 

wrack in the high tide position and often contaminated 

with. sand and tidal debris. With them, have oocurred'at 

: various times the larvae of Fafinia, caniculariag of 

Fucallia'maritima and of Thoracochaeta 

occ 
' 
asion (27th September, 1956) larvae 

four,, species occurred together along w: 

Tinea pallescentella (Lepidoptera) and 

insects* 

It can be seen that both the larvae 

zosteraes 'On one 

ýof all of these 

Ith larvae of- 

various other 

and adultS. of 

ustulata live in fairly dry habitatst indeedq neither 

are, adapted to living -in wet. wrack beds. , The larvae ire 

-devoid of 'hairs$ on their posterior spiracles and of large 

spines. on their ventral' surfacey and'thus 'they lack both 

features shown (p. 162) to be most suitable 'adaptations 'for 
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those species (Coelopa frigida,,. 0. pilipes, Orygma 

luctuosa at times, and Thoracochaeta zosterae) that 

occur inlarger and wetter wrack beds., whilst. the 

adults,, unlike those of Coelops. sp., easily stick to 

any, we, t surfaee. 
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Chapter VIII. 

FUCELLIk MARITILM (FAIMY MUSGIDAE) 

Species of the genus Puoellia (Huscidae) are well 

known to be seashore-inhabiting flies; F. Maritima 

and P. fucorum frequent wrack. beds on European shoress 

F . -intermedia, F. pietipennis, P. arioiformis and 

,?.. fuoorum have all been found in littoral regions of 

Greenland Whilst the last three species have been found 

on aretio-American shores (Madsen (1936)). 

ýVery little appears to be known of the life history 

and ecology of any of these species* Baoklund (1945) 

, reared P. maritima adults from samples of wrack collected 

-on the coast of Sweden, and Madsen (1936) found the 

larvae of F. ariciformis in clay flats near river mouths 

,, and lagoons in Greenland. 

Of the two species, F. fucorum and F. maritima, which 

ýare found in Britain only the latter occurred at V. Ihitburni 

The-young stages of this species are here described for 

the first time. 

BOG 

Length 1 mm. in dorsal view outline elongate-oval', 
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posterior end slightly more rounded than anterior end; 

in side view longi, tudinal axis curved. Chorion with 

two, white, thickened ridges stretching for about 

seven-eighths length of egg: and parallel for'most of 

their length but approach each other anteriorly and 

posteriorly; ridges thicker and more obvious at anterior 

, 
end. In'newly laid, eggs the ridges are usually close 

together but as the, egg develops this ridges separate, and 

a split eventually occurs down the middle-of one or'both 

Of- them to allow ecloston of the larva, *ý Whole. chorion, 

except, that between ridgesq covered with a network of 

white slightly-raised hexagons. Raised circular thickening 

of chorlon at ahterior end withýa centraldepression. 

FIRST INSTAR LARVA* 

'ý-'Length. 1.2ýto 2.2 mms. when extended. First segment 

bears, in, fron't of mouth, a pair of, large comb-like mouth 

. hooksq the teeth of which are curved'downwards and 

., 
backwards. Spines, in rough rows extending right round 

larva "in ýmarginal- positions of segments 2-12; they are 

white, very small and directedýbackwards,. Last segment 

with wart-like swellings similar to third instar larva., 

SECOND-INSTAR LARVA* 

Length 2.4 to 5.3 mms. Anterior spiracles situated 

laterally towards posterior margin of seeond segment: eaeh 

a knob-like projeotion without digitate processes. ý 
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THIRD INSTAR LARVA. 

Length full-grown 9-10 mms., greatest width 

(segments 8_12), ý. l mms. Shape cylindrical between 

. segments 8-12, tapers to head anterior to segment 8" 

P osterior end fairly blunt. Colour white except for 

brown sclerotised regions of posterior spiracleso 

Body composed of the normal twelve segments; segments 

2 to 11 differ little in length, more posterior ones 

only slightly larger, but segment 12 is noticeably siýort. 

Segments clearly distinguished on ventral side by slight 

swellings at anterior and posterior margins of most 

segments., First segment consists of two lobes separated 

by a median ventral groove at posterior end of which is 

mouth. In front it bears, one on a swelling of each lobe, 

a'pair of small forwardly-. directed two-segmented antennae-ý' 

Proximal segmentýshort and cylindrical, distal one 

hemispherical. Posterior to antennae on antero-ventral 

margin Of each lobe is a small papilla Imaxillary palp'* 

There are seven to nine rough rows of solerotised teeth 

at the sides of and anterior to the mouth hooks,, 'with 

3, ý0 teeth in each row on, each lobe. The larger teeth 

are comb-like. Anterior spiraeles situated laterally 

.,. towards posterior margin of segment; each composed of 6 to 9 

fronto-laterally directed digitate processes. Posterior 

spiracles borne bn, two backwardly-direotedg light-brown 
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sclerotised projections from central part of segment 12. 

-each bears a-circular stigmal plate,, on Which , At'-ýapex 

, are found. three spiracular openings elongate-oval in 

shape. No hairs are found on the posterior spirqcles. 

, Spines. Very small white, to pale yellow spines in groups 

of 12 to, 30; the groups in several rough rowi at 

anterior margins of segments 2-12, and which extend right 

round larva. Anus opens half-way along segment 12, in a 

shallow depression at anterior, junotion-of two backWardly- 

, directeýd swellings. Last (twelfth) segment whose,, posterior 

, end faces upwards and backwards is provided with a number 
II 

of swellings of various shapes and, prominenoo which can be 

. seen from the figure given. 

Puparium 

Length 6-7 mms; greatest width 2 mms. Colour: light- 

brown. to dark-brown. Outline width of segment's 6-10 

, roughly equalv, tapering anteriorly to these to about one- 

quarter greatest width, and posteriorly to half of, greatest 

width; segment 12 rounded posteriorly; in side view 

ventral line sinuous, slightly-convex anteriorly . and 

. 
slightly concave posteriorly; dorsal line'convex tapering 

gently anteriorly., Pirst segment completely introverted, 

so that (larval) anterior spiracular processes are 

situated almost at beginning of puparium. Ski, n in ridges 

passing right round, body in segments 3-11 but, thrown into 
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,II 
discontinuous and, indis tinct f olds, in segments 121 and - 12, 

There are three or f oar shallow, depressions. towards each 

lateral margin of each segment 3 to, 11 - -one or two 

dorsallyt one laterally and one ventrally. Puparium, 

s'plits ý at almost anterior ziargin of segment 5 to allow 

emergence of adult. 

Laboratory observations. 

Cultures. of Fucellia. maritima. were maintained in the, 

jalfratory in conditions similar to -those described'for 

, species of Coelopidae. Moderately decomposed Laminaria 

s*tipes, and not fresh wrack had, to be, supplied to the 

young larvae of P. maritima otherivise -they died'. 

, _,,,,,,,., 
Adults that had been reared in the laboratory or which 

had'been collooted. in the field mated freely in the 

culturý/'Jars, The females: readily laid, eggs on Laminaria- 

and, Fueus that. was in all states of, decompositiong but 

larvae resulting from eggsjaid on. fresh, wrack-diod within 

a few hours if notttransferred to partially decomposed. 

, 
wrack. In jars without wrack the, females"frequontly laid 

eggs.. on any. mois. t -surface., "The-, eggs were laid in small 

groups and in batches of-up-to'seventy. 

It room temperature, the eggs hatched 40-60 hours after 
"Ing -: 11311d. 

A batoh of, eggs, which was under observation began'to 

hatch at, 1445 hours. on 28th April, 1956, fifty to fifty-four 
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hours after being laid. Each egg split longitudinalIT 

along one or both of the thickened ridges# and after a 

ý; series, of body contractions and expansions the young 

larva pushed its head through the anterior end of 
, 
thp 

egg and crawled, out of the chorion. Since all o. f. the 

eggs hatched within a few minutes of each other there 

was soon a small mass of wriggling larvae present on the, 

wrack., The larvae gradually wandered away from the egg', 

si te, and burrowed. their wayAnto the soft Laminaria, 

tissue where they, were seen with, only their posterior. 

ppiracles pro, jee, t, ing above its surface. 
'These 

first 

, -instar larvae and those of the same stage in other 

cultures of, this species were subsequently nearly always 

found in this position in soft wrack. 

At room temperature the first instar larval stage lasted 

from four to six days. 

Both the, second and third instar larvae were founcl 

either buried in the soft Laminaria tissue with only their 

pýsýerior ends visible or crawling over the wrack or the 

. side of the Jars 

The second instar larval stage lasted 4-6 days and the 

, third ipstar larval stage 8-10 days when the cultures were 

Icept at room temperature. 

Tith, regard to their place of pupation, the mature 

larvae were not as selective as those of the species of 

Coelopidae or Heloomyza ustulataj . Pupae of F. maritima 
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were'found on the sand-at the bottom or' the Ja'r -on, 

the - Laminaria stipes,, and on the 'lid and. ' side of the, 

jar, I %ben, howev0r, 'there was a solid mats of wrack 

i ''the culture Jar-, they-always pupated either in the n 

i6p layers of the I wrack I or higher up an the side of the 

jar. 

At room temperature the pupal instar lasted from' 

eightden to twentyone days. 

Field life-Mitorys 

ý"''AtThitburn adults of F. maritims. first emergpd, 

fairly'suddenly and in-large numbers between the'middle 

-an4'end of March in each of the threeýyears in'which they 

were studied. Adultsýthen remained common until-September, 

vilien'there wap'a great dearease'in-their numbers until 

there was Only a few of'them about im0otober and-early . 
N, ovemberg after. 'whieh, -they were entirely absent until the 

fol, lowing Maroh. On the 'shore near Stt"Mary's Island, 

the; flies oocurred more casually, during the summer'and 

none at-all were s6en, after early Oetober of eaoh year*, 

These populations of P. maritima at Whitburn although 

large were never as-vast'as the'autumn and.: winter populations 

of'Coolopa frigida and Cý'pilipes, - P. *maritima adults were, 

however# far more abundant than the other two speoies of 

Coelbpidae'. Orygma 'luctuosa and Oedoparea. b. uccata', and 

after Thoracoahaota: zosterae were the commonest wraok-flies 
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atý: -, 'Whitburn. throughOut the period April, to-September. 

Their fairly large, numbers, 'eoupled -with the faot ýthat 

the. adults were not'as secretive as those, of other-species 

of flies encountered# made Fo maritima, in-general, the 

most noticeable shore-fly, at Whitburn. ., I 

-The adults were found on wrack of any amount and, in 

any state of. decompo, sition. They occurred all along the 

shore,, at Whitburn from the, beginning of the wrack string 

to, ihe large-wrack, bank; they were,, however# particularly 

attracted to the temporary wrack banks ofýfresh wet FuOus 

and Laminaria that were frequently formed -at various 

distances below the high-tide level. WithýThoraooohaeta 

zosterae they wero-the only otharýflies ever present, on 

the, most seaviard of these-ivraok beds. At Bamburgh, ,ý 

Northumberland, on, 3rd September,,. 1957,, ', large numberstof 

F., maritýma were found, on wet Fucus growing all along the 

I ength -of a, concrete ramp f Which stretched into the sea. 

They occurred here even on Pucusthat. had only. jusý been 

undovered by the ebbing tide whon this was almost at its 

lowest-leveli, Adultsýof, F. maritima have also been 

f ound- on a large area, of the Durham. coast (from Seaham, 

Harbour-to Hartlepool) where-no, wrack, was present at 

al,. l and. Backlund (1945) also found that they occurred 
in regions devoid of wrack. 

e 'kinds -The flies-were. also,, very, much attracted to oth r, 
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!, of,, decomposing organic matter. 'particularly ! to dead 

, 
fish and craba, - rotten apples etc. .- and ekerement. Any 

-such material lyiný on the shore was usually covered with 

up to several hundreds of the flies. -On 19th April, 1956, 

, seventy-seven males and seven females were caught,, and on 

025th April, ' 1956,, ninety-five males and twehty-three 

females were caught, each ýwith one sweep of 'the kite not 

over dead fish on which the flies abounded. F. 'mariiima 

is the. only species of wrack-breeding fly that is ý' 

attracted to deoomposing organic matter, , of this nature,. 

_,.. 
The habit, however, is characteristic of the family to 

which'this species'belongs. 

'Man*y copulating pairs of flies were seen on the wrack 

and other decomposing, organio, materials and the females 

frequently walked with the males, atta'ahed-in, the mating 

position. 

ý'- Although eggs, were - of ten looked f or, - they were, rarely 

'found-ý Those that were foundý'were scattered singly over 

, the'Fucus and Laminaria inside the wrack beds and on only 

one occasion was, a batch of eggs', found. 

Full grown larvae were first found at -hitburn in late 

April of each year and continued to'be present'until 

Octoberý During this -time' there were, probably three to 

five generations, of the fly. The larvae which pupated in 

September- and October, did not'produce adults until the 
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I following March. This' was borne out by observing that 

larvae which were collected in the field in September and 

. 
ke . pt at room temperature pupated in early October, but the 

adulto did not emerge until the following February. 

At Zhitburn the larvae were found mostly in small wrabk 

,. 
banks that were formed in the. central region there and in 

parts of -the wrack string that were fairly deep. In both 

,, places the wrack was a. ompact, contained small amounts of 

. other decomposing vegetable matter and soon got contaminated 

_with"s'and which helped drainage' and slowed down the rate of 

,.,, 
decomposition. Only on very few occasions were larvae found 

. 
in 'the large wrack banks on the rnoks at Whitburn. 

Larvae'of*"P. maritimap for the same reasons as those given 

for Helcomyza ustulata, are not adapted to living in large 

wet wrack banks, and it is' interesting to notý that at 

r, bitburn*the larvae of, both species inhabit the same area 

and same kind of wrack beds and that they were frequently 

found -together. Both species were also found togethert in 

their larval and their adult stages, in a wrack string at 

Llandudnog Waleaq in'Augustt 1956. ' This wrack string was 

of similar shape and composition to that at rbitburn. In 

Augustp 11957, however, at Furness some larvae which later 

produced adults of P. ma'ritima were found' in 'a wrack string 

consisting of clumps of filamentous green' seaweed. 

The larvae pupated in the drier upper layers of the wraok 

beds at V. hitburn or among nearby shingle, particularly on 

the landward side. 
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Chapter IX. 

THORACOCHAETA ZOSTERAE (FAMILY SPHAEROCERIDAE). 
4 

I 

Many speeies of Sphaerocaridas (Borboridae) in the 

'adult 
stage are attracted to various kinds of decomposing 

, 
organic matter including excrement* Several species of 

the family have been found among the . decomposing seaweed 

in the wrack bade investigated at Whitburn, but only the 

vary common Thoraooohasta zosterae was found to bread 

there.,,. The closely similar Th. brachystoma occurred as 

adults from January to March in 1956 only and its larvae 

were not found at all. 

-Richards 
(1929) described a third British species of 

the same genus - The penteseta - from a female fly he 

caught on decaying seaweed of a cormorant's nest on the 

Scilly Isles on 12th July, 1927. No further records of 

this speeies appear to have been made and the speoies is 

not included in the check list of British insects of 

Kloat and Hineks (1945). No fly fitting Richards' 

description was f ound during the present study, of , wrack f auna. 
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Although the two speciesq Thoraeochaeta zosteras 

and Th., brachystoma,, are well-known wrack frequenting 

flies, very little has been published concerning their 

young stages and biology. Richards (1930) gives a 

figure of the puparium'of Th., zosterae. Each of the 

young stages of this species - the egg, three larval 

instars and the puparium which contains the pupa - are 

now described here. 

EGG. * 
Length 0.6 =. Colour white-. In dorsal view outline 

isiongate-oval with anterior, end blunt; ' in side view 

dorsai'surtace convex, ventral surface sinuouss ooneav a 

anteriorly, convex Posteriorly. Anterior margin with a 

ýeniro-dors ally" curved white, denticulate, - thickened 

-i-idge; 
this ridge, joineds one at each sidei by two 

-iongitudinal. 
'ridges stretching, about three-quarters of 

length of'egg; the two'longitudinal. ridges widely 

'ieparated at anteri6r-and and gently approaching each 

other pogteriorly, where eventually they;. are separated 

by'only a'short- dista; ice. , Whole egg, surf ace covered 

'with white thickened hexagonsg- these becoining slightly 

smaller'at anterior end. 

FIRST INSTAR LARVA* 
Length ý1.0 - '2,0, mm., Posterior spiraoles borne on two 

backwardlyýdirected processes oflast segment-,, each 
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Thor8Lcochaeta zOsterae 

Egg 

or sn 1,9 ter ql dors 0-1 a I-. erRl 

Third instar larva 
lateral view 

Third instar larva 
dorsal view 
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Thoracochaeta zosterap 

Third instar larva 
anterior end 

POsterior spiracles sPines 

Puoýýrium 
ventrRl view 

ventral lateral 

Third irmt-, Far 1ýu, vR 
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surrounded by four tuf ts,, of hairs at right angles to 

each other,. , 
Spin, as f ound in rows on thickened anterior 

border of ventral side of segments 4 to 12. 

SECOND INSTAR LARVA* 

Lengt h 2.0 - 3.9 mm. ' Ant6rio'r spiracles 'Opening on 

a small papill Ia at side's of 'se'gment 2 noar ''its pos'terior 

border. 

THIRD INSTAR LARVA@ 

Length 3*0 -, 6.3 pm. Shape almost cylindrioal, 

narrowing slightly towards posterior endo and more so 

towards anterior end, Colour, white save for brown or 

black, a, clerotised structures. Body composed of the 

I 

normal,. twelve, segments; pegments. 2-12 subequal in length, 

eaeh pegment slightly, conoave on dorsal surface. -- 

'First, segment bears a pair of two-segment antennae, a, pair 

of Imaxillary. palpst and, rows of. selarotised teeth. 

Anterior "iracles, situated laterally near posterior 

margin of second segment; each coTppsed of about nine 

laterally-directed digitate processes. Posterior spiracles 

borne, on. backw4rdly-direated. projeations of se ment 12; 
.IIIýý. Iýý91 

each is surrounded. by, four tufts of simple and branohed 

hairsp the tufts set at right angles to each other; 

perltreme black and circular in. shape; stigmal plate bears 

three roughly circular spiracular openings. Spines Anterior 
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margins ofý segments bear rows of spines on ventral 

., surface. The spines vary in size but may be divided 

into three main sizes which can be called large, medium 

and small. The large spines ate_of_two types 

type(l) wlt6ut a' barb' and type (2) with a barb. The 

large spines are in single rows along the middle of the 

swelling which bears the spines of each segment. The 

medium sized spines are without barbs and are in single 

rows placed, just anterior to the row of large'6pines. 

The, small, spines'are, in groups of 10-20., -a number of 

groups 'forming a row. All of the spines in any one row 

are about the-same sizeý Me arrangement of the spines 

is as follows: thereAs slight'variatioxi between larvae. 

Segment,. 4 bears 7 rows of small, spines; segment 5 bears 

4 rows of small spines. ý1 row, of '18 large type (1). -spines 

, ppinting baekwards, and 3 rows of'small s'pines; 8. egment 6 
I 

bears. 5, rows- of. small', spines, ', I row of 20 medium spines 

pointing forwards, 1 row of 19'large'types, (1) and (2) 

spines and, 2 rows of small spines; segments 78 and 9 

are, very similar Us segment 6; - segment 10, bears 3 rows' 

of 
. 
small spines ,1 row of 20 medium'-spines ,1 ro ' "of '15 W' 

rdixed: ýarge spines,. and. 2 rows, of small spines; segment 11 

beRrs, 6 rows of small spines;, 'se gment-12'boari 3 short 

, rows Of smal. l. spines-at interior side' o' an" f us. 
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PTJPARIUM- 

Lengýh 3.0 - 4.0 greatest width 1.0 - 1.3 mm. 

Colour light-brown to dark-brown. Outline elongate 

ovatet but long axis usually bent to one side. Sides 

compressed dorso-ventrally near edge. Segmentation 

clearly defined, constrictions being between segments 

and larval aegmental spines obvious. First segment 

completely introverted so that larval anterior spiracles 

are situated almost at- anterior end. For emergenee, of 

adult puparium splits along sides of anterior 3 or 4 

segments . and the two flaps so f ormed are pushed apart. 

Laboratory_observations* 

Cultures of Thoracochaeta zosterae were, kept in the 

laboratory on Fucus in glassýcontainers of various sizes 

depending on the purpose for which flies and young stages 

were required. 

Stock cultures were kept'in 2-lb. size Kilner jars half 

full. of Fucus into which the a, dults were introduced to 

commence the culture. The- Fucus was kept moist until 

'decomposition 
began. The larTae did not seem to suffe, r 

any losses if water was standing in the jar provided there 

was enough Fueus projecting above its'suifaoe. for them to 

feed ono , Since the larvas'pupated in the. drier, upper 

parts of the jar suoh,, excess, water, had little effect on 
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-ýthe pupal 'stage. When it becamd too deep,, however, 

the water was removed with a pipette. Sikoh 
-stock 

cultures were kept for several months without further 

addition of Fucust gene. ration. -of the fly follpwing 

With the occasional addit&on, of Fue"'us, one 
'generation. 
culture was kept for-fourteen months before being 

discontinued. No doubt. similar stock cultures, of ! this 

species could be kept with but little attention for 

several years.. 

lipar-pound size. jars, were, found, most, suitable for 

rearing all of the progeny, of, as ingle f emale and f or 

observing the duration of the young stages. Pupae were 

removed from, the, stook culture,, and, allowed to. produoe 

adul to in isolation, and pairs,, of flies were introduced 

into the, small jars containing Fucus.,, 

For examination of the young stages small cultures were 

, petri-4ishes. - Pieces of wet keptA, n a, eell formed, 
-by 

two. 

Fucus were pressed to the inside surf ace of, each patri-dish 

oýnd pairs of flies. were intro duo ad., into the call. ., 
The eggs 

were, laid on. the free surf ace. of the Fucus 
, and the young 

larvae$ on hat ohing crawled round -to, the -opposite side, 

wlýere. they, were, usually f ound with , 
their, bodie's . immersed 

in pookqts of, water formed between the 'Fuous 'and the 

glaept, onlytheir posterior spiracles remaining in contact 
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with the air. In their -respeetive positions both the 

I eggs and the young larvae oould easily be observed with 

the aid of a binocular microscope. 

The female flies which mated shortly after emergence 

(of tenýwhe4 still white in colour) laid eggs about twelve 

days later. The eggs were laid on the surf ace of the wet 

Fucus or were partially embedded in, the transparent slime 

which sometimes covered the decomposing wrack, where they 

were difficult to dislodge. No eggs were ever found other 

than on the wrack. Each female laid between thirty and 

forty-five eggs* 

The eggs hatched 6 -8 days af ter laying in cultures kept 

at room temperature. 

The f reshly emerged larvae quickly found their way to 

the wettest parts of the Fueus, particularly to places where 

a film of water was presentl- either between two pleces- of 

Fucus or between a piece of Pueus and the side of the jar. 

They were found here with their bodies immersed in the 

water and only, their posterior spiracles projeating into 

,, týe air. They often entered the water entirely for a few 

minutest the hairs of their posterior spiracles forming a 

cone enclosing a bubble of 'air. The second instar larvae 

were also usually found partially immersed in water in a 

manner similar to those of the first instaro 

At room temperature the first instar larval stage lasted 
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6-9 days and -that of the second 'ins tar, '5-8 days 

The third instar larvae were not 'so dependent* on s'uch 

a wet environment as were the younger larvae,, and they 

were found crawling over the surf ace of the wrack and 

over the side of the jar. The third ihstar larvae 

naturally travelled further and faster and were generally 

more aetive than the larvae of the first two instars. 

This. increased activity caused a rapid breakdown of the 

Fueus, which changed from a firm green frond on the 

surface of which, the younger larvae fed, to -a brown, 

pulpy mass in which the third instar larvae were often. 

found immersed., 

At, room temperature the third instar larval stage 

lasted 13 to 15 days. 

The larvae -usually pupated -in the upper drier layers 

of wrack in the culture jars and -on the side and lid of 

the- jars j but a few were found, embedded in soft decomposing 

wrack. 
The pupal stage lasted- 26-29'days at room temperature. 

Adults lived for up to eleven weeks-in 'Jars oontaining 

wet 081lulOse wools but only for a few days in dry jars* 

'pield 
lifo-historY.. 

, 
Thoracochaota zosterae was, the oomnonest fly at Whitburn 

at all times during the. three years in which the wraok. fauns. 
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was studied there. Their numbers were so largeý and 

the adults so secretive that it would have been very 

difficult to estimate the size of the total population 

and to observe any fluctuations during the year. From 

appearances, however, adults seemed to be equally 

abundant throughout the year. Although the flies 'were 

numerous, they were normally so closely bound to the 

wrack, beds that they were not obvious. Their abundanee 

became apparent only when the surface layers of the wrack 

beds were raised and the flies beneath were disturbed. 

Vast numbers then rose to the top of the wrack beds and 
hew a, short distance to another part of the bed6 

The wrack banks at Miitburn harboured the greatest 

ýumber bf adultsj but large numberq also oocurred along' 

the length of'the wrack strihgý each clump of, wrack 

,. containing at times several hundred flies. Thoracochaets. 

, zoptprae adults were found in similar abundance in the 

wrack banks near St, Mary's Island. 

The adults were found in wrack in all states of 

. 
_ddGomPPsit10Mo 

With, 'Pueelljaýmaritima, Th. -'Zosterae Was 

the only other species found in the 
., 
temporary, wrack banks 

0. f. fresh wrack formed, between a ueoe*saive high tides below 

high tide level at Whitburn*j, but*jt was not found as 
far, seaward as P. maritima. 6 '', Even very, r 13 mail 'Olec6 a of 
'drYj, brittle Laminaria 0 lu bed, erý6 r cus', 'when' 'ýft' I I _d1stui W, 
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found to shelter several adults of Th. zostbrae. 

The adults of Th* zosterae, were- rarely found away 

from the wrack beds except when they emerged from 

puparls, in shingle or -sand after, the wrack, beds had-been 

washed awayt or when. the flies were mass migrating. On 

several occasions. between July and'September many hundred 

of newly emerged, white adults were found walking'over 

the shore in the central region at the high tide level 

where there were only some small pieces of dry Laminaria 

, and Fucus. Only one mass migration of the 'flies was 

observed and this is described later (p. 147). 

ýThe young stages were, found. in all amounts of wrackq 

provided, it was wet an4, soft and decomposing., -, These 

conditions were most easily obtained in the large wrack 

banks and it was here'that Moat the breeding took 

_place. 
At Whitburn the eggs and' -young, larvae'-ýare found only 

in-the-decomposing Laminaria and Fueus in the deeper parts 

of the wrack banks. In'the wraekýstring they were found 

chiefly in the middle of soft Lamin. aria'stipas, particularly 

if, several stipes had, become entangled, as the Laminaria 

stipas did not dry out as quickly as, the Fucus. The third 

instar larvae were found at all levels of the wrack beds. 

The puparia were found in the fringes and dry surface 
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layers of the wrack banks and among shingle and rooks 

on their landward side. 

In the laboratory puparia covered with a thin film 

of water failed to produce adults and it is therefore 

vital that the larvae pupate away from the lower layers 

of the wrack beds whidý are liable to'become flooded 

with water., It has previousl Iy been mentioned that in 

the laboratory the larvae usually pupated in the drier 

parts of the culture jars. In one of his moisture 

. --preference experiments, Backlund (1945) found thai'larvae 

which oc6urred in a 100% water-satuiated substratum 

(cork waste) later pupated in substrata varying from 

dryness to 100% water-saturated. 

A mass migration of Thoraoochaeta zosterao. ' 

Adults of Thorae'aahaeta zosterae were normally very 

closely bound to the: wrack beds in which they occurred 

and they flew only when disturbed* On 5th Novembert, 1956v 

however, a mass migration,. of the, flies was observed at 

Whitburno At this time Coelopa frigida, was. also migrating, 

but ihe'two mass fligh . to wer .e entirely Be" parate and 

'distinct; that of C. frigida has previously been-described 

(P. 

-The 
Th. zosterae adýl to were first seen flying, south 

in a dense column which, skirted a bank of grass''grow'ing 

, on, the most landward ed' go or 
, 
the shore. of' the** 6pntra 
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region at Whitburn (fig*, on p.. 102)o The flies were so 

dense that from a distance of about three yards to their 

seaward side they gave a shimmering effect to the grass 

bank behind them. The. rlies were flying on a frontage 

of about two feet and from one to three feet high. The 

kite. not was swept once through, the column of flies at 

point Y (fig. on p. 102) and those caught were collected 

Irom the net with an, aspirator. Many flies were seen to 

escape through the mesh of the not butt even so, 202 were 

caught (95 malest 107, females). 

, The flies emanated from the large wrack banks on the 

rocks, at Rhitburn. From there until they reached the 

grass bankl a distance of f orty yards or so, the flies 

were not as concentrated as they were when they skirted 

the'grass bank where, the dense column of them was seen. 

Th is columnv more obvious in some. places than in others, 

stretched for-about twenty yards, to'some large clumps of 

fresh wrack lying on, the, s#ore in line with the flight* 

No flies -were. seen flying south of these clumps, nor were 

any found flying north of, the, large wrack banks, only 

very, few. adults of The zosterae, were found on a wrack 

, string two yards seaward',, of the large, clumps 
'of 

Yfr a ek 

The shore over Vhich the. migrants flew was devoid of wrack 

between the wrack banks and -the- 
large wra I ek clumps. 
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, The weather condi. t ions, were,, of course, the same 

,, as, those described for the Coelopa frigida migration 

, of,, the same date (p. 
. 
101. ). 

Tt would seem that what was observedýat Whitburn and 

is 'described here was a short but complete mass migration 

of'Tho zoaterae adults. There was the emigration of 

large numbers of flies from. the wrack banks. their 

transmigration over terrain devoid of wrack material and 

their immigration into clumps of fresh wrack some sixty 

,. yards from the beginning of the flight.. 

other species of Sphaeroooridae found in the Vjhi tburn 
wrack beds., 

-Th. braohystoma was fairly common in the wrack string 

-at Whitburn from lata'January until. early March, 1956., 

, ýThis was the only period during,, whioh this species was 

found. Five other species, of Sphaeroceridae were found 

in the wrack string; _, 
Copromyza similis was fairly common 

., on one Occasion (21st May. ' 1957). Sphaerocera cropped up 

now and again in small numbers and"the other three spe'aies 

occurred once or twice, 
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Chapter X. 

OTHER SPEGIES OF DIPTERA GLOSELY ASSOOIATED 

WITH THE WRACK BEDS* 

Ihe flies previously dealt with - the four speeies of 

coelopidaes and the Helcomyza- Ustulatat Pueellia maritima 

and Thoracochaeta zosterae ---all bred in the wrack beds 

at r-o"nitburn with a certain regularity and it is most 

probable that for this purpose at least they are'confined 

to this type of habitat. Although the -young stages of 

Thoraoooliaeta brachystoma'wera not found, it is very likely 

that this species Is similar to Th. zosterae in that-they 

are also confined to wrack beds. ' 

Besides these eight speeiest-there were other flies 

that were common at sbme time of the 7earg either as 

adults. or larvaes and which, were mo re or less closel-y 

associated %vith the wrack beds', The7 included species of 

the'. genus Chersodromia, Sciaria quinquelinetat Pannia 

eanicularis and Seatophaga stereoraria, 

Chersodromia species found'in, wrack beds. 

several species of 'Chersodromia Irimpi'didae) have been 
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found inhabiting the seashore by various students* 

ýLundbook (1010) mentions finding'Ch. ditficilis, arenaria, 

incana and hirta at seashore localities in Denmark. He 

found Ch. oursitans with them at times, but this species 
."I also occurred at the dide'of lakes-and rivers, Ch* arenaria 

and Ch. cursitans were found on the shores of Sweden and 

Finland by Backlund (1945). In England, Yerbury, (1919-22) 

recorded Ch. hirta and Ch. cursitans found under seaweed 

at Toraross, Devon. 

At Whitburn, the present, writer, found Ch. hirta and, 

Ch* arenaria; at Llandudno Ch. hirta,,, diff icilis and 

incana; and at Bamburgh.. Northumberland,, Ch. ineana. 

In the adult stage, 
-species 

of Chersodromia ares 

predatory on other insects and, this habit is discussed 

later (p. i8l). 

Ch. hirta, -. 

,,,, 
Ch. hirta was fairly common at Mlitburn fr'om the 

beginning oi June until the end of September. Most. were 

. 
found among tho dry seaweed in, the wrack string and on the 

.,. 
sand down to about six yards below the high tide leyel 

, 
but some were found in. the upp. er, drier layers of the 

wrack banks. At LlandudnoA, in'August 1, D56, they were 

, 
found, in the wrack string and, on, the, nearby sand. 

: The flies ran very, quickly over the shore and, made 

'darting 
flights of one or two feet over the sand.. 
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cli'. - ýarenaria: ' 

'This species also oodurred1rom June until September 

at"Whitburn and was found in iýe same parts of the 
%A 

shore as - Ch. hirta. Ch. arenaria was, not quite as 

II 
co=on as Ch. hirta. 

Unlike Ch. hirta, Ch. arenaria has. only very short 

wings and was never seen t6 flý. limdbeck (1910. ) believed 

that -, the wings are not sufficiently dev eloped for this 

purpose* The flies, however ran very quickly among the 

wr ack and shingle. 

Ch incanal 

Ch'*'inoana did not' odýCU-r, ý*ai''Whitburn'but'was found on 

the Northumberland coast at Bamburgh in September, 1957# 

and'at Llandudno in August., '1956. It isa small light- 

grey specios and tones in well with the dry sand near the 

wrack a trings where I it was found in both of these localities* 

The'flies ran very quickly 'overý the sand and wrack and made 

short flights of a foot or''so'*' 

Ch. ý"dlfficilis-, 

This species was found'onljýin the wrack string at 

Llandudno in August, 1956. 

These four species of Chersodromia have not, been 

-recorded from. habitats other than, sea-shores 
-and 

it is 
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very probable that they bread in the wrack beds there* 

Some larvae which fit Lundbeek's description (1910) of 

the generalised Empididae larvae were frequently found 

in the wrack string at Whitburn in July and August. 

'Although some larvae were often brought back to the 

laboratory along with the wrack in which they were f ounds 

the larvae soon died and none ever successfully pupated. 

Because of their size, 6 mms. . however, they are more 

likely to be those of Ch. hirts. (2-3 mms. ) and not those 
I 

of the muoh smaller Ch. arenaria. 

Laboratory_observations* 

Adults of Chersodromia. inomia, ivhich were plaoed in 

jars containing pieces of wrack with which they had been 

founds mated frequently* The. male first mounted the 

female and placed the tibi'aa and tarsi of his f irst pair 

of legs along the dorsal - surf aoe . of the thorax of the, 

female and his other logs round'her. abdomen. The first 

pair of legs of the male I trembled I for af ew -seconds at 

a time and moved backwards and forwards jerkingly., the 

other legs remaining stiA. The male then moved backwards 

along the body of the female, so. that their genitalia 

could be opposed. The front legs of -the male which 

continued to I tremble I intermittently, were -now over the 

wings of the female. Actual coition lasted'about'one minute 
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af ter which the two flies imnediately se0arated. The-- 

whole procedure (throughout which the female'remained 

motionless) from initial mounting, of the male to this 

separation lasted about three minutes. 

Although several females* mated, no eggs'wer6 ever laid. 

, ýRearing experiments with Ch. hirta dnd Ch. aronaria ' 

were., also unsucoessful although'the adults ma I ted frequently. 

Soiaraquinquelinsta.. 

Another species that may breed In the-wrack beds at 

Whitburn is Sciara quinquelineta (Mycetophilidae, subfamily 

Sciarinae)q 'although, no, direct evidence that it did so was 

discoveredý' 

,, The -fly was fairly co'nmon at Wiiitburn'in May and June 

and"in September and'Oetober'of'iach ofth6', ýtiiree years 

the wraak fauna was studied'and'it Falso "ooourrod'near 

Mary's Island, though it was -rare_r'th're' At Whitburn 

the flies were found in-the wracký, a tring and', in"' thý"wrack 

flake which sometimes'- f orTied'in -the, central-re' io", g n. 
deeper layers of both of which were dam' Pt a pressed 

and contained a-certai" mount . of'-plant 11ebtis n, amo 

-Although much otthii'-wrack'mate'rjal was "examinedo only 

_one', 
larva that could possibly ! be ascribed toý. this "species 

-was found. Ii was 2 zým. ' a aokj which 1 ong'ind "had-, the he'd bl'- 

in typical or larvae of-this ramiiy'. ý`. Unfort, 6ýa tely It the 
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larva died in the conditions provided and no proof exists 

that Sciars, quinquelineta breeds in the wrack beds. 

The commonness of the flies and their regularity of 

, 
occ. urrence,, however, Buggsst. 8 that S. quinquelinsta in 

more than just an aecidental visitor to the wraek beds 

at Mitburn. Backlund (1945) frequently found both larvae 

and adults of Soiarinae in the, wrack beds'of Sweden and 

Finland. 

Fannia canicularis. 

Pannia canicularis -(Musoidae) was the only speoies of 

fly, found breeding in the wraok beds whioh is not oonfined 

to that habitat. The fly is'well-known to breed in dther 

kinds of deoaying matter and in exerement.. 

No adults of P. canioularis were -ever found in the 

wraok beds, but larvae were found on Fucus at-two plaeas 

four yards apart in the wraek string at Whitburn on 

27th. Septembar, 1956. There were between 100 and 200 larvae 

in various stages at each of the "0 places* With them 

were. larvae of Fucallia. maritima and Heloomyza ustulata. 

The larvae of Pannis, canicularis which. wara collected 

continued feoding on Fucus in the laboratory, eventually 

pupated and later produced adults. 

The wrack string was again visited on 101th October, 19569 

but in the maanWhila it had been. coverad with sand. No 
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; larvae were found and no further sign of F* Oinicularis 

Was seen near the wrack beds. 

Previous, to the finding of' these larvae in the f ield 

-in'Septeiber, 'eggs and larvae of F. danicularis were 

f6iind on 10th Mayq 1956, on some Lýiinaria stipes whi I ch 

,, 
had been kept in'the laboratory .. for a few days. Adults 

ýwere often attracted to the wrack material 'brought'back 

to the laboratory for examination -and, in this instance, 

a-female had laid about one hundred eggs at the edge of 

the most decomposed part' of the stipes. The larvae fed 

on a white slime that exuded' 'through the outer'surfice of 

ifie Laminaria and they later pupated* Adults began to 

,., 
jemerge on the llth June. ' 1956. 

Larvae of F. canioularis are thus capable of'living 

either Fueus ori, LarAnaria and the species probably 

crops up now and again in wrack beds when suitable 

conditions occur* Larva6'of F. -*oaniouleiis have previously 

, _, 
been found by Baoklund (1945) &n, wrack beds'in Sweden and 

Finland* 

Soatophaga s'tarooraria. '' 

Scatophaga, (Seopeumi)' a taro oriria 10 ordyluridae ''was 

,. 
inoither sPeoies of fly w 'hioh was'frequently found in the 

wrack beds. One'or two adults were often found'between 

. 
34aiefi and August,, 'whjj6 they"were fairly c6mmon in- 

Septembers October and November in the wrack string at 
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'Whitýurn, where they preyed on other 'flies present there. 

ýhis habit is discussed later (p. 180). - 

On 17th Septembers 1956p ýLn unusually large aggregation 

of several hundred adults were attracted to a small area 

(2fto x 2ft. ) of an extensive wrack bank-in the central 

region at Whitburýi. . Thýir abundance on this part of the 

wrack is shown by the fact that f If ty males and- 28 females 

were caught with one sweep of the kits not over the 

assemblage of flies. The area to whiýh the flies were 

attraoted was darker in- colour than the rest of the wraok, 

was fetid and must have dooomposed very rapidly., Its 

deeper layers were i=ersed in'a, putrid, brown, semi-liquid. 

The flies crawled over thiý part pf the wrack bank and 

returned i=edlately to. it if. disturbed. Many pairs of 

flies were seen mating. 

A-Jar Of wrack material was collected from the area to 

which the flies iýere attracted and, examined, in the laboratory,, 

but no eggs were, found in it. 

A similar aggregation of S. - stercoraria adults was seen 

in the same placa on 29th-September, 1956. By 24th September, 
195.69 

what had been a large wrack bank 2-3 feat deep was 

reduced to a wrack flake only-, about three inches deep and 

no S. steraoraria flies were seenI on it. 

Soatophaga stereoraria. has not been recorded breeding 
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. in wraok beds, but Baeklund (1945) found larvae of. tiie 

closely related Scopeuma. litorea and possibly also those 

of scopeuma villipes in wrack beds in'Sweden and Finland. 

At one locality (Petsamo) on. t#e northern coast of Finland, 

he found that Be villipes and Coelopa frigida were the 

, most typical wrack rlieso 
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Chapter XI. 

STRUCTURAL ADAPTATIONS OF THE. YOUNG STAGES OF 

FLIES FOR A LIFE IN, WRACK-BEDS& 

The eight species of Diptera, which without doubt bred 

in the wrack beds at Whitburn may be arranged in three 

groups depending. on the, size and kind of, wraok bed in 

which their larvae were usually found.,, The first group I 
includes the flies which bred in the'largest (and hence 

wettest and softest) wraok, banks and contains Coelopa 

frigidat Coelopa pilipas and Thoraeoohaeta zosterae. The 

second group contains only ýOrygm& luetuosa which bread 

chiefly in small, drier wrick, banke-and is, intermadiate 

between groups one and three. Group, three includes flies 

which bred in the smallest wrack banks'and wrack strings 

and contains Fucellia maritims., Heloomyza, ustulata, 

OsdoPares. buooata, (the most extreme of the group) and 

also Fannia canicularis. 

The same grouping of the flies, could-be made based on. 

certain adaptational features of the organs of ý feeding, 
I 
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movement and respiration in the larvae of these species. 

Some of these features along with adaptations in the egg 

and ýupal stage will now be discussed. 

Adaptations in the egg stage. 

The most noticeable adaptation in this stage is the two 

long f ilaments, f ound on the egg of Orygma lu6tuosa. These 

filaments remain in direct contact with the air throughout 

their length whilat the rest ýof the, egg is buried in soft 

wracks and they have already been shown (p. 53) to have a 

respiratory function., - Similar f iliLmentd'are 'f ound'on the 

eggs: of a few other ý species 'of flies s, a. g,, Drosophila. 

melanoganter and D, funebrio. -The'eggs 'of these two. species 

are-laid in soft, or even. semi-fluidq'ýdeoo . mposing fruit and 

their filaments'probabl-y serve: a similar funoiion. 

The*filaments when lying along the, surfAce of the wraek 

may, provent the agg, from sinking-into'the-soft'wraok. In 

laboratory, conditions, however,, many eggs -wer6 -laid'with 

.. 
the: filaments projecting straight'into ý the. air, when"they 

. 
couldýnot funotion in thia, wayi 

'', 
In-Fannia canicularis 

longitudinal projeotions -from - the': shell - of the, 6gg'msiy help 

in preventing the egg from'sinking Into the. soft materials 

on which they, are laid. 

Feeding ada]2tations. 

The mouth hooks and sclerotised, teeth "of the'-larva'S of 
the, wrack-bra a ding flies are; elearly adaptedý tb, ýthe ýstate 
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of decomposition of the wrack'on, which the larvae feed*. 

-Goelopa pilipes The mouth hooks of, Coelopa -f rigida, and 

(fig-I on p. 31) are bifurcate j, - each being composed 

distally of two downwardly- curve d finger-like processes 

with rounded edges. Larvae of-both of these species feed 

on very soft wraek. The selerotised, -teeth -on the head 

lobes in 0. frigida and 0. pilipes are, broad flattened 

lilates which clearly project from-the-lobe surface; In 

feeding, the head of the larva, is, raised 'from the wrack 

surface and extended. forwards . it-, is then lowered on to 

the', wrack surface and retraotedo the, mouth hooks puýling 

b aok the a of t wrack. 

.,, -When the larva is suspended- in Wort wrackmaterial'by 

the - hairs on the -posterior'spiraeles the head -, is. constantly 

being extended and retr, acted, ýf ood7'caught, under 'the, mouth- 

hooks, and behind the -solerotised teeth presumably bein& 

pulledýback intpithe Touth.,,,... -. 
luctuosa-. larvae. -which if eed on -harder, wrack 

than the larvae-, of theý Coalopa. species,, the .. mouth ý hooks 

,, are not bifurcate andars not as. -'roundedas 1 in ý those ý., , 
speeies The mouth hooks' of - the larvae of ., Oedoparea 4 

bucaRta are pointed, and their edges, are ýsharper than those 

of the larvae of -the, other speeies of Coalopidae. Their 

sclerotised teeth are -also narrower, and', firmer, -than., in 

those -speeles and they, pro jec t only slightly from the-head 
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jobes. These features suit Do*' buccata. larvae for 

feeding on the fairly hard Laminaria stipes in wrack 

strings on-which they. are found. 

The mouth hooks of Fucellia maritima and of Helcomyza 

ustulatal both of which feed on moderately hard wrackp 

. resemble those of Oe. buccata in being pointed and. having 

-a-sharp edge. 

Adaptations for movemente 

,.,.:, Larvae that have to move through or over soft materials 

need to have larger gripping surfaces (spines and plates 

etce) than larvae which-move. through or over harder material. 

The'larvae of the flies that bred in the various types of 

wrack beds at Whitburh4llustrate this need. 

The larvae of Coelopa frigida and-Coelopa., pilipas and 

Thoraeochaeta z6aterae-all-of which live in-the softest 

wrack, have numerous blaok'solerotised spines-in transverse 

rows on the ventral surface* The spines vary in size but 

those in the same row are usually alike. The larva of 

Orygma'ý, 'Auctuosa has similar, 'tranave'r*se. rows. -of,, -but _-spines, 

. 
the largest of them are,, smaller than -'the. largest o. f those 

of the two Cqelopa speo: Les; 
_ 

the larvae of,, the Ahree flies 

being about the same size. 

The larvae of the speeies that live among'L harder and 

drier wraok bear no large spines other than those few 
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normally present in the anal region-, Puoellia maritima 

and Oedoparea bucenta larvae each bear, numerous rows of 

very small,, white spines* The larva'of Heloomyza ustulata 

has 
, no spines other than the anal ones but it is onvered 

in' small baokwardly- dirooted, almost transparent plates. 

Adaptations for respiration. 

As will have been noticea from the previous accounts 

of observations carried out In the laboratory and In the 

field, several species, of larvae ý'live buried in the wraok 

material vrith only their posterior spiraeles remaining in 

direot oontaot with the, air. Larvaeýortan, found in this 

position were those Of COalopa frigida., and'ýO. pilipes and 

Thoracochasta zosteraes and the. first, and second instar 

larvae of Orygma luotuo, saa, Each of,, these'. larvae As supplied 

with groups of 'hairs on their', posteriorýllrespiratory 

spiraoles which are'splayed over, the ýsurfaoe of the wrack., 
These groups of 1hairs' have'the following three hinotionse 

Firstly, the splayed shairs's aot normally as a cheok 

against the larvae, moving too 
Ideeply,, 

into, soft vraok and 

3-08ing contact with the air. 

Be 
I 
condlyt when the larvae, of. these four, speeies'enter 

sof t wrack, the 'hairs I 'are f orced backwards to f orm a cone 

over the spiracular plateg thus cular preventingthe spira 

openings from becoming blocked. 
. 

The- 'hairs I of. Coelopa 
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frigida and 0. pilipes are particularly well adapted 

to forming thi ac one f or thi a purpo aa being broad at 

'the 
base and tapering distally*- 

Thirdly, this banding'backwards of'the thairs"eauses 

_air 
to be entrapped within the cone formed (it is visible 

as a bubble in larvae submarged'in water) and allows. the 

. 
larvae to remain entirely immersed in; the wrack for a 

,, short times 

In addition to these funetions'the'lhairisi'of 'Orygma 

-luotuosa were f ound to be very sensitive to touch and 

'this may be true for the other -thre . Oýspeoies, If when 

the young larvae of 0, luctuosa, were 'buried in the wrack 

, with only their posterior spira6les visible. a few of 

the 'hairs' were gently, touched with'&'fine needle, the 

. 
larvae immediately disappeared into'the wrack', the sof t 

tissue closing over behind them. 'ý The larvae rI emained 

entirely buried in the', weed, for'ton-to fit" seconds before 

pushing their posterior spiracles backwards into the, air 

,.. 
again. If, however, water, was-dropped onto their posterior 

spiraeles, the larvae instead of die appea : ring'into i 'the' 

-wrack 
jerked themselves backwards until the "hairs! broke 

the surface and the larvae once more-gained contaot, 'with 

the, air. if the water covering " the posterior: spiracles 
deep and after some"baokward movements the"A'arvae 
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could not reach the surface,,, they moved quickly through 

the wrack and, pushed their posterior spiraoles into the 

air elsewhere. 

The laryao of Oedoparea buocata, xhich live among 

comparatively hard and dry wrack, ' bear. only ýa small 

number of hairs on their posterior spiracles* These hairs 

are -too small and too few to perform the functions of the 

, 
'hairs'-found in the four species mentioned above* It is 

-possible that these small hairs are only the-vestiges of 

a-, former functional state that was present in larvae that 

lived in larger and softerýwraek beds. Large wrack beds 

provide a more constant -environment thanýwraok strings 

'and are, possibly the simpler-habitat in-Wh1oh to live. 

1jence the ancestors of Oedoparea buccata,, may quite. well 

have bred in large wrack banks. 

larvae of both Holoomyza. ustulata. and PuOellia 

maritimat which live in fairly hard, well-drained wrack, 

. bear'no hairs on their-posterior spiraoles, 

_Pupal. 
adaptations 

; The larvae' of species that liv -wrack banks eAn, the 

(Goelopa-frigida, Ci pillpes, and-Thoraeoehaota, zoaterae) 

pupate in its upper layers orýamong shingle on its landward 

side* Larvae that live in the well-drained wrack string 
(Oedoparea bucoata, 'Fucellia maritima and Helcomyza ustulata) 
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pupate among'the lower layers of the wrack and in the 

sand and shingle beneath it. 

Orygma, luotuosa is the only species that always 

pupates in the'wraok itself and it'seeretes a white 

calcareous covering to the pupariumo 
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Chapter XII. 

NEMATODES, OLIGOCHAETES, AMPHIPODS AND A LEPIDOPTERAN. 

In addition to the 
I 

larvae of the fly species dealt with, 

there, were usually species of nematodest oligoohnotes and 

amphipods which fed on the wrack at Mitburn, and on one 

occasion larvae of a lepidopteran were found feeding on 

wrack there. 

The nematodes (which all seemed, to belong to the same 

small unidentified species), were always, present, in the 

wrack beds. and were the fiýst animals. found in beds that 

were freshly formed, They were also present in accumulations 

or wrack found all down the shore to the edge of the sea and 

were easily the, mqst. wide-spread members of the wrack fauna* 

The wrack at the high tide level always contained very large 

numbers of the ne. mato4eq but, the pieces of wrack, nearer the 

sea usually, oontained only a few specimens and these 
difficult to find. If theseýpieoes of wrack, however,, were 
kept in, the,, Iaboratory,, the few nematodes reproduced very 
rapidly and within two or three days there were vast 

numbers of them. 
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These nematodes are undoubtedly the most important 

animals in causing the initial breakdown of the wrack 

tissues* Their quick reproductive rate and their activity 

release the water bound up in the wrack tissue,, causing 

the hard, fresh Laminaria stipes to be reduced rapidly to 

the soft material on which the young larvae of the rack 

flies can feed. The softening of the wrack allows the 

nematodes to move about more quickly and this in turn 

increases the rate of decomposition of the wrack tissue* 

The nematodes also prevent the growth of moulds on the 

wrack. Laminaria stipes in which the nematodes have been 

killed by immersing the stipes in boiling water for several 

minutes, instead of decomposing and becoming softer# wither 

and dry up. Moulds often form on these stipes and-an opaque 

slime exudes through the'outer surface. Wrack in this state 

'is unsuitable as food for other wrack animals, particularly 

the various fly larvae, 

most species, of fly larvae found it Very difficult (and" 

Fucellia maritima found it impossible) to survive on wrack 

that had not previously-been partially decomposed by the 

nematodes. 

The oligooliaetes have a decomposing action on, the wrack 

tissues similar to that of the nematodes, but they are not 

so widespread in the wrack beds.. The oligoahaetes are 
found only in the wettest regions of the wrack beds and do 

I 
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not enter solid wrack tissue as do the nematodesl they 

merely move, over its surface. Backlund (1945) found the 

two Enchytraeidae species, Pachydrilus lineatus and 

Enchytraeus albidus, in large numbers, in the wrack beds 

of Sweden and. Finland and it is likely that these are 

the species that occur at Whitburn. 

Theýamphipods were usually present in the wrack beds 

throughout theyear, Orchestiaýgammarella was, the chief 

species, although at -times large numbers of Gammarull 

marinus occurred in, the wrack beds near, St. Mary', s Island* 

All, of course,: fed, on the wrack itself. They were nearly 

always. common, and at certain times, occurred in very 

large numbers, usually-to-the exelusion, of the larvae of 

Coelopa-frigida and 0. -pilipes. -, ften. theýlatter species 

were present in large-numbers-there were fewer amphipods., 

Tinea pallescentella (Lepidoptera) 

Larvae of-, Tinea palleseentella, were found in material 

brought back to, the-laboratory from the wrack-string-at 

Whitburn on-27th September,, 1956. The wrack. string at , 
this time was composed of a verydry and brittle, surface 

layer, of, Laminaria and Pueus covering a moist layer abOUt 

two inches deep, and it had not been disturbed, by, high-., -. 

water for' sbveral ýweeks -, Also among the, wrack material. ,L 
collbeted-there, were larvae of the three fly species.. 

I Fannia, canioularis, Fucellia maritima and Helcomyzaustulata. 
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This was the only occasion in which larvae of T. pallescentella 

were found and no adults of this species were ever seen in the 

field. It is interesting to find that larvae of two species 

of insects (T. pallesoentella and Pannia canioularis) which 

occurred only once in the wrack beds were found in the same 

wrack at the same time. 

The larvae matured and eventually spun silken cocoons of 

fine interlacing threads, which in places formed a close mesh. 

On the outside of this was added a covering mainly of sand 

grains but also Of small pieces of wrackt empty fly puparia. 

and pieces of cardboard from the lid of the rearing jar. Each 

, 
oocoon was attached to either dry wrack or to the lid of the 

jar by fine threads. The cocoons were about 7 mms. long and 

2 mme. wide. 

The adults (fourteen) of T. palleseentella emerged in-the 

second week of January, 1957. They were very active when 

disturbed and ran quickly through the dry wrack in the 

rearing jar. The empty Pupal skins were found almost entirely 

sticking out from the top of their respective coooons* 

The adults laid eggs from which larvae appeared. Some 

of these, which were transferred when very young to jars 

containing Laminýria stipes that had been aterilised'by 
boilingt continued feeding and quickly grew in size. They 

eventually spun up on the cardboard lid of the-jar, pieces 

J. 
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of which were, used i. h 
, 
buildin, g the coo, o. on . and adults 

emerged later. 

The. occurrence of the larvae of T. pallescentella in 

jhe wrack string, at, 77hitburn appears, to', be -the first, 

record of, a 1ppidopteran from wrack, beds.. 
, 

Ileyriek'(1895) 

gives grain and dry refuse as its usual food. There is 

no doubt, however,, that 'this moth can live on wrack. only, 

, 
and it probably occurs in wrack beds now and again when 
the'right conditions occur. 



PART IV 9 

PARASITES AND PRiDATORS FOUND IN THE WRACK BEDS& 
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Chapter XIII. ' 

PARASITES9 

Collections of larvae and pupae of the four species 

of Goelopidae and of Helcomyza, ustulatai. Thoraoochaeta 

zosterae and Fuoellia maritimawere frequently brought 

back to the laboratpry from the wrack beds at Whitburn 

so that information could be gained-concerning their 

parasites., The pupae collected and those resulting from 

the larvae collecýted were-placed in jars containing damp 

sand. Here they were. Xept until all flies and parasites 

had emerged; any puparia still intact were, then-disseoted 

to examine their oantents * 
Only two of-these seven species of flies were ever 

found to be parasitised - the Coelopid Orygms: luotuosa, 

by the hymenopterans Platymischus dilatatus (Diapriidae) 

and Nedinoptera. subaptera (Cynipoidea), and Thoraooohaeta 

zosterae by Nedinoptera', subaptera'.. 

Platymise us dilatatuso 

Platymisehus dil'atatus ocourre . d. normally only one or 
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two at a time 9 in the wraek strings and'wraek banks at 

whitburn from July to Ootober. Howeverl on lst JU179 1957P 

a large number were found together with Nedinoptera 

subaptera crawling over the dry wrack and stones on top 

of the 'permanent' wrack bank at Whitburn. In fifteen 

minutes a collection of the two species was made which 

contained forty females and three males of P. dilatatus. 

A similar large number were again found here on the 8th Julyt 

1957, and in fifteen minutes sixty-three females and three 

males were collected. By l6th July, 1957t the numbers had 

been greatly reduced, only seven females being collected in 

one hour on that date. On let October, 1956, about thirty 

P. dilatatus were found walking over some sand under which 

a wrack string had previously been buried* These were the 

only-oocasions on which more than four specimens of this 

parasite were found at one time in the wild. 

In the three years in which the wrack fauna was studied 

between three hundred and four hundred puparia of Orygma 

luetuosa. were brought back to the laboratory from the 

field. From only eight of these did Pe dilatatus emerge* 

The particulars are as follows, the date given being that 

on wh! Loh the puparia were colleoted, 
Ill 

2 
18. x. 55 
18. x. 55 

25f * gme 
5f-10m- 

(gj I* xi. 56 
1. xi. 56 

4f * am: 
i6f. m 

(3) 15. X. 56 i6f. 10M. (7) i. vii. 57 4f. 7m. 
(4) 15. x. 56 life 7me (8) 16. vU. 57 6f. llmo 
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giving 19.5'as-an average number of parasites per 

parasitised pupa. The parasites emerged,, through three 

or four small holes they made in each of the puparia* 

In his study of the wrack fauna of Finland and Swed6nq 

Baeklund (11945) brýd ninety-two P. dilatatus fromý seven 

pupae of Orygma luotuosal an average of 13.1 parasites 

per pupa. II 

Backlund (op. cit. ) pointed out that the hymenoptera 

emerging from a parasitised, pupa did so at a date later '- 

than the fly would have done, and-that this prolonged 

stay in the pupal stage helped to keep the balance between 
I 

host and parasite, sinoe the pupals the weakest stags's 

withýregard to drowning through storms and high water9' 

Seventeen-papae of'O. luctuosa which werecolleeted from 

the wrack beds at Whitburn at various times'and which 

produced neither adults nor parasites, within a few weeks 

were dissected. Five contained withered y9ung pupaeý, 

eight contained dead adults and the other four each, 

contained dead Po'dilatatus adults and pupae. The'exact 

number of parasites in each puparium could'not be counted 

as many of them were-immature and all were*brittle-and 

badly'damaged., These figures, few as they are,, show that 

there is a higher proportion of parasitism (4 ofý'ý7) 

among pupae that diei-through drowning than, in thqs, e, that 
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successfully produce adults of some kind (B of 300-400)9 

which gives support to Backlund's view. In fact about 

one third of the P. dilatatus die before emerging from 

the puparia of 0ý'luetuosa. 

Nedinoptera subaptera. 

Nedinoptera subaptera'occurred usually in only small 

numbers throughout the year, two or three often being 

found in the wrack string and the wrack banks, at 'Whitburn. 

On let July, 1957, however, large numbersof this species 

were found with Platymischus dilatatus (see above) walkibg 

over dry wrack and stones and the mixed collection of these 

two species made in fifteen minutes contained one hundred 

and fifty-five W. subaptera. On 8th July, 1957, large 

numbers were still present and sixteen were caught in 

fifteen minutes (along with the 66 Po dilatatus) but on 

16th July, 1957,, only an odd one or two were seen* , 
N. subapters. was parasitic on Thoraeochasta zosteras 

chiefly, One or two usually emerged from groups of puparls. 

of this fly collected at all times of-the year. The degree 

of parasitism was always less t. ýan 10%. Only one W, subapters, 

emerged from each parasitised pupa, On four occasions a 

single N.. subaptera emerged from a pupa of Orygma luctuosa. 

Baeklund (1945) does,, not mention N. subapteýa and no 
recor. ds, of its parasitising these spocies appear to have 
been published.. 
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Other h7menopterous parasites that have been bred by 

other students from wrack breeding flies are Braconidae op. 

and Isoeyrtus sp. from Orygma luetuosa; Johneumonidae op. 

Galis sp. and Braconidae spo from Scopowna litoren; 

Trichophria laticeps from Thoracochaeta zosterae; Braeonidae 

sp., from Puoellia sp. (all Backlund) and Aphaereta cephalotes 

from Orygma luctuosa (Soott 1920)o 

, 
Parasitic Staphylinidae. 

Several species of the genus Aleochara are parasites of 

vpLrious invertebrates* A. algarum is a well-known parasite 

of some species of Coelopidae, having been bred from puparia 

of Coelopa frigida and G. pilipes by Scott (1920) and from 

puparia of Orygma luotuosa by Backlund (1945), 

Only four specimens, of A. algarum were found irr the 

wrack beds at V7hitburn; two in the wrack string on 8th July, 

1957,, and two on 08th July,, 1957. On 24th June, 1957# ten 

specimens were oolleoted from a wrack bank near Sto Mary's 

Island- Although many hundred of puparia of Its hosts were 
brought back to the laboratory from Whitburno no-A. algarum. 

ever emerged from them* The species is obviously, a rare 

. 
pne there. Scott (1920)v however, bred about one hundred 

I from a large number of puparia of Coelopa frigida and, 
C. pilipes colleoted at Swanage, Porseto Only thiee of 
the hundred parasites emerged from pupari*a of 0. frigida, 

all *the others'were'from 0. pilipese 
I 
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Both of the two species Aleochars. grisea and 

A. obsourella, which very closely resemble A. algarum 

structurally,, were present in the wrack beds at Whitburn. 

A. grisea was found throughout the year, but A. obscurells. 

occurred only from April to November. Both occurred 

chiefly in the wrackstring, but only in small numbers. 

On 8'th July, 1957j, however, a fairly large number of both 

species were found on the sand under. the wrack string. 

Altogether 121 specimens of A. grisea, and 120 of A. obscurells, 

were collected at Whitburn from October, 1955, to October, 

1957. Nothing is known of the life-history of these twý 

speoiess but it is possible that they, too, are parasites 

of species of Diptera. 

All told, at Whitburn only a small number of fly larvae 

and pupas were parasitised by either species of Hymenoptera 

or Staphylinidae. Backlund (1945), however, found'that 

in Sweden and Finland there were often large swarms of 

hymenopterous insects on the wrack beds and that most 
dipterous larvae were heavily infected by hymenopterous 

parasites. It is possible that the wrack beds Baeklund 

studied were more stable than those at Whitburn, allowing 
the parasites to flourish there. At Whitburn, the wrack 
beds were constantly being disturbed by storms and high 

water and the two main hymenopterans (Platymischus dilatatus 

and Nedinoptera subaptera)q both of whioh are small and 
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easily wetted and have only minute (presumably functionless) 

wings,, are ill-adapted to living in such wet andunstable 

conditions. 
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Chapter XIV. 

. PREDATORS* 

The chief predators of the animals living in the wrack 

beds at Whitburn were sparrows# starlings and rooks- 

Flocks of at least one of these species were usually present 

when the wrack beds were not being disturbed. The food of 

these birds is known to contain a large percentage of 

invertebrates of various kinds and# presumabl7q when feeding 

in the wrack beds they accept whatever they happen to turn 

up. Pied wagtalls, jackdaws, th rushes and-various sea birds 

were also seen now and again on the-wrack beds at both 

Whitburn and near St. Mary's Island. Baoklund (1945) lists 

fifteen species of birds that he has seen on. the wrack beds 

of Finland and Sweden; mostt however, being only occasional 

visitors* 

All of the other known predators in the wrack beds'at 

'Whitburn were invertebrates and all but one of them 

(Scatophaga stereoraria) were, more or less, fairly. ciosely 

bound to the wraok. 
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Although the wrack beds were visited numerous times 

and many hours were spent observing their fauna, only 

on a few occasions were predators actually found with 

their prey*. The species that hunted for their prey on 

the sand and surface of the wrack beds, e, g. Scatophaga 

stereoraria, Chersodromia hirta, Ch. arenaria, and Erigone 

arotioa,. were, of course, the easiest to observe in the 

field. The'speoies that hid among the wrack (e. g. the 

Staphylinid beetles and the Kaites) were difficult to 

observe and most of the information concerning their 

prey has come from laboratory observations* 

It will be most convenient to treat each of the predatory 

inverteb'rates in turng giving some indication of their 

abundance at Whitburn and what was discovered concerning 

their-prey. 

Scatophaga stereorariaO' 

The frequency of oecurrenee of this species at Whitburn 
I 

has already been mentioned (p. 156)o So stercoraria was 

the most easily observed predator encountered,, being 

frequently seen preying on Fucallia maritima adults in the 

wrack striiig at Whitburno P. maritima appeared to be its 

only prey at Whitburn,, but on l9th October,, 1956, on the 

shore at Hart, Co. Durhamt where P. maritime, was absent, 
So stercoraria preyed on Dilophis febrilis. 

Although it often attempted'to catch adults of Oedoparea 

buccats. at I"v'hitburn and at Hart, no successful attempt was 
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seen* Even when the two species were confined together 

in small jars Oe. buooata always managed to. avoid being 

preyed on by S. stereoraria. 

Chersodromin hirta and Ch. arenaria. 

The presence of these two species in the wrack beds 

at 'Whitburn has already been mentioned (p. 151). Both 

species run very,,, quickly over the sand and dry wrack and 

each is provided with a very strong proboscis. On only 

one occasion was Ch. hirta caught with its prey, which 

piMvr6d- to be an adult. 'of Thoracochaeta zosterae. Ch. arenaria 

was never found with its prey. Thoracoohaeta zoste, rae seems 

to be the most likely prey for both of these species as it 

is the only fly about equal to their size. All of the 

other flies present in the wraek býds are several times 

larger than the Chersodromia'speoiess 
I 

Some idea of the voraolty of Ch. hirta oan be gathered 

from the faet that eight flies of this speoies killed 

sixty-four Thoraooohaets. zosterae with whioh they had been 

plaoed within twenty hourse The Tho zosterae were. reduoed 

to empty shells, the contents of, the head and thorax having 

been removed in most cases, and in'some the contents of the 

abdomen had been removed. In the laboratory Ch. hirta 

attaoked dead flies of various kinds probing them with their 

probosois. They frequently attaoked ea6h other but they 

were never seen to aetually kill and prey on their own speeiep. 
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Usually there was a scuf f le between the two f lies af ter 

whieh they quiokly separated. 

Erigone arctica and otherspiders and a harvestman* 

In the laboratory, Erigone aretica fed on oligoehaetes 

brought back from the wrack beds, on various fly larvae 

and on adults of Thoraoochaeta zosterae and Fucellis 

maritima. No other kinds of food were offered. When 

feeding on the oligoohaetes, the abdomen of the spiders 

became dark green, which was*similar in colour to that 

of spiders found on the wrack banks at Whitburn. This 

suggests that the natural prey of the spiders there are 

these oligoehastess Spiders that lived and fed in the 

wrack string, where there are far fewer oligoehaotes 

since it is dry, had black abdomens-and presumably preyed 

on some other animals. 

In the laboratoryt E. arotica, spun coooons on the damp 

sand and weed and made rough 'webs' in whioh they.., 

occasionally caught an adult of Thoracoohaeta zosterae or 

Fuoellia mari - tima. The 'we6s' were not, strong enough to 
hold any of the Poelopidaes 

E. arotics, was the only spider that occurred frequently 

and regularly in the wrack beds at Whitburn. Se'veral 
other'speeies of spiders were' foundq once or twice,. 'andý-' 

presumably they were only accidental visitors. 

On 30th April, 1957, eight immature speeimens of 
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Opilio parietinus were found in the wrack string at 

Whitburn and two in the wrack bank there. One or two 

were found on-other occasions in May and June of the 

same year., Their. prey in the-wrack beds il unknown* 

Cafius xantholoma and other staphylinid beetles. 

Oafius xantholoma is the commonest beetle occurring 

in the wraok beds at Whitburn and the largest opeoies Of 

Staphylinidae regularly found there. 

On only one occasion was C., xantholoma, actually found 

feeding. This was on let July, 1957, when one was found 

in themrack string with a third instar larva of a 

Coelopa 'sp., between its mandibles. . The beetle and prey 

were lifted into a glass tube where the be6tle, continued 

feeding. Within twenty-five minut6a the prey had been 

entirely-devoured. 

Individuals and small groups of 0. xantholoma were 

often found partly buried in the sand under stones with 

only *their mandibles projecting. They, were found in 
ý4 

similar positions- in the' laboratory when they were 

placed in jars containing sand. on a few occasions fairly 

large numbers (40-100Yof C. xantholoma, -adults were found 

'together under' stones* On 31st January, 1957,, a-large 

stone at the edge of the wraok string in the centrýal 
region at Whitburn was moved to reveal about twenty 

beetles. Most were on'the surfaoe of'the sand but some 
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were' in burrows in it'. Near the entrance to'the burrows 

there were several small piles of dead'flies and their 

remains-. All of these. piles were collected with a small 

trowel and examined in the laboratory. The material 

collected consisted of portions of the hard parts of at 

least eleven Coelopa frigida adults (2m* 5f* 4 sex indeto) 

and six C* pilipes adults (3m lf, 2 sex indets), along 

with thirty complete or almost complete legs of these two 

species, twenty-one wings, either separated or attached 

to small places of thoracic exoskeletonj odd tarsi, Olawsp 

tibias ate. The flies had almost certainly been killed 

and partially eaten by 0. xantholoma. Nearly all of the 

bare edges of the various parts were Jagged and marked in 

a way similar to the exoskeleton of Coelopa spG whenýthese 

flies were preyed-on by C. xantholoma, in the laboratory* 

The combination of the parts remainingg eego a wing or 

leg attached to a small piece of thorax ( ioe* hard parts 

being held together by softer parts) were not the normal 

ones. expeoted if the flies were merely deeomposing after 

,a natural death. 'Some adults of 0. xantholoma were fed 

ýn the laboratory on Coelopa sp* adults. All parts, of 
the fl, ies were eaten except for the wings and, legai as 

the seemed to be true for these remains found inýfield6 

Baeklund (1945) found that Cafius xantholoma kept in, 
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the laboratory ate a great variety of invertebrates both 

living and dead and it is likely that in the wild it eats 

any prey it can catch. Possibly the full-grown larva of 

this species eats similar food to the adulto 

No observations were made in the field on tho food of 

Omalium rivulare nor of the species of kleochara. In the, 

laboratory 0. rivulare fed on small oligochaetes brought 

back from the wra6k beds. Alsochara obscurella. and A. grisea 

attacked similar small oligoehaetes but neither were, seen 

actually to f eed on them. 

Nine othar'speoies of Staphylinidae were found in the 

wrack beds at Whitburn. Not more than half-a-dozen of 

each were seen in three years and, it any were predatorst 

they presumably affected the wrack fauna only slightly'* 

Broscus cephalotes. 

Broscus cephalotes is well-known to be a voracious 

shore-frequenting species of Carabidae. At Whitburh both 

the larvae and adults of this species were found under 

wrack and stones in the wrack string. Sometimes the larvae 

were found in burrows in the sand with only their mandibles 

projecting and at other times they were seen walking over 

damp sand under wrack with their mandibles apart* 

In the laboratory,, adult's and larvae fed on all kinds 
4 
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of food offered - adult flies of various speoies, larvae 

of Coolopa, sp. and of Oe. buooata. All parts of the flies 

were eaten except the wings and legs* Both the larvae and 

adults of B. aephalotes were very active and they snapped 

theirjaws at anything that moved, even at flies that were 

flying just above them. 

Nothing is known of the feeding habits of the other six 

species of Carabidae,, none of which occurred, howeverp more 

than twice in the wrack beds. 

Ceroyon litoraliso 

Larvae of Geroyon litoralis bear well-formed jaws but 

no larvae were ever found with their prey and they proved 

diffioult, to keep in the laboratory. Backlund (1945) 

states that in the laboratory they feed on more or less 

soft-skinned animals such as Pachydrilus ape, Enchytraeus 

albidus and fly larvae. 

Mites, 

Five species of mites occurred in the wrack beds at 
Whitburn. Two of theses Thinoseuis fucloola and Parasitus 

kempersi, were nearly always found in ftirly large numbers 

in'both the wrack strings and banks there. Macroaheles 

superbus was sometimes found in large, groupslof between 

thirty and, fifty'individuals,,, but more often only one or 
two occurred together.. The'other two speciest Molgus litoralis 

and a speoies-of Anoetidae, were very rare, only three of 
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the former being found and about ten nymphs of the latter. 

These Anoetidae nymphs were found on four Thinoseuis 

fuoioola which were attached to the bodies of CoeloPa BP- 

flies. 

Thinosouls fucicola was kept in culture in 6x1 inch 

glass tubes containing only Laminaria and nematodes on 

whieh the mites were frequently observed to be feeding. 

After lifting a nematode from the wraek saah mite appeared 

to arrange it between its mandibles so that it could be 

taken (possibly sucked) into the mouth longw'ays. The mites 

were often seen mating in the glass tube's. The females 

laid ovoid eggs, usually in groups of between ton and thirty, 

in small cavities in the moist Laminaria stipas, but odd 

ones were laid on the surface of týe wrack and on moist 

parts of the glass tube.. The eggs hatched in three to five 

days. The n7mphs fed, like the adults,, on the nematodes 

present in''the wrack. Both adults and larvae were usually 

found in small groups of five to ten individuals on the 

wrack and side-of the jar. At times, other mites joined 

these groups whilst those in the group sometimes left* For 

the most part the mites in each group remained stationary 

with their first pair of legs raised in the air pointing 

forwards. The mites within a group often. ttappedt, aaah 

other with their first pair of legs and now mites entering 
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a group always $tapped' one or, two of, those already 

present before becoming stationary. Thi. s tactiie activity 

of the mites - obviously played an Important partAn, their. 

behavýoUV and may be'connected,, in some wry, with their 

phoretic habits which are described-below* 

Parasitus, kempersi is, a very, quick-running mite and in 

the.. laboratory has been, seen preying-on'the mite. nymPhs 

of either Thinoseuis fuelcola or its own species*. 

Macrocheles. superbust on the, other hand, Is a, fairly 

slow moving and large mite and most likelT feeds on 

oligochaetes and nematodes. Itýnever fed. in laboratory 

conditions and yLlways died within aday or twos 

.. No observations-were made on the three speolýaens of. - 

MoIgus litoralis foundo-King (1914) saw-it feedingýon- 

Thoracochaota, zosterae 4nd quotes the occurrence. of It - 

feeding on Collembolao 

The phoretie habit-of Thinosquis-fucicolae 

Theýmite Thinoseuisýfueicolaq basides, living freely in 

the. wrack beds at Whitburn, was found in the adult, lstage 
attaehed-to the: bodies, pf various inseots, particularýy 

Goelopa, frigida and'C. ý: pilipas* 

This phoratio habit of To fuoicola'was investigated- - 
from 8th-Ootober, 1956; to 31st Januaryv 1957., Moist of 

the Goelopa sp, files that were oaught during, this per, i,, od 

were examined for the mite. The speeies and sex of eaoh 
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fly was noted and the number of mites on it counted* 

The percentage of the flies infected and the number of 

mites per one hundred flies were calculated. The results 

appear in table 15 (p. 190)'and are summarised in 

table 16 (pe 192). 

It can be seen that it occurred fairly consistently 

that C081OPa PiliPen was more infected with mites than 
I 

was C. frigids.. ' The actual percentage of flies infected 

was higher and the degree of infection was higher, with 

the result that there were more than twice as many mites 

per 100 flies in 0. pilipes (215 compared with 103). The 

males of each of, the species bore more than twice as manY 

mites as their respeotive females- 

The differenee in the number of mites found on the two 

sexes could be due to anatomical differences between theme 

The males of both speeies being larger than the females 

could be expected to bear more mites. The difference in 

the-degree of infection of the species, however# can 

hardly be attributed to anatomical causes since the females 

of the two species are very much alike, yet they differ * 

greatly in the number of mites found on them. Some differenoe 

in the behavioui"or in the length of life of the two species 

probably accounts for this difference in the number of mites 
they each bear6 

Seventy-seven per oent of*the infeoted 0. frigida flies 
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DATE 8. X. 56 15. X 5 6 25. X. 58 29-X. 58 
I 

Mig rati rati xf lies , 

i 

SPECIES 
, 

C. frigida 0- pilipes C. "frigida 0. pilipeg c. frigida C. pjjjpes LP e8 C. frigida 0. pilipes 

SEX M F Tot M P Tot wF ýot M, F Tot M F Tot M F Tot M F Tot Tot 

No. of flies examined 29 56 85 35 67 102 li6' 81 197 48 37 . 85 25 33 58 ' 33 24 57 20 21 41 19 18 37 

No. with mites- 11 18 29 5 8 11 74,38 112 '30 18 48 17 17 34 24 15 39 17 12 29 18 15 33 

-No. of mites 22 49 71 18 33 51 289'104 393 114 48 162 40 31 71 80 50 130 80 31 ill 198 57 2W 

f lies-infected 38 32 34 14 9 11 64 'ý47 57 63 49 56 68 52 '59 73 63 68 85 57 61 95 83 * 89 

Av. No, per infected fly' 2 2#7 2#5 3,6 565 4A 3*9 2*7 3.5 3.8 2*7 3.2 2.3 '1.8 2.1 3.3 3.3 3.3 4.7 2.6 3.8 11 3*8 7.7 

No, mites per 100 flies 76 88 84 51 49 50 249 
'128,199 I 

F3 8 130 191 160 94 122 242 208, 228, 400 '148 
. 
281 

1 
1042 317 889, 

DATE 1 OXI. 56.5. XI. 56.12. XI. 56- 
Migrating flies 

caught in air - Caught on wrack 

No. flies examined 66 12 79 
. 16 62 

.. 
94 156 41 67 108 19 361.55 28 31 59 2,8 10 

No. with mites 538 58 13 49 20 17 37 14 3011,44 1,10_ 3 13 1 5,6, 

Not or mites 5 11- 16 16 32 48 75 12 72 26 98 66 72 138 1 12,3 15 4 18' 20' 

flies infected 66 81 6 34 so 22 33 

AV. Noo per infected-rly 2 3,7 1.3, 2.6 3.1 1.2 

No. or mites per loo, rlies 133 300 7 91 251 43 10 25 --200' - 

, 
Table 15 t 
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DATE 15. XI. 56. 26. XI. 156. 10. XII. 56. 17. XII-56- 

SPECIES 0. frigida C. pill e8l P C-, 'frigida C1,. pillPes 0. frigida C. pilipes C. frigida 0. pilipes 
SEX M F Tot F Tot, ý M'ý-, F Tot 1! F Tot 

IM 
F Tot u F Tot N' 

j 
F Tot 11 F Tot 

NO. of flies examined 76 1-10 186 5 '10 15 ', 28 19 -47 z ý- 6 i' 3 46., 49 95 4 -1 ,5 31 ill 142 5- 12 17 
- , , 

,, NO'- with mites 10 '5 15 3 14 '' 8'ý 'ý''5 ý13 " 2 '1`5 3' 14 1 01 4" 48 31 3: 0 13 

, NO* Of mites 15, 6,21 8 19 13 "6 ' 19 ,4 -1-11 ' 7 5 1 '6 1 jo 1 4ý 59 a 25 31 
, . 

flies infected 8 27 - 1' 27 j 83 4 20 6 77ý 

No. per infected fly 1.4 .3 1.5 . 2.2 

, NO mites per 100 flies 60 40 20U 182 

" "i" H 

DATE 21.1.57. ý, 7 St. 1. 31.1.57. 

NO - of f lies 
I 

examined 24 -15ý 39 151 223 374' 30 6797 
P1,2 

4 166 290 'g, 30,39 '92 126 218 

NO. with*mites 3 ''l, 4 '0 22 1 ý, 3 4 
,22 

ý4 '3' 3,6 6 4,. 10 

No* of mites 4 022 16 9 25 325 11.4 15' 67 113 
% flies Infected 14 0.5 4 15 

LN, o. mites'per 100 fliesý 141 0.5 26 38 
it 
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Table l6o COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF MITES 

FOUND ON 0- FRIGIDA AND C. PILIPES 

Includes flies caught between B. x. 58. and 26. xi-56- 
except those caught in flight on 5. x: L. 56. 

C. frigids. 0. piýipes 

To tal M F Total 

Flies 
examined 360 433 793 171 212 

ý383 

Infected 
with mites 172 118 290 102 101 203 

% infected 45*6 M2 36.6 59.1 47.6 53.0 

Number of 
mites 548 267 815 511 313 824 

Mites per 
100 flies 

------------- 
152 62 103 299 148 215 
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carried between- 1- and 3 mites's 20% carried, between 

4 and 10 and 3% between 10 and 20; fifty-s6ven percent' 

of the infeated'C. pilipes carried between I and 3 mites, 

37% betw'eeri 4 and 10,3% between 10 and 20 'and 3% between 

20 and 55. 

The mites attached themselves to a fly by gripping a 

fold of'ona of its membranes between their chelicerae. 

About half were found gripping the intersegmental membrane 

of the abdomen, and other favoured regions were the 

articular membranes between the legs and thorax and between 

the'wings and thorax. 

The mites were also frequently found 'on Oedoparea bucoatat 

Orygma luctuosa, Helcomyza ustulatat Fuoellia maritima and 

Sca'tophaga stercoraria, and once or twice on the small 

Thoracochaeta zos'terae, *'. 'On only one*oocasion were they 

'found in the wild on *species of beetles. 'On 16th July, 19569 

two Cafius xantholom'a, bearing between them one hundred and 

'forty mites'were, found in a depression in the sand, seaward 

of the wraok string at Whitburn. Although'the mites do 

-not normally appear to'harm the insects to which they 

attach themselves, the movements ýf these two beetles were. 

obviously hampered'by them. 

'When a fly diedq the mites soon left its body*' If in 

1. the I laboratory they we're not provided with other flies, 
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they sometimes managed to attach themselves to species 

on which they were not found in the wild ebg. Cerayon 

litoralis and . Omalium. rivulare. Howevert the phoretio 

habit does not appear to be an essential element in the 

life of T. fuejeola. as the mites bred and thrived in 

jars containing only wrack and nematodes* 



PART Vo 

SOME EFFEOTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT. 
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Chapter XV 

DIFFERENCES DUE TO LOCATION AND SEASON* 

The differenees found in the faunse of wraek beds are 

due to various causes, chief of which are the geographical 

location of-the wrack beds,, their size and . shape, and the 

position of the wrack beds on the shore. In addition to 

faunal, differenoes that can be attributed to these factorsi 

there are seasonal changes in each of the wrack beds. 

Some of the more prominent and interesting differenoes 

are mentioned below. 

Some differenoes due to geographical looations 

Madsen (1936) investigated the shore fauna of East 

Greenland. and c6mpared it with the shore fauna of West 

Greenland and other arctic regions. Since he dealt with 

the whole shore fauna, animals occurring in the wrack beds 

are included. The number of species found in the wrack 
beds in these arctic regions is much less than the number 

Occurring in the wrack beds of Sweden and Finland, and even 

in the much smaller locality of Whitburn. In his study of 

the Swedish and Finnish wrack beds, Baeklund colleeted'ibout 
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five hundred different species of invertebrates 

(excluding mites) in eleven years. The present writer 

collected 85 different species at Whitburn in three 

-years. Madsen (op. oit. ). however, mentions less than 

twenty wrack species from Greenland. That only a few 

species occur on these arctic shores must be due to the 

harder conditions there. 

The predominant wrack animals in the arctic are several 

a peeies of mites and oligoehaetes. In addition to these# 

there are some Cullembola, flies of the genus Puoelliag 

and a few spiders. 

Some of the mor6 interesting differenees between the 

wrack fauna of these three areas are now considered. 

Collembola: 

Collembola are very common in the wrack beds on the 

arotle shores andin Sweden and Finland* Madsen found 
,7 15 six species and Backlund thirty-five,, of which occurred 

fairly regularly. only a few Collembola were seen in 

the wraek beds at Whitburn and they were all probably of, 

the same. species. This paueity in t'he'Collembola fauna 

at Whitburn need not neoessarily be due to geographioal 
latitude but to some peouliarity of the Whitburn wraok beds* 

. 
Diptera: 

No species of the family Coelopidae are recorded from 
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the Greenland shores by Madsen, but Coelopa frigida 

is known to occur, however, 800 miles within the Arctic 

dircle'at Spitsbergen (Summeheyes and Elton). The four 

species that oocuriýed it'Whitburn'also occur in Sweden 

and Finland (although C. * pilipes'! Ls'not included in the 

list of species Backlund collected). Several species 

of Puceilia (Muscidae) are found on the arctic shores; 

F. arioiformis., F. piotipennis, F. fucorum, and F. intermedia 

being recorded from Greenland. 

Fucellia maritima, the*only, speoies of the genus that 

occurred in the wrack beds at AlUtburn, is apparently not 

found in Greenland.. No species of Fueellia are mentioned 

by Summerhaye .s and Elton (1923) as occurring on Spiiabergen 

or Bear Island. 

Coleoptera: 

The'beetle fauna of wrack beds on arctic shores appears 

to be very'small compared with the beetle fauna found in 

more southerly wiack beds. Backlund lists 212 species 

from Sweden and Finland, thirty of which occurred fairly 

regularly. At Viliitburn 27 species of beetles were found, 

6 occurring regularly* 

The only beetle Madsen mentions as occurring in seaweed 

on Greenland's shores is Micralyma brevilingue. Species 

bf the genus Micralyma are well-known shore-frequenting 

beetles; nonag howeverp occurred, at Whitburn. 
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Spiders: 

The soider Erigone arotica. is recorded from the arotic 

shores, and from Sweden and Finland; it was found at 

Whitburn, too, Only one other spider (Mieryýphantes 

nigriceps) was'found by Madsen in Greenland. At Abitburns 

besides'E. a'retioa,, there occurred five other species, 

but they were fairly rare. Backlund lists almost fifty 

species from the Swedish and Finnish wrack beds, but only 

thr'ee'6r four of them, 'oeourred, regularly. 

Mites. 

The large red mite M01gus littoralis Was found in great 

el 'K 
bundance in Greenland by Madsen and it is co=on on other 

aretie shores* Only three SpGoiMens were found at Uhitburn. 

Backlund,, ' unfortunately$ does not deal with mites in his 

work. 

Differeneei in, the fauna of'wraek strings and wrack banks. 

There, 'wýre o'everal obid6us diff6rences between the fauna 

occurring in the extreme types of wrack beds investigated - 
the large wrack bank on the rocks at Mitburn and the wrack 

string some 150 yards south of it.. Some of these 

diffei, eAces have already been discussed when dealing with 
th6 biologyof the various fly species found. The larvae 

Of Coslopi frigida and C. pilipe's were almo . st confined to 

the wraek-bank, Whilst those I of Oadoparea buecata an d 

HelcOmyz'a ustula'ta'were found only in the wrack string. 
AS 

"A 
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The adaptations of these species to life in these 

different habitats have already been discussed in 

Chapter XI. 

Of the speoies of inseots that were found only 

occasionally in the wrack beds at Whitburng far more were 

found in the wrack string than in the wrack bank.. Of 

these occasional visitors, 11 species of Dipters. and 16 

species of Coleoptera were found in the wrack string and 

only 2 species of Diptera and one species of Coleoptera 

in the wrack bank. This paucity of the non-breeding fauna 

in the Wrack bank is presumably due to the extreme 

conditions prevailing in this habitat. The wrack string, 

on the other hand, has a wider variation in its physical 

properties and is therefore suitable to a larger number 

of species. Many of the occasional visitors to the wrack 

string were actually found on the sand underneath the 

wrack and probably it is the protective value of the 

covering of wrack that is important here. 

Dirrerences due to the position of the wrack beds on the shore. 

On several occasions two or three wrack beds were found on 

the shore at different levels, seawards of the 'permanent' 

wrack bank on the rocks at Whitburn. Three wrack beds at 
different levels can be seen in the photographs on page 6* 

The most seaward of these wrack banks existed for only a 
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few hoursbetwee4 successive tides. The only animals 

found in, them were nematodes, and, these. o4ly in very small 

numbers. On several occasions some of the wrack from 

these wrack banks was-placed in clean kilner jars and the 

lids. tightly screwed down to, prevent. the wrack being 

contaminated with nematodes from other soi4roes. The. few 

nematodes present in, the wraok, reproduced quickly and; 

ýwere. very, obvious within two, or three days.. 

The wrack banks farther up the shore contained amphipods 

and. oligochaetes as well as,, the nematodes, Put only the 

most landward of the wrack banks contained the various 

inseotý4peeies and: their larvae. 

Seasonal variation in the fly fauna of the Whitburn. wrack beds* 

Althp4gh there'were many changes in, the, fauna of the wrack 
bdds, quring the ye4r,, only, the. changes in the. fly speeies will 

be mentioned. - 
The. ehange. from pne-dominantspeoies offly to another 

always, ooourred, fairly (juickly,,, within. about ten days, the 

declineln the number of, one species being. aooompanied by, 

theýsudden, emergence, qf large numbers pf, the other. As has 

been shown, (p. 66) C. frigida, was presený. chiefly from 

October to early January and-, C. pilApes from early January 
to- March. ý Adults, of Prygma luotuosa, were present for about -j 
one month (in September) before the, large v! inter Coelppa, ýP- 
POPUlation and for a month after (in May)* Thle-other'Coelopidl, 
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Oedoparea bucoata,, was present as adults from October 

to January, but, was found only in the wrack string and 

did not compete with the three previous species. Only 

on one or two days in October were adults of all four 

Coelopids found together* At this time 0. luatuosa was 

in its decline and Oe.. buccats, adults had just emerged* 

The chief summer species of fly was Fuoellia maritima 

which was found as adults from the end-of March to 

September, the period in which the Coelopa sp. were 

comparatively scarce. Helcomyza ustulats. was also a 

summer species, being found as'adults in June and 

Septe*bar, but it occurred in much smaller numbers than 

P. maritima. 
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Chapter XVI. 

SOME EFFECTS OF THE WEATHERe 

I 

The wrack animals suffered great losses at times when 

excessive high water either invaded or destroyed the 

wrack bedso These high tides had their most disastrous 

effects on the large winter populations of larvae of 

Coelopa frigida and 0. pilipes in the wrack banks near 

St. Mary's Island. On several occasions, all or large 

parts of these wrack banks were carried out to sea and 

the fly larvae and most of the animals they contained 

were presumably drowned. The species involved, however, 

quickly re-established themselves in new wrack beds that 

were formed., On 28th October, 1955, vast numbers of 

C. frigida larvae were seen in the wrack banks near 

St. Maryts Island. The sea was very stormy the following 
day. and most of the wrack banks were carried out to SeRe 
The wrack that remained and the nearby shingle was flooded 
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with water* No Coelopa frigids. larvae and only five 

adults were found in two hours' colleoting. By 18th 

November,, 1955, however, the population was re-establishedp 

thousands of larvae and adults of C. frigida, being found 

in the newly-formed wraok beds. Similar destruotion of 

the wraok beds and the subsequent restoration of the 

fauna in newly-formed beds oeourred on several other 

occasions near Ste Mary's Island. 

At Whitburn excessively high tides were not so 

Immediately disastrous as those near St- Mary's, 1slando 

At 1-7hitburn, the wrack bede were usually pulled down the 

shore by the ebbing tide., Some. fly larvae, usually 

managpd to remain attached to the wrack which was cast 

up beyond the high tide level at the f ollpwing high tide. 

Many larvaet howevers were 
4 

left stranded on the sand. 

were soon eaten by the var 

On l5th*December, 1955t 

had been washed out of the 

washed out of the wrack and 

In this exposed position they 

iouk birds present. on the beach. 

some C., frigida. larvae, which. 

wrack banks at Whitburn were. 

found in very wet wrack near the low tide line, andsome 
were found submerged in seawater in a nearby depres, sion 
in the sand. Although in the laboratorylarvae of, 
G. '. fkigidq. and, of Thoracochaeta zost"', can survive being 
entirely,, immersed in seawater for at least twenty-four 

hours,, it is difficult to see how larvae washed out of the 
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wrack beds4and separated from them by several yards can 

regain them safely* This ability to survive periods of 

immersion in seawater wouldo howevert be of great value 

In cases where the high water floods the wrack beds 

without destroying theme 

During periods of strong wind the sand In the bay 

at ýr4hitburn was blown along the shore and accumulated 

round the wrack string*' At times-the wrack string became 

buried in sand with only small pieces of wrack showing 

above'the surface., This covering of their habitat with 

sand did not seem toýeffeot the wraek fauna deleterioUslyp 

howe, ver, an living adults and larvae of Puoellia maritima,, 

Oadoparen'buccata and Orygma luotuosa were at some'time 

found under the sand. ' The wrack bank on the rooks at 

Vwbitburn was occasionally covered with large amounts of 

shingle that had been washed there by high water, but this 

did not'appear to offset the animals In the wrack bed., 

The wrack beds being warmer than the surrounding air 

allows certain flies to continue breeding during the 

winter; months* Larvas'of Coelopa. frigida, Ce pillpes and 
Thoracochasta zosters' 9 have been found active In the wraok 
banks when the air temperature was 0*0* At this temperature, 
however$ the adults of Co frigida and 0, pillpes are 
lethargio, and although they vibrate their wings. they are 
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unable to fly while Th. zosterae makes only very short 

flights of about 3-6 inches. Oedoparea buccatat althougli 

rare during the cold weathert-has been seen flying when 

the air temperature was V C. The larvae of this species 

in the wrack string hardly move at all when the weather 

is so cold. The'only species of wrack animal found 

hibernating in groups at Whitburn was the beetle Cereyon 

litoralis * 



PART VI* 

LIST OF SPECIES FOUND IN THE WRACK BEDS. 
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LIST OF SPECIES FOUND IN THE WRACK BEDS, * 

Most of the animals. found in the wrack beds were 

identif Only the nematodes and oligochaetes 
J and about tezi other species of very rare occurrence 

. ý,. were not. identified., The-number in the bracket 

refers to the number caught on each oooasion'o 
'ISOPODA' 

tigii oceaniews'Whitburn ! wrack 'string,, '7-*'ki. 5ý ''(1 
3. ix, 56 (l)-o 
A species of woodlouse occurred under itones'in the 
wrack. bank at Whitburn, 1,. vii*57 (1). 

AMPHIPODAý 

Orchestis. gammarella Pallass, WIAtburn, 'in wrack bank 
cRi-eTly.. 'common throighout'the y6ar. St Mary's Island, 
wrack bank, common.. Llandudno, wrack, string, 10. viii., 5-69 
c6=on. ', Furnes&; wrack-string, 8. vili,. 57, ý 

Gammarus marinus: Sts Mary's Island, wrack bank. 

CHILOPODA 

Several specimens found in wrack string at Whitburn 
in spring. 

DERNAPTERA 

Forfieuia auricularia, L.:,, Whitburn, wrack strin 
3-ix 

, . 
56, (3f) each unifer a large stone'; '8. vii. 57 Ilf); 

16. vii.. 57 (1f). 

HEMIPTERA 

Two species each occurred once in the wrack string 
at Whitburno 
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TRICHOPTERA 

. Three species each occurred once on the 'surface 
of the wrack beds at Vhitburn. 

LEPIDOPTERA 

Tine& pallesoentella Stn.: Whitburn, wrack stringo 
27. ix. 56 (about 

. 15 larvae). 

COLEOPTERA 

Carabidae 

Broscus cephalotes L. -. Whitburn,, wrack string, 
30. iv. 57 (1); 15. v. 57 (3); 21. v. 57 (1): ll. vi. 57 (2); 
20, vii. 57 (1)., Larvae,, pn sand under wrackýand stones 
at., A"nitburn,, October to May* 

Bembidion ustulatum L.: Whitburn, wrack string, I-vi-56 

B. obtusum Berville'e. Whitburn, wrack string in central 
region 21A. 57 (1). 

Amara Dedean-.,, Whitburn, wrack string,, 15. x. 56 (1). 

A. familiailh., Duftsoho., -ýLland, ýdno, irriok-string, 10. viii*ý56 Wd 

A. aprioaria"Payk: Whitburn', wraok string, 17. ix. 56 (1); 
l. vii*57 (1). 

.II il 
A. convexiuscula Mrsh.: Bamb, gh wrack string 3, Ax. 67 (1). 

il 
4r J, 

Agonum'dorsalis Pont.: Whitburn, wrack string 14. vi. 58 (1). 

Loricera pilioornis Fabr. -, Whitburnwrack string, 
24. ix. 57., (2). 

- 
Dytiiaidae, - 

Agabus unguicularia, Thomson-. Whitburn, wrack string, 
2,0. ix. 56 (1)*, 

Hydrophilidae,, 

Cereyon littoralis Gyll.: Whitburn, wrack strings and 
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small wrack banks chiefly, common throughout the 
year* Sto Maryta Island, wrack bank. Larvaegfrom 
July to October., 

Ptilidae 

Ptenidium_punctatum Gyll. -. Whitburn, in a small 
clump of denaely, paoked wrack from, wraok string#' 
B. vii. 57 (14)e 

Staphylinidae 

Omalium rivulare Payk.: Whitburn, common throughout 
the year In a types of wrack accumulatinns. 

Philonthus cephalotes Grav.: Whitburnp wrack, stringvi'': 
4. x*56-(2); 30. iv'. 57 (1)6 

20*ix*56 (1)* 
wrack stringg 

Cieoýhilus m, 
, axillosus L.: Whitburn, wrack stringg 

15. v, 57 (l)*" 

Cafius xantholoma, Grav.: Whitbiirn, wrack strings*_aiýd 
wrack banks, common throughout theýyear, ýsometimes up- 
to about 100 being found together* Larvae foihnd all 
the year.. -St. Mary's Island, common in-wrack-ban1po 

Qixediiis cincius Payk-t Whitburn, wrack string, 3. ix*56 
St--Marylsýlsland, wrack bank, 4. x. 55 (1)o -, 1. . 
Q., tristis Grav.:, V7hitburn,, wraol; string 3. ix. 56 Wo 

Taehyporus*hypnorum Fab. -. -Whitburn, wraok, flake: in, 
oe4trýLl regiqn-q-=. vi-56 (1); wrack string 17, ix*56 (2) 
15*v. 57. (1)o 

Alsoehara obseurella Grav.: Whitburn, wrack string 
chiefl; j-'-A3ril. to*, 1fovember- Bamburgh,, wraek string 
3. ix. 5 (. 3 

Alýochara grisea Kro Whitburn, wrack strings chiefly, 
throughout. the -year. St. Mary's Island, 24. vi. 57 (5)o 

P. tenuicornis M. and R.: VJ4itburn, 

(1) 
0 
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Carpelimus corticinus Grav.: Whitburno wrack banko 

Cooolnellidae 

Cocoinella 7-punotata L. O. Whitburn, wrack stringg 
18. x. 55 (2): 14. vi*55 (2)o 

Adalla 10-punotata (L-) St. Maryls Island. * 13. x. 55 (1). 

HYMENOPTERA 

Nedinoptera subaptera Walk-i Whitburn, a few found 
in all types of wrack Dods throughout the year, wall 
very common-in July, 1957. Bamburgh,, wrack string, 
3. ix. 57. (l). A parasite bf Thoracochaeta zosterae 

and Orugma luetuosa. 

Diapriidas 

Platymischus dilatatus Wast.: Whitburn, wrack string 
and. wraek banks, a often found from July to 
Oetobar-, -*was very common in July, 1957. Parasitic 
on Orygma. luctuosa. 

Aleochara-al arum Fauv. *. Whitburng, wrack stringo 
'g=. v*67 (2) vii. 57 (2). St. Maryto Island, 
wrack bank, 24-vi-57 (10). 

Gauropterus linearis Oliv. -. 'Whitburn, wraclý stringo 
17. ix. 56 (1); 26. xi. 56 (1). 

Cynipidae 

Iohneumonidae 
I 

Alomya'deballitor 
", 
Fabr.: Whitburn, wrack string, 

-1.3*ix.. 
56 

T" 
"Ther'siloehus op.: St. Mary's Island 4. x. 55 (1f). 

f 

DIPTERA 

''Tipulidae 

Tipula ozizeki de Jong: Whitburn, wraok string, 
t 
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Trichpoeridae 

. 
Triohocera regelationi's L. -, Whitburn, small. . groups 
of. f lies performed aer: ýai-dances' over -the wraok'beds, 
No6mbGi to* February, *'' 

Bibionida' 

Dilophus febrilia. L.: Whitburn,, wraok bank, 3,. Yi. 56, (2),. 
St. NarTTs -Is I and, 'wiack: bank '13 . 'x '65 13). 

Scatopsidae 

Scatopse notata L.:. Whitburn,, wraek string, _l,. 
vi-56 (1). 

Mycatophilidae 

Sciara quinqualineta,: ' Whitburn,, wrack string; may 
Me and September October, fairly common. St. Mary's 
Island*, " 'rarer. 

Empidida'ý 

Taohis ta arr6g ans,. L., -, Whitburn, wrao k. 'alt. rin gt, 7. vi. 57 (1). 

Cho Ir s6dromia hirta Walk: 
- 

'Whitburn, all types of wrack 
beds June-to September, common. Llandudno, ý wrack 

100 str ng, 10''viii'56 (14)9 

dli. 4itkicilis Lund.: Llindudno, wrack string, 10-viii-56t 
-Tr-1-y, common.. ?a 

Ch ar"o'naria. Hal..: W, h, itburn, all, type's of %Taqk, beds, 
Juno, to September, common. 

Ch. *inoana Walk.: Llandudno, wrack string, 10. viii. 56, 
fairly common. Bamburgh, wrack strizig, 3. ix. 57, f6irly 
0 Pmmon 

Lon6hootaridae' 

'' ' '' J1 ýIII. Lonohopteri lut6a Panier: Whitburn, w3ýadk string, 10. xi*55 (2f); __T9*xi-55 (2f); 15. xii. 55 (if)-, B. x. 56 (if)'; 
12. xi. 56 (im); lg. xiio57 (1m). 

Byrphidael 

Rkeltalis tonax L. 'St. MaryS'leland, wrack bankag. 
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Piophilidae 

Piophila vuleskria-Fallons 
20. ix.,. 56 tlm)*; ),, ý , Whitbarn,, wraek string,, 

Dryomyzid! Le', 

Helcomyza-ustulata CUrt% -Whitbýirn, wrack stringe. andg 
flak s, June, and, September, fairly. - common. , 

Llandudno 
wrack string', 10. viii. 56, fairly common. Bamburgh, on 

-sand seawards of a wrack string, 3. ix. 57 (16). Larvae, 
Xhitburn", 'wraok string, July to October. Llandudnop 
wraek, strIng,, 8. viii. 56-., 

Coelopidaw'! 

Coalopa`, frI6ida, (Pabr): Whitburn, large numbers, from 

, 
Optoberi to. Janu=7, ', 'f ewer ýfrqm then. till Mar0hp small.. 
numbe 

, 
r. Maroh. ýo September. Larvae, Whitburn, chiefly 

in large wrack banks. from September to December. Large 

, numbers of larvae and adults were also found near St.,, 

ilives Haliday: 'Whitburn, large numbers frommid-"" 
py, . to,,, March'. -, Larvae Whitburn, chiefly In-large. 

wraok, bankeýfrom, December,. to, February.,,,, Adultz. and 
lwývie`- also', present, at,, St. Maryte Island. 

OrTitma'-luotuoss, Maigen: I - Whitburn, common in, wrack. 
string -, and - a=ma 1 wrack banks April - May and ii September; 
a few ibout" in" June ''and October . 'January. Larvae, 
Whitburn; -In, small wrack, banks chiefly in, May,,!, Ssptember 
And. October.. 

Oadoparealuccata Fallent; Whitburn,. wrack Btring, -, chipfly 
from -0c, tober --. --T-eoember Larvae,, Ootober'! -, Mareh.. 

Borboridae- 

Thoraoo chasta zosterae Hal.: Whitburn, wrack bedsp 
co 

' 
mmonest-fly throuWo-ut. the year. S' t*., Mary! s, lalando 

very; oqmmon, all the ypar-roundo 

Th. braohystoma Stenh. -. Whitburn, wrack string, late 
, January -, early March,, 1956, fairly oo=on. 

, 
Whitburn, wrack string, 21 CoproMZza-, n: LSra-., v. 57 (3). 
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Copromyza similis Collint Whitburn, wrack string, 
26'. ii. 56*, -(2ý'j-26. xi. 56 (1); 8. v. 57 (1); 21. v. 57 

(fairly. o, or=on); 6. vi. 57 (2), 

C. mitida'Meigens, VJhitburn,, wrack string,, 16.: ii*56 (1); 
23.11,56 (1). 

Bo'rborus ater, fleigen: Whitburn, wrack stringg 29. xi-55 Wo 

Sphaerooera subsultans L.: Whitburn, wrack string# 
23. U. 55 (7); * 12A. 56"(1); i6. ii. 56 (1); 21. v. 57 (5); 
6. vi, 57 (1); wrack bank in central region 17. ix. 56 Me 

Calliphoridae. 

Callipho I ra erZthrocephala R. - D. Whitburn, frequently 
ali ts, on, the, wrack beds. St., Mary's Island, 13. x. 55 (1). 

Hart lg#x*56 (1),. 
, 

In wrack 'bank., 'Whitburn,, 7. ix. 57 (2). 

Lucilia sericata Moigen: SeVeral were attracted to two 
dead, ýg-ulls 1-yTng, in the Wraok'string, at Llandudnop 
109viii*569 ?. our females were caught* 

Muscidae, 

Fucellii marliima. ýalidqj: Whitburn, 'all typeB of wrack 
beds, March to Beotemberjeommon)t October and Novembbr 
(few). StO ' Miryls. 1sland; (c6mmon)'from, March to September. 
Gullerooatst frexh1wrack banko 12. vi*56. Horden shore 
dovoid of wrack, 24. iv. 56. Hart'190x. 56. ý Llandudnot 
wrack stringg-lo. viii*56. ' Larvie, 17hitburn,, wrack string 
and small wrack bankst from April to October. Furness 
coast,,, ''in wrack string of filamentous green alga. 

Pannia. canicularis L.: Larvae, Whitburn wrack string, 
27qixqýSG, *(C*140); 4exe56 (J)o 

Cordyluridae, 

Scatophaga-stereoraria L. -., Whitburn,,, wrack string and 
II small'wiaekbanks, September-November(often fairly common); March to April (fewer). 'A large number attracted to 

some rapidly decomposing wrack 17. ix. 56 and 20. ix. 56. 
Hart.. '19. x. 56 (11). 
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ARANEIDA, 

Erigone aratipa (White). 'Whitbýxrn, wrack strings and, ý 
wrack banks'Maieh to OetoVer,, two or three often 
present,, 'sometimes fairly common. 

E, dentipalpis '(Wider). rwhitburnp wraek stringg 
30. vii, 57 (3m lf ). 

Lephyphantes tenuis (Blackwall). 'Whitburn, Iraqk string 
31. X. 57 (6t lm). 

Ostearius melanopygius (0. P. -C. ). Whitburng wrack 
string P. vii. 57 (1f); 24. ix*57. (Im)*' 

Centromerita, sp. rvhitburn 31. x. 57 (2f), 

OPILIONES 

Opilio parietinus-(De Geer). Whitburn-, wr'ack string 
30*iv*57 (8) odd ones in May and June 1957. 

AGARINA 

Thinoseius fucicola (Halbert). Whitburn, in. all, kinds 
of wraek. beds and phoretioally"qn, various fly species# 
chiefly Coelopidae. Always commono. 

Parasitus kempersi Oudemans. '#hitburno, in, all kinds: 
of wrack bedsv common-all the year. 

Macrocheles superbus Hull. Whitburns wrack string'and 
wrack bank,, May-September, a few could usually be found. 
On ooeasionsIarge numbers (30-50) occurred close 
togetlier in the wrack. 

Molgus littoralis W. Whitburn, on rocks in wrack 
bank 27. vi*66 (1);. I. vii. 57 (1); B. vii*57 (1), -P 

some anoetidae de'utonymphs were found-attached to the 
-mite T. fueieola, on. a, few occasions when this species' 
was found"on various flies* 
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